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Emotional processing and episodic memory are topics of great interest in neuroscience 
research. It is known that both of these two cognitive processes can be influenced by a variety 
of factors. The scope of this thesis is to highlight the importance and describe the role of two 
of these factors, namely sex and genetics. Our investigation on this topic consists of results 
that have been reported in five peer-reviewed publications, where methods from different 
disciplines like neuroimaging, psychoneuroendocrinology, and epigenetics were combined. 
 In order to assess sex-dependent differences in emotional processing and episodic 
memory, we conducted (in our first publication) behavioural and imaging analyses within a 
large sample of healthy young subjects. Our results point to differences between the sexes in 
emotional appraisal as well as setting-dependent differences in memory performance of 
pictorial information, which seem to be independent of each other. We additionally 
investigated the modulatory character of endogenous testosterone levels on emotional 
processing and memory (in the second publication). The results may suggest a role of 
testosterone in enhancing memory performance for neutral stimuli by increasing the 
biological salience of this information, as indicated by increased arousal ratings and amygdala 
reactivity to these stimuli. 
 To further investigate the genetic modulation of emotional processing and episodic 
memory we focused on the role of three genes (neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor type 2 
(NTRK2), protein kinase C alpha (PRKCA) and brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)). 
We provided (in out third publication) evidence for a role of a NTRK2 variant in the emotion 
processing of positive stimuli in healthy young subjects and additionally found NTRK2-
dependent differences in white matter measures as well as methylation levels. In reference to 
episodic memory, we found (in the fourth publication) that PRKCA plays a role in memory 
performance of healthy subjects and is also associated with specific symptoms of 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as well as the risk to develop PTSD in genocide 
survivors. Finally (in the fifth publication), by combining original data with meta-analytic 
techniques, we found no association between a genetic variant of the BDNF gene and 
hippocampal volumes in our original data and show that the weak association in the meta-
analysis is moderated by measuring techniques, publication year and sample size. 
 Taken together, these results support the presence of sex-dependent differences in 
emotional processing as well as episodic memory and emphasize the role of specific genes in 
these processes.  
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AC: adenylyl cyclase 
ACC:  anterior cingulate cortex 
AF: activating factor 
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ATP: adenosine triphosphate 
BDNF: brain derived neurotrophic factor 
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C/EBP: CCAAT-box-enhancer binding protein  
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CaMK II: Ca2+-calmodulin-dependent kinase II 
cAMP: cyclic adenosine monophosphate 
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CRE: cAMP response element  
CREB-1: cAMP response element binding protein-1 
CREB-2: cAMP response element binding protein-2 
CSF: cerebrospinal fluid 
DLPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid 
DTI: diffusion tensor imaging 
DWI: diffusion weighted imaging 
EF1": elongation factor 1"  
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EPI: echo-planar imaging 
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FA: fractional anisotropy 
fMRI:  functional magnetic resonance imaging 
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HRF: hemodynamic response function 
IAPS:  international affective picture system 
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Our daily life consists of perception and processing of information, and reactions in 
response to this information. Emotion and memory play a central role in these processes. A 
good portion of the information, we are daily confronted with, are of emotional content or in 
some cases we simply assign emotional meanings to this information. Emotions can as well 
describe a state we currently might be in; for example we can feel happy having past an exam 
or we can feel angry after quarrel. Furthermore, in patients with different psychiatric disorders 
the main characteristic is a dysregulation of emotions (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Kring & 
Sloan, 2009). Thus, it is obvious, that emotions play an essential role in our lives and it is not 
surprising that emotion processes including perception, processing and response are since 
long time a topic of great interest in research. The first theories about emotions date back to 
1890 to the James-Lang-Theory. Today, we have developed a much more elaborated and 
extended concept about emotional perception, processing and reactions by connecting the 
knowledge from different research disciplines like psychology, molecular biology, genetics, 
epigenetics and neuroimaging, thanks to their diversity of methodologies. It is known that 
different neurotransmitters like serotonin, noradrenaline, adrenaline and dopamine are 
involved in emotional processes (Bear, Connors, & Paradiso, 2009; Lövheim, 2012; McGeer 
& McGeer, 1980). Alongside brain activations and structural characteristics especially in the 
amygdala, as well as in several other brain regions like prefrontal cortex (PFC), orbitofrontal 
cortex (OFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), insula and hypothalamus are playing a central 
role in emotions (Dalgleish, 2004; Phan, Wager, Taylor, & Liberzon, 2004). In this thesis we 
focus specifically on the emotion processing stage. 
On the other hand, memory, which is the ability to encode, store and retrieve 
information and experiences, is equally essential for our daily functioning. The best proof of 
the importance of our ability to form memories comes from cases where memory functions 
are not intact anymore like in the famous patient H.M. or in patients suffering from the 
Alzheimer disease or Amnesia (the loss of memory for a specific period or loss of the ability 
to acquire new memories). The case of H.M. as well as studies on animals and amnestic 
patients further lead to the differentiation of memory systems like declarative and non-
declarative memory with its subsystems (Squire 2004). The work of this thesis focuses mainly 
on episodic memory, a sub-system of declarative memory. A major breakthrough, for the 
understanding of the molecular basis of memory, was Eric Kandel’s work with the sea snail 
Aplysia Californica for which he received in 2000 the Nobel price for physiology and 
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medicine. On the neuronal level, research has provided evidence for the central role of the 
hippocampus in episodic memory (Squire & Wixted, 2011), as well as other brain regions like 
the cortex areas, which are initially involved in the processing of the information that is later 
remembered (Squire & Kandel, 2009). An important modulating factor of episodic memory 
performance is the perceived emotionality of the material (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011). 
Namely, information of emotionally arousing content is supposed to lead to a more elaborated 
processing and thus better remembering due to its salience (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006). This 
mechanism is evolutionary driven, since it is useful to remember threatening or rewarding 
situations for future behaviour. This emotional enhancement effect is partially mediated 
through amygdala activity (Cahill et al., 1996; McGaugh, 2004; McGaugh & Roozendaal, 
2002). 
Both, emotion processing and episodic memory can be influenced by several factors 
amongst others by sex and genetics, which are the focus of this thesis. Sex-dependent 
differences in emotional processing and episodic memory have been already reported in 
literature (emotion processing: Bradley et al., 2001; Gard & Kring, 2007; Lithari et al., 2010; 
episodic memory: Andreano & Cahill, 2009; Bloise & Johnson, 2007; Herlitz et al., 1997; 
Herlitz et al., 2013; de Frias et al., 2006). Specifically, women process especially negative 
material more intensively and perform in general better than men on episodic memory tasks. 
Concerning the genetic modulation of emotion processing and episodic memory, substantial 
amount of research provides evidence for an association between genes or gene clusters and 
these behavioural traits (Bevilacqua & Goldman, 2011; Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 
2011). The on-going methodological progresses like the introduction of genome-wide 
association studies (GWAS) or pathway analysis in this discipline enable researchers to 
develop an understanding of the role of genes in these processes. 
The aim of the present doctoral thesis consists in the contribution to a better understanding 
of the role of sex and genetics in emotional processing and emotional episodic memory. The 
intent has been to develop a more elaborated picture about these processes by combining 
insights from different areas (neuroimaging, psychoneuroendocrinology, genetics, and 
epigenetics) in investigating them. We envision that these results might provide information 
about the mechanisms of these processes in healthy young subjects and might add useful 
insights about the dysfunctions in these processes in psychiatric disorders. 
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
2.1. EMOTION 
Throughout the history of science different definitions of emotion were formulated as a 
result of emotion theories. Historically the probably most influential theories were the James-
Lange-Theory (1884) and the Cannon-Bard-Theory (1927). The James-Lange-Theory is 
based on the assumption that emotions are reactions to physiological changes in the body 
(Bear et al., 2009; Fehr & Stern, 1970). As a consequence of the criticism expressed on the 
James-Lange-Theory, the Cannon-Bard-Theory was developed (Bear et al., 2009; Cannon, 
1987). This second theory proposes that after the emotional perception of a stimulus, the 
emotional experience follows and as a consequence emotions are expressed (Bear et al., 2009; 
Cannon, 1987). The neurological basis of emotion, especially the role of the limbic system, 
was introduced by theories of James Papez in 1937 (Papez, 1995) and Paul MacLean in 1949 
and 1952 (MacLean, 1955). The definition of the limbic system was and partially still is under 
great debate (for a review see LeDoux (2003) and Lewis, Haviland-Jones, & Feldman Barrett 
(2008)). Over time it became clear that it is very difficult to define an emotion theory 
applicable to the whole pallet of emotions and that it is very unlikely that only one brain 
system is responsible for all these different and complex processes. As a result one of the 
latest emotion theories formulated by LeDoux in the 90s, focuses only on the emotion of fear 
and discusses the involvement of different brain structures (LeDoux, 1998). 
 
2.1.1. EMOTION PROCESSES 
The term emotion in the every day understanding implicitly includes the differentiation 
of basically three distinct cognitive processes: perception, processing and response (for a 
review see Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert (1998) and Lewis et al. (2008)). An emotional stimulus 
is first perceived, then processed and finally in most cases a response to the stimulus will 
follow. This differentiation is not scientifically determined and thus the terms are used 
sometimes interchangeably. In the context of experimental studies emotions are often induced 
visually by means of face photographs or natural scenes. The International Affective Picture 
System (IAPS; Lang, Öhmann, & Vaitl, 1988) is widely used and consists of a large set of 
standardized, emotion evoking, colour photographs covering a wide range of semantic 
categories. To investigate emotion perception, subjects are usually instructed to look at the 
presented stimuli, while emotion processing can be assessed from participant’s ratings after 
stimuli presentation. IAPS pictures are usually rated according to valence (ranging from 
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
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pleasant to unpleasant) and arousal (ranging from calm to excited; Lang et al., 1998). An 
emotion response is assumed to engage processes from three reactive systems, namely (1) 
language expressions, (2) physiological changes and (3) behavioural reactions (Lang et al., 
1998). These response types can be recorded for example through physiological 
measurements (e.g. heart rate, skin conductance) or behavioural assessments (observation and 
quantification of reactions). 
 
2.1.2. NEURONAL BASIS OF EMOTION 
Various brain structures have been found to be involved in emotional processes, but a key 
role is ascribed to the amygdala (Dalgleish, 2004). Most of the established knowledge on the 
topic, specifically in emotion perception and processing, comes from animal, human lesion 
and imaging studies. Several of these studies identified increased activation during emotion 
processing within a neuronal network of visual, limbic, temporal-parietal, prefrontal and 
subcortical areas including for example the amygdala, the insula, the medial prefrontal cortex 
(mPFC) and the ACC (for a review see Fusar-Poli et al. (2009); Phan et al. (2004) and 
Phillips, Drevets, Rauch, & Lane (2003)). Taylor, Phan, Decker, & Liberzon (2003) 
investigated activation differences between just passively viewing as opposed to viewing and 
rating IAPS pictures. They observed stronger activations in the amygdala and insula during 
passively viewing pictures, by contrast activation in medial frontal cortex (mFC) was only 
present during viewing and rating of the pictures. Although some studies investigated the 
underlying neuronal mechanisms of emotion processes by presenting faces to subjects and 
others by presenting IAPS pictures, there is evidence that these stimuli lead to similar brain 
activation patterns (Britton, Taylor, Sudheimer, & Liberzon, 2006; Hariri, Tessitore, Mattay, 
Fera, & Weinberger, 2002; Sabatinelli et al., 2011; see figure 1A). It nevertheless is 
noteworthy that in some regions faces seem to lead to stronger activations than IAPS pictures 
(Britton et al., 2006; Hariri et al., 2002). Furthermore, valence specific activation differences 
have been observed in limbic structures as well as insular and ventromedial prefrontal cortex 





Figure 1. Brain activations during emotion perception and processing. A) Comparison of 
brain activation by emotional face (in blue) vs. emotional scene (in red) processing (in purple 
overlap of activations) from Sabatinelli et al. (2011). B) Valence-specific activation from the 




What is usually understood under the term memory is the ability to encode, store and 
retrieve information and experiences. In scientific research, memory is understood as a very 
broad term incorporating many separate systems. Differentiation between these systems is 
based on temporal and content-related aspects as well as the involved brain structures and 
underlying molecular mechanisms. 
 
2.2.1. MEMORY SYSTEMS 
The temporal classification divides memory into short- and long-term memory systems 
(Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1986). Short-term memory is further divided into immediate and 
working memory. Immediate memory encompasses the actively kept information since the 
beginning of information processing, which is in the focus of attention. Thus, its capacity is 
very limited (7 ± 2 items) and if information is not repeated, it is kept up for less than 30 
seconds (Squire & Kandel, 2009). If contents from immediate memory are repeated and 
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edited, thus actively kept in mind for several minutes this is referred to as working memory 
(Squire & Kandel, 2009). Some of the information coming either from short-term memory 
systems or directly as input, independently of short-term memory, reaches the long-term 
memory (Bear et al., 2009). Long-term memory encompasses memories lasting for hours, 
weeks, months or even a whole life-time and is divided into two main sub-systems based on 
the content and consciousness: the declarative or explicit memory and the non-declarative or 
implicit memory (for an overview see figure 2; Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1986, 1987; Squire 
& Zola, 1996; Squire, 2004). 
Declarative memory is defined as the conscious recall of facts and events. More 
specifically, memory about facts, like the knowledge that the capital of Switzerland is Bern, is 
referred to as semantic memory and does not necessarily include the information about when 
and where this information was acquired (Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1986; Squire & Zola, 
1998; Squire, 2004). Whereas the memory about events, e.g. yesterday evening I had a nice 
dinner at the new restaurant in town, is called episodic memory and usually contains the 
information about where and when the event occurred (Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1986; Squire 
& Zola, 1998; Squire, 2004). In general, declarative memory consists of four processing 
stages: encoding, consolidation, recall and forgetting (Squire & Kandel, 2009). First the 
information is processed (encoding) and then it is saved (consolidation). If needed the 
information is reproduced (recall) and maybe with the course of time lost (forgetting). 
The non-declarative memory is activated without our conscious awareness and is rather 
expressed through performance (Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1987; Squire & Zola, 1996; Squire, 
2004). It is further subdivided into categories like procedural memory (memory for skills e.g. 
biking), priming (facilitation of stimuli identification due to previous exposure) as well as 
perceptual learning (ability to discriminate perceptual attributes due to previous exposure), 
simple classical conditioning (memory about a relationship of two stimuli), and non-
associative learning including habituation (reduced reaction to a neutral stimulus because of 
repeated exposure), and sensitization (strong reaction to a otherwise neutral stimulus based on 
exposure to a previous aversive stimulus; Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1987; Squire & Zola, 
1996; Squire, 2004; Squire & Kandel, 2009). Non-declarative memory is less flexible than 
declarative memory in the sense that the acquired knowledge is not available to systems not 




Figure 2. Overview of memory systems adapted from Squire (2004). 
 
2.2.2. NEURONAL BASIS OF MEMORY 
Several brain structures are involved in the functioning of the different memory systems 
(for an overview see figure 2). Immediate memory was observed to show a stimulus-specific 
activation, namely activations in occipital to temporal cortex (ventral stream) during the 
processing of form and quality of a stimulus and in occipital to parietal cortex (dorsal stream) 
when processing the location of a stimulus (Hautzel et al., 2002; Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
Working memory involves in addition to this occipital-temporal-parietal network the 
prefrontal cortex (PFC; Bear et al., 2009; Squire & Kandel, 2009). Independent of the type of 
stimuli (e.g. verbal, object, spatial information) the same areas within the PFC seem to be 
involved in working memory (Hautzel et al., 2002). The PFC is suggested to exert a top-down 
control on the other brain regions activated by the processed information, in the sense of 
maintaining their activation (Gazzaley & Nobre, 2012; Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
 In long-term memory, according to the model of Squire (2004), the regions involved 
in the two types of declarative memory are supposed to be the same, whereas brain structures 
important for non-declarative memory are very heterogeneous. Central structures for semantic 
MEMORY 
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and episodic memory are the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and the diencephalon (Bear et al., 
2009; Squire, 2004; Squire & Wixted, 2011; Squire & Kandel, 2009). The medial temporal 
lobe encompasses different structures like the amygdala, the hippocampus and the 
surrounding cortex (parahippocampal, perirhinal and entorhinal cortex). From animal studies 
and studies on patients with lesions it emerged that especially the hippocampus and its 
surrounding cortex play an essential role in declarative memory (Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 
1992; Squire & Wixted, 2011; Squire & Kandel, 2009). Furthermore, the diencephalon 
specifically the anterior and dorsal medial nuclei of the thalamus, mammillary bodies in the 
hypothalamus, and mammillo-thalamic tract, are central for functional declarative memory 
(Bear et al., 2009; Squire & Wixted, 2011). This is explainable by their connection to the 
MTL (Bear et al., 2009; Squire & Wixted, 2011). The most important output of the 
hippocampus is an axon bundle, so-called fornix. Most of its axons lead to the mammillary 
bodies, and its neurons project to the anterior thalamic nuclei. In general, the role of the MTL 
seems to be restricted time wise (Squire & Kandel, 2009). In the initial stage of memory 
formation several cortical structures as well as the MTL are involved. In the time after 
memory storage, the information gets reorganized and stabilized, not depending on the 
hippocampus any more. When this information is recalled the same cortical regions, which 
were processing the information, are reactivated depending gradually less on the MTL 
structures and more on the neocortex (Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
On the other hand, non-declarative memory depends, based on the specific memory sub-
system, on completely distinct brain structures. Procedural memory involves mainly a part of 
the basal ganglia, the striatum (nucleus caudatus and putamen; Bear et al., 2009; Squire, 1992; 
Squire, 2004). The striatum receives information from the frontal and parietal cortex and its 
output is transferred to some thalamic nuclei as well as cortical regions involved in the 
motoric response (Bear et al., 2009). In priming and perceptual learning the neocortex is 
supposed to play a central role (Buckner & Koutstaal, 1998; Schacter & Buckner, 1998; 
Squire, 1992, 2004). The specific neuronal location can vary with stimulus characteristics 
(Schacter & Buckner, 1998) and for perceptual learning is strongly task- as well as training-
specific (Squire & Kandel, 2009). Usually decreased activations in regions involved in the 
prior processing of the stimulus are observed, pointing to a more efficient processing after 
exposure to the stimulus (Buckner & Koutstaal, 1998; Schacter & Buckner, 1998). The 
associative learning such as the classical conditioning, involves the amygdala for emotional 
responses and the cerebellum for skeletal responses, while the non-associative learning 
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including habituation and sensitization is based on reflex pathways (Squire, 1992; Squire, 
2004; Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
 
2.2.3. MOLECULAR BASIS OF MEMORY 
The investigation of molecular processes underlying short-term and long-term memory 
formation is mainly based on the work of Kandel and colleagues using the sea snail Aplysia 
Californica as a model organism (Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 2012; Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
Specifically, the animals gill withdrawal reflex was used to model three different forms of 
implicit memory such as habituation, sensitization and conditioning (Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 
2012). Whereas major differences in the molecular mechanisms appear between short-term 
and long-term memory, similar mechanisms are implied in implicit and explicit memory 
(Barco, Bailey, & Kandel, 2006; Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 2012). Above all, most of these 
molecular mechanisms investigated in the Aplysia seem to be conserved from invertebrates to 
mammals (Clapp, Hamm, Kirk, & Teyler, 2012; Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 2012). 
 Short-term memory consists in the modification of pre-existing proteins as well as 
synaptic connections (Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 2012; Mayford, Siegelbaum, & Kandel, 2012; 
Squire & Kandel, 2009). In the short-term phase of sensitization, produced by a single tail 
shock, serotonin is released, binds to a serotonin receptor and activates a molecular signalling 
cascade. Frist, the adenylyl cyclase (AC) enzyme is activated and converts adenosine 
triphosphate (ATP) to the second messenger cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). This 
in turn, activates the cAMP-dependent protein kinase A (PKA) by binding to the regulatory 
subunits of PKA (see figure 3, spindles) and thus mobilizes the catalytic or active subunits 
(see figure 3, ovals). These active subunits increase neurotransmitter release by (1) closing the 
potassium (K+) channels hence increasing the calcium (Ca2+)-influx and by (2) directly acting 
on proteins in a Ca2+-independent manner involved in mobilization, fusion and release of 
neurotransmitter vesicles (for overview see figure 3). On the other hand, the long-term phase 
of sensitization implies synaptic changes such as activation of gene expression, protein 
synthesis and formation of new connections (Bailey & Kandel, 2008; Kandel, 2001; Kandel, 
2012; Mayford et al., 2012; Squire & Kandel, 2009). In the case of repeated tail shocks 
leading to long-term sensitization, cAMP concentration stays elevated for a longer time 
period and the catalytic subunits of PKA activate mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK). 
Both the catalytic subunits and MAPK are translocated to the nucleus, where PKA activates 
cAMP response element binding protein-1 (CREB-1) and MAPK deactivates the CREB-1 
suppressor cAMP response element binding protein-2 (CREB-2). By binding to the cAMP 
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response element (CRE) in the promoter of target genes, CREB-1 activates several genes 
including ubiquitin hydrolase. This results in persistent activity of PKA, and the transcription 
factor CCAAT-box-enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), which in combination with the 
activating factor (AF) activates downstream genes such as elongation factor 1" (EF1") 
leading to growth of new synaptic connections (for overview see figure 3; Kandel, 2001; 
Kandel, 2012; Mayford et al., 2012; Squire & Kandel, 2009). 
 
 
Figure 3. Molecular mechanisms of short- and long-term memory in A) the Aplysia during 
sensitization and in B) the hippocampus, specifically in the Schaeffer collateral, of mice (from 
Kandel (2001)). 
 
Explicit memory such as implicit memory has a short-term phase not involving protein 
synthesis and a long-term phase requiring protein synthesis. In 1972, Bliss and Lomo 
discovered the concept of long-term potentiation (LTP; Bliss & Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Bliss 
& Lomo, 1973), which is defined as activity-dependent plasticity resulting in a persistent 
enhancement of synaptic transmission and divided into early- and late-phase LTP (Bliss & 
Gardner-Medwin, 1973; Bliss & Lomo, 1973; Malenka & Nicoll, 1999). Given the central 
role of the hippocampus in episodic memory (Squire & Wixted, 2011), the first LTP 
observation in the hippocampus (Bliss & Collingridge, 1993; Bliss & Gardner-Medwin, 1973; 
Bliss & Lomo, 1973), and the inhibition of hippocampus-dependent memory by LTP-
blockade using an N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA)-inhibitor (Ekstrom, Meltzer, 
McNaughton, & Barnes, 2001; Kandel, 2001; Shapiro, 2001), evidence was provided for the 
involvement of LTP and NMDA-receptors in explicit memory. The early-phase of LTP 
requires different signalling than the short-term phase of implicit memory (for a overview see 
figure 3; Barco et al., 2006). As depicted by example in figure 3B, in the Schaeffer collateral 
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in the hippocampus, single high-frequent stimulation activates NMDA-receptors through 
binding of glutamate and removing the magnesium-ion, which is blocking the channel. 
Hence, Ca2+-influx is enabled into the postsynaptic cell. The Ca2+ binds to Ca2+/calmodulin 
and activates three protein kinases: Ca2+-calmodulin-dependent kinase II (CaMK II), the 
protein kinase C (PKC) and the tyrosine kinase (not all are depicted in figure 3). CaMK II not 
only phosphorylates the NMDA-receptors, thus increasing their responsivity to glutamate, but 
also triggers the integration of new "-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid 
(AMPA)-receptors into the postsynaptic membrane (Lisman, Schulman, & Cline, 2002). 
Since NMDA-receptors are not, as AMPA-receptors, active during routine synaptic 
transmission, the conductance change of AMPA-receptors and the integration of new AMPA-
receptors could explain how the LTP is stabilized and maintained (Huganir & Nicoll, 2013; 
Squire & Kandel, 2009). The late-phase of LTP is based on the same signalling pathway as 
the long-term phase of implicit memory. After repeated stimulation by action potentials the 
Ca2+-influx additionally activates AC and consequently activates the cAMP, PKA, MAPK 
and CREB signalling pathway, as well as synaptic growth. Furthermore, modulatory inputs 
like dopamine can modulate AC activation. Phosphatases such as calcineurin can influence 
the balance between protein phosphorylation-dephosphorylation and through this can 
constrain the late-phase of LTP and consequently memory (Malleret et al., 2001; Zeng et al., 
2001). An additional mechanism contributing to LTP is an increase of neurotransmitter 
release in the presynaptic cell, which is suggested to be modulated by a retrograde mechanism 
from the postsynaptic cell as par example nitric oxide (NO; Hardingham, Dachtler, & Fox, 
2013; Squire & Kandel, 2009). Importantly, the mechanism of late-phase LTP does not 
develop in any synapse, but only in synapses that were activated before and thus received a 
temporally limited synaptic tag, therefore referring to this process as synaptic tagging or 




2.3. MEMORY MODULATION THROUGH EMOTION 
It is well known that emotional information is better remembered than neutral one; a 
condition known as the emotional memory enhancement effect (McGaugh, 2003). Enhanced 
memory for emotional information is essential in evolutionary terms, since remembering 
dangerous and favourable situations is pivotal for survival and proliferation. Specifically the 
more arousing information is perceived, the more likely it will be remembered (LaBar & 
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Cabeza, 2006). Furthermore, the emotional memory enhancement effect is partially mediated 
through noradrenergic activation of the basolateral amygdala (BLA; Cahill, Haier, Fallon, 
Alkire, Tang, Keator, Wu, & McGaugh, 1996; McGaugh, 2002, 2004), upon release of stress 
hormones like glucocorticoids and epinephrine (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011). Finally, the 
influence of BLA upon other brain structures like the hippocampus, caudate nucleus, nucleus 
accumbens and several cortical regions is crucial in the memory enhancement effect of 




Figure 4. Schematic representation of the components of the emotional memory enhancement 
effect (NE = norepinephrine; from Roozendaal & McGaugh (2011)). 
 
There is evidence that the BLA modulates hippocampal LTP (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 
2011). Specifically stimulation of BLA enhances LTP in the dentate gyrus of the 
hippocampus (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011). This reinforcement of hippocampal LTP is 
also embedded in the context of the emotional tagging, where it is suggested that an arousing 
emotional event activates a cascade of processes, hence leading to the supply of plasticity-
related proteins to tagged synapses and thus can convert early-phase LTP to late-phase LTP 
(Bergado, Lucas, & Richter-Levin, 2011; McReynolds & McIntyre, 2012). 
Several studies provide evidence for an influence of emotional arousal not just in the 
consolidation stage, but already in the encoding stage (for review see Hamann (2001)), which 
means, the emotional memory enhancement effect is observed already a few minutes after 
stimulus presentation as well as when emotional and neutral stimuli alternate rapidly (within 
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seconds) underlining the emotional specificity of this effect (Canli, Zhao, Brewer, Gabrieli, & 
Cahill, 2000; Hamann, Ely, Grafton, & Kilts, 1999; de Quervain et al., 2007). 
 
 
2.4. MODULATING FACTORS OF EMOTIONAL PROCESSING AND EPISODIC 
MEMORY 
Both processes which are in the focus of this thesis, namely emotional processing and 
episodic memory are very complex traits and thus can be additionally influenced by a broad 
spectrum of other modulating factors like hormones, sex, genetics, environmental factors as 
well as interactions between these factors. This thesis specifically has explored two of these 
factors being sex and genetics. 
 
2.4.1. SEX 
In what concerns emotional processing there is evidence that men and women react 
differently on emotional material (Gard & Kring, 2007). Particularly for aversive material, it 
was shown that women rate the emotional stimuli as more arousing in comparison to men and 
in addition react stronger to aversive pictures measured in physiological responses like event-
related potentials (ERPs), electromyography (EMG), and startle response (Bradley et al., 
2001; Gard & Kring, 2007; Lithari et al., 2010). These sex differences might in part be due to 
differences in hormonal levels of gonadal hormones, vasopressin, and oxytocin (Andreano & 
Cahill, 2009; Ertman, Andreano, & Cahill, 2011; Honk & Schutter, 2007; Kret & Gelder, 
2012; Meyer-Lindenberg, Domes, Kirsch, & Heinrichs, 2011; Uzefovsky, Shalev, Israel, 
Knafo, & Ebstein, 2012) as well as several environmental factors like gender-stereotypic 
socialization and socio-moral explanation (Fischer, Rodriguez Mosquera, Vianen, & 
Manstead, 2004; Mathieson & Banerjee, 2011). These behavioural sex-dependent differences 
in emotion processing are as well visible at a neuronal level (for a review see Andreano & 
Cahill (2009) and Stevens & Hamann (2012)). Specifically, stronger brain activations in 
women are observed during the processing of negative emotions, whereas men show 
increased activations when processing positive emotions (for an overview see figure 5; 
Stevens & Hamann, 2012). 
Regarding episodic memory performance there is evidence that females outperform 
males (Andreano & Cahill, 2009; Bloise & Johnson, 2007; Herlitz, Nilsson, & Bäckman, 
1997; Herlitz, Reuterskiöld, Lovén, Thilers, & Rehnman, 2013; de Frias, Nilsson, & Herlitz, 
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2006). This female’s advantage can already be observed in childhood and puberty (Herlitz et 
al., 2013; Kramer, Delis, Kaplan, O’Donnell, & Prifitera, 1997) and is stable over time in 
adulthood and older age (de Frias, Nilsson, & Herlitz, 2006). In a recent study of (Young, 
Bellgowan, Bodurka, & Drevets, 2013) higher activations in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(DLPFC), dorsal anterior insula, and precuneus were observed in women compared to men 
during the recall of autobiographic memories. 
 
 
Figure 5. Sex-dependent brain activation differences during emotion processing A) of 
negative emotions and B) of positive emotions (from Stevens & Hamann (2012)). 
 
There is evidence that also for emotional memory women show enhanced performance 
compared to men (Andreano & Cahill, 2009). Several studies observe sex-dependent brain 
activation differences specifically in the amygdala in subsequent emotional memory contrasts 
(Andreano & Cahill, 2009; Cahill, 2003; Hamann, 2005). There is however a lack of studies 
investigating whole-brain wide sex-dependent activation differences in emotional memory. In 
general, it has to be considered that the evidence for better performance of females compared 
to males is mostly based on episodic memory recall tasks of life events (Andreano & Cahill 
2009). 
Taken together, it is unclear so far if the behavioural differences between the sexes in 
emotional processing and episodic memory, specifically emotional memory, are two 
independent processes or linked to each other. More specifically, female’s stronger perception 
of emotionally arousing information could lead to stronger encoding thereby inducing an 
advantage in episodic emotional memory performance. In the publication “Gender-dependent 
dissociation between emotional appraisal and memory: A large–scale behavioural and fMRI 
study” (Spalek et al., in preparation (a)) we investigated the relationship between sex-
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dependent differences in emotional processing and emotional memory performance as well as 
the underlying neuronal patterns. Additionally, it is known that testosterone can exert its 
influence through binding to androgen and estradiol receptors in brain regions like the 
amygdala and the hippocampus, which are involved in emotional processing as well as 
emotional memory (Abdelgadir, Roselli, Choate, & Resko, 1999; Beyenburg et al., 2000; 
Kritzer, 2004; Roselli, Klosterman, & Resko, 2001; Sarkey, Azcoitia, Garcia-Segura, Garcia-
Ovejero, & DonCarlos, 2008; Sarrieau et al., 1990; Simerly, Chang, Muramatsu, & Swanson, 
1990). Several studies found an association between testosterone and affective behaviour (for 
a review see van Wingen, Ossewaarde, Bäckström, Hermans, & Fernández (2011)), as well as 
amygdala activation in response to biologically salient stimuli (Derntl et al., 2009; Hermans, 
Ramsey, & van Honk, 2008; Stanton, Wirth, Waugh, & Schultheiss, 2009) and memory 
performance (Barrett-Connor, Goodman-Gruen, & Patay, 1999; Cherrier et al., 2005; Cherrier 
et al., 2002; Fonda, Bertrand, O’Donnell, Longcope, & McKinlay, 2005; Hogervorst, 
Matthews, & Brayne, 2010; Moffat et al., 2002; Perry et al., 2001; Wolf & Kirschbaum, 2002; 
Yonker, Eriksson, Nilsson, & Herlitz, 2006; Young, Neiss, Samuels, Roselli, & Janowsky, 
2010). But it is not clear if testosterone might have an impact on memory perfromance by 
modulating amygdala reactivity during processing. Thus we aimed at analysing this 
possibility in our publication “Testosterone levels in healthy men are related to amygdala 
reactivity and memory performance” (Ackermann et al., 2012). 
 
2.4.2. GENETICS 
Emotion (Bevilacqua & Goldman, 2011) and episodic memory (Papassotiropoulos & de 
Quervain, 2011) as well as emotional episodic memory (Todd, Palombo, Levine, & 
Anderson, 2011) are complex polygenetic behavioural traits, influenced by genetic and 
environmental factors as well as by gene-environment interactions. These traits have 
substantial heritability estimates varying between 30% - 60% (Bevilacqua & Goldman, 2011; 
Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 2011). Given the broadness of the genetically driven 
influence on these cognitive traits, the focus of this thesis was on the role of three specific 
genes described in the following. 
First, the NTRK2 gene, also known as tyrosine kinase receptor B (TRKB), is associated 
in several studies with various psychiatric disorders like depression, schizophrenia, addiction, 
eating and anxiety disorders (Alonso et al., 2008; Boulle et al., 2012; Deo et al., 2013; Ernst 
et al., 2011; Gupta, You, Gupta, Klistorner, & Graham, 2013; Hauger, Risbrough, Oakley, 
Olivares-Reyes, & Dautzenberg, 2009; Hill, 2012; Kohli et al., 2010; Mahan & Ressler, 2012; 
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Marsden, 2013). Given that the dysregulation of emotional processes is a common 
characteristic of many psychiatric disorders (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Kring & Sloan, 
2009) and the evidence for the involvement of NTRK2 in these disorders, it can be 
hypothesized that NTRK2 is genetically associated with emotion processing. Since there is a 
lack of studies examining the role of NTRK2 in emotional processing in healthy subjects, we 
investigated this aspect in the publication “Genetic variants of NTRK2 are associated with 
emotion processing, a white-matter measure and DNA methylation levels in healthy young 
subjects” (Spalek et al., in preparation (b)). 
Second, following the considerable evidence for an important role of protein kinases like 
PKA, PKC, CaMK II and MAPK in memory formation from animal and human studies (Sun 
& Alkon, 2014; Xu, Liu, & Alkon, 2014; de Quervain & Papassotiropoulos, 2006), as well as 
emotional memory formation based only on animal studies (McGaugh, 2000; Rodrigues, 
Schafe, & LeDoux, 2004), we investigated the role of genes encoding for protein kinases in 
human emotional memory in the publication “PKC" is genetically linked to memory capacity 
in healthy subjects and to risk for posttraumatic stress disorder in genocide survivors“ (de 
Quervain et al., 2012). 
Finally, BDNF, encoded by the BDNF gene, is suggested to be involved in synaptic 
plasticity (Bliss & Cooke, 2011; Lu, Christian, & Lu, 2008; Martin & Kosik, 2002). BDNF is 
highly expressed in the hippocampus (Binder & Scharfman, 2004; Wetmore, Ernfors, 
Persson, & Olson, 1990), a central brain structure for learning and memory (Squire & Wixted, 
2011). Additionally, BDNF has been shown to play a role in learning and memory processes 
(Baj, Carlino, Gardossi, & Tongiorgi, 2013; Cunha, Brambilla, & Thomas, 2010). Thus, many 
studies investigated the association of BDNF gene with hippocampal volumes, but so far 
results are very inconsistent. In the publication “The association of the BDNF Val66Met 
polymorphism and the hippocampal volumes in healthy humans: A joint meta-analysis of 
published and new data“ (Harrisberger et al., 2014) we investigated the association of a 
genetic variant of the BDNF gene (rs6265) and hippocampal volumes. With the aim to 
increase the statistical power of our results, we conducted a meta-analysis and combined it 
with our own study data. We additionally addressed the influence of potential moderators 
such as measuring technique, magnetic field strength, age, gender, ethnicity, Val/Met ratio, 
sample size, quality rating, hippocampal volumes normalized to intracranial volume (ICV), 






In the last years, imaging techniques have found extensive applications in neuroscience 
research. Imaging techniques based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) like functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), diffusion weighted imaging (DWI), resting state and 
structural measures are very commonly used ones next to positron emission tomography 
(PET). The results of this thesis are based on fMRI, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and 
structural measurements. 
fMRI is used for measuring neuronal activity by recording changes in cerebral blood 
flow. The concept of fMRI is founded upon the blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) 
response, which basically states that the measured MR signal changes in dependence of the 
ratio of oxygenated vs. deoxygenated blood, given the different magnetic properties the blood 
has in these two states. It is assumed that oxygenated blood is delivered to activated brain 
regions in order to enable the increased neuronal activity, in form of the so-called 
hemodynamic response function (HRF). The HRF can vary across subjects, between brain 
regions and between tasks (Waugh, Hamilton, & Gotlib, 2010). Compared to other imaging 
techniques fMRI has many advantages such as that it is non-invasive, it has a relatively short 
acquisition time, and good spatial as well as reasonable temporal resolution. Despite the often 
mentioned limitation that the BOLD response is an indirect measure, a study of Logothetis, 
Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann (2001) provides evidence for the BOLD signal 
reflecting the input and processing of neuronal information in a specific area. Other 
limitations of fMRI are that there is no distinction between excitatory and inhibitory 
connections, further the signal might be influenced by large vessels (even when they are 
located far from the activation site), and it has to be considered that one brain voxel contains 
many different physiological components (e.g. around five million neurons, 2e10 to 5e10 
synapses, around 220 km of axons; Logothetis, 2008). 
DTI is a subcategory of DWI and is usually used to measure the diffusion of water as a 
function of spatial location (Johansen-Berg & Behrens, 2009). The functional principle that 
enables DTI is that water molecules tend to diffuse more freely along the axon fibres, thus the 
measure of water diffusion relates to axonal orientation (Johansen-Berg & Behrens, 2009). In 
gray matter water diffusion is largely independent of tissue orientation (isotropic), whereas in 
white matter diffusion is mostly tissue orientation-dependent (anisotropic; Johansen-Berg & 
Behrens, 2009). Two commonly used measures in DTI are (1) fractional anisotropy (FA), 
which is a measure of the directional dependence of diffusion (Basser, 1995) and reflects fibre 
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density as well as coherence within a voxel (Beaulieu, 2002), and (2) mean diffusivity (MD), 
which reflects the magnitude of water diffusion within a voxel and depends on the density of 
physical obstructions like membranes and the distribution of water molecules between 
different cellular compartments (Beaulieu, 2002; Sen & Basser, 2005). There are some 
limitations of DTI, which have to be considered like the inferential character of resulting 
white matter properties, possible failure of connection identification, further displayed white 
matter connections do not have to be functional (representation of anatomy not function), and 
its sensitivity to artefacts introduced through reduced spatial resolution (usually due to the 
commonly applied echo-planar imaging technique (EPI)), subject motion and periodic 
ventricular pulsations with each heart beat (Alger, 2012). 
Structural measures can be used to assess brain volume differences among subjects (for a 
review see Caviness, Lange, Makris, Herbert, & Kennedy (1999)). For the analysis 
volumetric data are segmented into cortical and subcortical structures as well as cerebrospinal 
fluid (CSF). Segmentation can be done either manually or automatically. Even though manual 
segmentation is generally considered as the gold standard due to the precise delineation of 
anatomical structures, the increasing sample size in imaging studies renders the process of 
manual segmentation less practicable, as it is both costly and time consuming. For automated 
segmentation there are different tools available like FreeSurfer or fMRI of the brain software 
library (FSL). 
Importantly, in all these three types of imaging measurements the brain is divided into 
thousands of voxels, which makes a correction for multiple testing necessary in analysis. 
Additionally, if not main interest of the imaging analysis controlling for sex, age and in the 
case of structural data for ICV will allow to address their potential influence. 
 
3.2. PSYCHONEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 
The field of psychoneuroendocrinology incorporates the investigation of the association 
between psychological concepts with neuronal correlates and the endocrine system. To 
examine the role of the endocrine system in this interplay different approaches are used such 
as measuring hormone levels from blood or saliva as well as pharmacological manipulation 
by administering the hormone being investigated. When performing statistical analyses of 
endocrine measures, it is important to take into account possible moderating factors like 
circadian rhythmicity, sex, as well as age. Research applying the 
psychoneuroendocrinological approach found a wide application. 
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Numerous studies focused specifically on the psychoneuroendocrinological aspects of 
emotional processing, memory as well as episodic memory, investigating for instance the role 
of cortisol (Ackermann, Hartmann, Papassotiropoulos, de Quervain, & Rasch, 2013; Het, 
Ramlow, & Wolf, 2005; Wolf, Kuhlmann, Buss, Hellhammer, & Kirschbaum, 2004; van Ast 
et al., 2013), estrogen (Gasbarri, Tavares, Rodrigues, Tomaz, & Pompili, 2012; Pompili, 
Arnone, & Gasbarri, 2012) and testosterone (Thilers, Macdonald, & Herlitz, 2006; van 
Wingen et al., 2011). 
 
3.3. GENETIC ANALYSIS 
In general, when performing genetic analyses it is crucial that the investigated trait has 
substantial heritability rates. Given this prerequisite basically two different genetic 
approaches can be used to analyse the data, namely linkage and association studies 
(Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 2011). Linkage studies are usually performed in pedigrees 
in the context of a disease that represents the trait of interest. They aim at identifying a genetic 
variation, at an unknown trait locus, which is associated with the disease, by taking advantage 
of the linkage between the trait locus and a marker with known location. If the trait locus is in 
linkage disequilibrium with the marker locus, then the alleles of both loci are very likely to be 
inherited together (cosegregation during meiosis). Various methods can be used to identify 
the trait-related genetic variant like positional cloning, fine-mapping and in-depth 
resequencing (Neale, Ferreira, Medland, & Posthuma, 2008; Papassotiropoulos & de 
Quervain, 2011). On the other hand, association studies compare the genotype frequencies of 
common genetic polymorphisms between groups of unrelated (case-control design) or related 
(family-based design) individuals, and are well suited for application to quantitative traits like 
for instance episodic memory (Neale et al., 2008; Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 2011). 
Within the class of association studies further two distinct study types are distinguished, 
namely candidate gene studies and GWAS. Candidate gene studies are usually applied when 
there is prior knowledge about the gene’s (or several genes) biological relevance for the trait 
or disease of interest. This approach is hypothesis driven and very focused, but bias afflicted 
and prevents the identification of novel genes. Thus, if the aim is to identify a novel gene (or 
several genes), which is (are) associated with a trait or a disease, GWAS are the method of 
choice. In a GWAS analysis, millions of genetic variants located at different position on the 
entire genome are tested for an association with the trait or disease of interest 
(Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 2011). Although all these approaches are extensively 
used, a considerable amount of the heritability of complex phenotypes like episodic memory 
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or emotion is still unexplained, and therefore has been termed as “missing heritability” 
(Papassotiropoulos & de Quervain, 2011). In an effort to improve this unsatisfactory situation, 
approaches focusing on gene-gene interactions, gene set analysis (GSA) and genetic networks 
are becoming more popular and elaborated. Analysis addressing gene-gene interactions, for 
example in the sense of statistical epistasis, are used to investigate interactions between loci 
of genes (for a review see Cordell (2009)). GSA like for instance pathway-based analysis 
(PBA) goes a step further by examining the association of a set of genes, which are 
biologically related in the sense of having similar function (thus being summarized as a 
pathway), with the given disease or trait (for a review see Holmans (2010) and Wang, Li, & 
Hakonarson (2010)). Genetic analysis applying a network approach like network-assisted 
analysis (NAA) investigates as well the association between gene sets and phenotype, but is 
not using pre-defined gene sets like in the case of PBA, instead defines gene sets based on 
sub-network search algorithms (for a review see Jia & Zhao (2014)). 
 
3.4. EPIGENETIC ANALYSIS 
The field of epigenetics investigates processes in cells, which take place above the level 
of genetics, namely processes that alter gene function without changing the deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA) sequence (Fazzari & Greally, 2010; Sweatt, 2013). In the recent years epigenetics 
have received a lot of attention in research and a broad range of applications in several 
domains. Within this thesis the focus is restricted to epigenetics in neuroscience, also termed 
as neuroepigenetics by Sweatt (2013). In his review Sweatt (2013) divides the major 
epigenetic molecular mechanisms into eight different categories. DNA cytosine methylation, 
a subcategory of the covalent DNA modification category, is one of the most studied 
epigenetic mechanisms given its strong regulatory influence on gene transcription (Fazzari & 
Greally, 2010; Sweatt, 2013) and is within the focus of this thesis. DNA methylation seems to 
occur preferentially at cytosine-guanine dinucleotide (CpG) DNA sequences, so called CpG 
sites, but according to recent findings can occur as well at non-CpG sites (Fazzari & Greally, 
2010; Sweatt, 2013). Various statistical methods, already used in analysis of other large data 
sets, are applied as well in methylation analysis (for a review see Fazzari & Greally (2010)). 
Methodological approaches for statistical analyses of methylation data are still emerging. 
Different normalization, pre- and post-processing strategies for large-scale methylation data 
(in the case of whole-genome methylation data) are getting introduced. For a methodological 
approach proposal see Milnik et al. (in preparation). 
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4. ORIGINAL RESEARCH PAPERS 
4.1. GENDER-DEPENDENT DISSOCIATION BETWEEN EMOTIONAL APPRAISAL 
AND MEMORY: A LARGE–SCALE BEHAVIOURAL AND FMRI STUDY 
 
Spalek, K., Fastenrath, M., Ackermann, S., Auschra, B., Coynel, D., Frey, J., Gschwind, L., 
Hartmann, F., van der Maarel, N., Papassotiropoulos, A., de Quervain, D. J.-F., & Milnik, A., 
in preparation (a). 
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pos p = 0.63, d = 0.04 neu p = 0.76, d = 0.02 neg p = 3.5e05, d = 0.32
male N = 281
female N = 415
valence group x sex

























pos p = 0.47, r = 0.03 neu p = 0.3, r = 0.04 neg p = 0.00074, r = 0.13































































































































































































































































































































male r = 0.15 (+/ 0.06)
















































































































































pos p = 0.74, d = 0.03 neu p = 0.21, d = 0.1 neg p = 4.6e07, d = 0.39
male N = 281
female N = 415
valence group x sex

























pos p = 0.81, r = 0.01 neu p = 0.025, r = 0.08 neg p = 6.1e06, r = 0.17






















































































































































































































































































































































































male r = 0.12 (+/ 0.06)
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1. Introduction
Testosterone, a steroid hormone synthesized from choles-
terol in testes, the adrenal glands and in the ovaries, plays an
important role in the regulation of several central nervous
system functions. In the brain, testosterone can be con-
verted to dihydrotestosterone (DHT) and bind to androgen
receptors (ARs), which are mainly located in the hippocam-
pus (Sarrieau et al., 1990; Beyenburg et al., 2000) prefrontal






Summary Testosterone is a steroid hormone thought to influence both emotional and cognitive
functions. It is unknown, however, if testosterone also affects the interaction between these two
domains, such as the emotional arousal-induced enhancement of memory. Healthy subjects
(N = 234) encoded pictures taken from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS) during
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and underwent a free recall test 10 min after
memory encoding. We show that higher endogenous testosterone levels at encoding were
associated with higher arousal ratings of neutral pictures in men. fMRI analysis revealed that
higher testosterone levels were related to increased brain activation in the amygdala during
encoding of neutral pictures. Moreover, endogenous testosterone levels were positively corre-
lated with the number of freely recalled neutral pictures. No such relations were found in women.
These findings point to a male-specific role for testosterone in enhancing memory by increasing
the biological salience of incoming information.
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cortex (Finley and Kritzer, 1999) and amygdala (Abdelgadir
et al., 1999; Kritzer, 2004; Sarkey et al., 2008). Further-
more, testosterone can be converted to estradiol by the
enzyme aromatase (Roselli et al., 2001) and bind to estradiol
receptors (ERs), which are predominantly expressed in the
amygdala, hypothalamus and telencephalon (Simerly et al.,
1990). Because of the distribution of ARs and ERs in the brain
it is not surprising that testosterone has been found to affect
cognitive and emotional processes as well as social behavior
(Gray et al., 2004; Janowsky, 2006).
In rodents, androgen deprivation through gonadectomy
has been found to lead to impaired memory performance in
hippocampus-dependent tasks (Kritzer et al., 2001; Edinger
and Frye, 2004). This impairment could be prevented by
testosterone replacement. However, another study did not
find an effect of gonadectomy on memory and testosterone
administration was impairing instead of enhancing memory
performance (Harooni et al., 2008). In humans, most studies
are based on data from elderly subjects. The influence of
testosterone on cognitive functions in these studies is incon-
sistent, i.e., both positive and negative relations between
testosterone and memory have been reported (Barrett-Con-
nor et al., 1999; Perry et al., 2001; Cherrier et al., 2002,
2005; Moffat et al., 2002; Wolf and Kirschbaum, 2002; Fonda
et al., 2005; Yonker et al., 2006; Hogervorst et al., 2010;
Young et al., 2010).
In addition to memory, testosterone is also involved in
affective behavior. A key structure in the neural network
underlying affective behavior is the amygdala (Ferris et al.,
2008; Ikebuchi et al., 2009; Debiec et al., 2010; Bliss-Moreau
et al., 2011). In a study in mice, injection of anabolic-
androgenic steroids resulted in anxious-like behaviors in
novel environments, and the animals were more prone to
behave aggressively (Ambar and Chiavegatto, 2009). Associa-
tions of testosterone and affective behavior were also
observed in humans, particularly in relation to social dom-
inance, aggression, and antisocial behavior (for review see
van Wingen et al., 2011). The neural correlates of these
behaviors include the amygdala, the medial prefrontal cor-
tex, and the orbitofrontal cortex. Previous studies have
shown a positive correlation between testosterone levels
and amygdala activation in response to biologically salient
stimuli in healthy subjects. In a study in healthy young males
performing an emotion recognition task, the authors found
significant positive correlations between amygdala activa-
tion in response to emotion specific (fearful male, fearful
female and angry male) face expressions and testosterone
levels (Derntl et al., 2009). In line with these findings, a study
in healthy young female subjects found positive correlations
between testosterone levels and activations in the amygdala,
hypothalamus, temporal cortex and orbitofrontal cortex
during the presentation of angry vs. happy faces (Hermans
et al., 2008). In contrast, Stanton et al. (2009) observed a
negative correlation between amygdala activation during
viewing angry faces and endogenous testosterone levels in
men. In addition to the studies, which focused on the role of
testosterone in emotional processing (Hermans et al., 2008;
Derntl et al., 2009; Stanton et al., 2009), the present study
focused on the role of testosterone in the interaction of
emotional and mnemonic processes.
Studies in animals and humans have shown that the
activation of the amygdala is a key mechanism underlying
the emotional arousal-induced enhancement of memory
(McGaugh, 2003; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005; Anderson
et al., 2006; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Rasch et al., 2009).
In response to emotional arousal, norepinephrine (NE) is
released in the amygdala (McIntyre et al., 2002), which leads
to amygdala activation and reinforcing of the storage of new
information in a broad network of cortical regions (McGaugh
et al., 2002). In humans, pharmacologically induced increase
of central noradrenergic transmission enhances memory per-
formance (O’Carroll et al., 1999; Southwick et al., 2002;
Hurlemann et al., 2005), whereas a blockade of noradrener-
gic transmission prevents enhanced amygdala activation in
response to emotional stimuli and blocks the enhancement of
memory for emotional information (Cahill et al., 1994;
Strange and Dolan, 2004).
Given the relation between testosterone and the amyg-
dala, this hormone might have an impact on memory func-
tions by modulating amygdala reactivity. In the present study
we investigate the relation between testosterone levels,
emotional arousal, amygdala reactivity and memory.
Ninety-six healthy young men and 138 healthy young women
encoded a set of emotionally arousing and neutral pictures
while fMRI data was acquired. Ten minutes after presenta-
tion, subjects underwent a free recall test of the previously
seen pictures. Testosterone was measured via a saliva sample
taken before picture encoding.
2. Methods
2.1. Participants
A total of 234 healthy, Caucasian, young men and women (96
men, mean age 21.74 ! 2.65 years (SD), range 18—32 years;
138 women, mean age 21.88 ! 2.75 years (SD), range 18—
32 years) were included in the study. Subjects were free of
any lifetime neurological or psychiatric illness, and did not
take any medication at the time of the experiment. Partici-
pants filled in a questionnaire concerning their health status
and were only included in the study, if they did not report any
physical, neurological or mental illness. The ethics commit-
tee of the Canton of Basel approved the experiments. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to
participation.
2.2. Picture task
We used an event-related design consisting of 100 trials
(including 2 primacy and 2 recency trials, 24 scrambled
pictures, and 72 pictures). Stimuli consisted of 72 pictures
that were selected from the International Affective Picture
System (IAPS; Lang et al., 1988) as well as from in-house
standardized picture sets (Table S1) that allowed us to equate
the pictures for visual complexity and content (e.g. human
presence). On the basis of normative valence scores (from 1
to 9), pictures were assigned to emotionally negative
(2.3 ! 0.6), emotionally neutral (5.0 ! 0.3) and emotionally
positive (7.6 ! 0.4) conditions, resulting in 24 pictures for
each emotional valence.
Four additional pictures showing neutral objects were
used to control for primacy and recency effects in memory.
Two of these pictures were presented in the beginning and
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two at the end of the picture task. They were not included in
the analysis. In addition, 24 scrambled pictures were used. The
background of the scrambled pictures contained the color
information of all pictures used in the experiment (except
primacy and recency pictures), overlayed with a crystal and
distortion filter (Adobe Photoshop CS3). In the foreground, a
mostly transparent geometrical object (rectangle or ellipse of
different sizes and orientations) was shown. Pictures were
presented in the scanner using MR-compatible LCD goggles
(Visuastim XGA, Resonance Technology, Los Angeles, CA). Eye
correction was used when necessary.
2.2.1. Encoding phase
The pictures were presented for 2.5 s in a quasi-randomized
order so that at maximum four pictures of the same category
occurred consecutively. A fixation-cross appeared on the
screen for 500 ms before each picture presentation. Trials
were separated by a variable intertrial period of 9—12 s
(jitter) that was equally distributed for each stimulus cate-
gory. During the intertrial period, participants subjectively
rated the picture showing scenes according to valence (nega-
tive = 1, neutral = 2, positive = 3) and arousal (low = 1, med-
ium = 2, high = 3) on a three-point scale (Self Assessment
Manikin, SAM) by pressing a button with a finger of their
dominant hand. For scrambled pictures, participants rated
form (vertical = 1, symmetric = 2 or horizontal = 3) and size
(small = 1, medium = 2, large = 3) of the geometrical object
in the foreground. The encoding phase of the picture had a
total duration of 22 min. Participants were not told that they
had to remember the pictures for later recall. Participants
were instructed and trained on the picture task before being
positioned in the scanner. Training consisted of presentation
and rating of five pictures including scenes and scrambled
pictures, which were not used during scanning.
2.2.2. Free recall phase
In the 10 min-delay between the end of picture encoding and
the free recall task, subjects performed a working memory
task (n-back; Gevins and Cutillo, 1993). We chose a 10 min
interval because we were interested in the short-delay recall
(Rasch et al., 2009). The participants were instructed to
recall as many pictures as possible without any time con-
straints. Participants were not told how many pictures they
saw in the scanner, therefore no expectation of the amount of
the to be recalled pictures was mentioned to the subjects.
Two independent and blind raters analyzed the recalled
pictures (Cronbachs alpha was: 98% (N = 234)). Then a third
independent and blind rater decided on pictures, which were
rated differently.
2.3. Procedure
After receiving general information about the study and giving
their written informed consent, participants were instructed
and then trained on the picture task and the n-back task they
later performed in the scanner. After training, they gave a
saliva sample for testosterone analysis and were positioned in
the scanner. Participants received earplugs and headphones to
reduce scanner noise. Their head was fixated in the coil using
small cushions, and they were told not to move their heads.
Functional MR-images were acquired during the performance
of the picture task and the n-back task (total scanning time
approx. 30 min). After completing the tasks, participants left
the scanner for the following free recall test of the pictures.
Finally, participants filled in health and psychological ques-
tionnaires and were debriefed. The total length of the experi-
mental procedure was approximately 3 h. Time of day of the
experimental sessions varied between 1200 h and 2200 h.
Participants received 25 CHF/h for participation.
2.4. fMRI data acquisition and processing
Measurements were performed on a Siemens Magnetom Verio
3 T whole body MR unit equipped with a standard twelve-
channel head coil. Functional time series were acquired with
a single-shot echo-planar sequence using parallel imaging
(GRAPPA). We used the following acquisition parameters: TE
(echo time) = 35 ms, FOV (field of view) = 22 cm, acquisition
matrix = 80 ! 80, interpolated to 128 ! 128, voxel size:
2.8 mm ! 2.8 mm ! 4 mm, GRAPPA acceleration factor
R = 2.0. Using a midsaggital scout image, 32 contiguous axial
slices were placed along the anterior—posterior commissure
(AC—PC) plane covering the entire brain with a TR = 3000 ms
(u = 828). The first two acquisitions were discarded due to T1
saturation effects. Anatomical sequence was acquired with a
radio-frequency pulses and rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE)
sequence. For this sequence we used the following acquisi-
tion parameters: TE (echo time) = 3.37 ms, FOV (field of
view) = 25.6 cm, acquisition matrix = 256 ! 256 ! 176, voxel
size: 1 mm ! 1 mm ! 1 mm. Using a midsaggital scout image,
176 contiguous axial slices were placed along the anterior—
posterior commissure (AC—PC) plane covering the entire
brain with a TR = 2000 ms (u = 88).
Preprocessing and data analysis was performed using SPM5
(Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of
Cognitive Neurology, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.a-
c.uk/spm/) implemented in Matlab 2010a (The Mathworks
Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Volumes were slice-time corrected to
the first slice, realigned to the first acquired volume, normal-
ized into standard stereotactic space (template provided by
the Montreal Neurological Institute — 152 standard atlas),
and smoothed using a 8 mm full-width-at-half-maximum
Gaussian kernel. A 128 s cut-off high pass filter was added
to the confound partition of the design matrix to account for
low-frequency drifts, and a correction for intrinsic autocor-
relations was included in the analysis. For each subject,
evoked hemodynamic responses to event-types were mod-
eled with a delta (stick) function corresponding to presenta-
tion of each stimulus category (negative, positive, neutral
and scrambled pictures, respectively) convolved with a cano-
nical hemodynamic response function within the context of a
general linear model (GLM). The pictures accounting for
possible primacy and recency effects as well as button
presses during valence and arousal ratings were modeled
separately. In addition, six movement parameters from spa-
tial realigning were included as regressors of no interest. The
contrast between encoding stimuli vs. scrambled pictures
was calculated individually using a fixed effects model (first
level analysis). The resulting contrast parameters were then
compared in relation to the endogenous testosterone levels
in a random effects model (second level analysis) using a
simple regression.
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For testosterone-independent and -dependent analyses a
statistical threshold of p < 0.05 (family wise error, FWE cor-
rected) and 3 adjacent voxels (k = 3) was used. Given our
hypothesis of a possible influence of testosterone on amygdala
reactivity, we used the left and right amygdala as ROI (region of
interest) where SVC (small volume correction) was applied
with a threshold of p < 0.05 (FWE corrected). The ROI con-
tained the left and right amygdala as defined by the Talairach
atlas with the categorization in Brodmann areas (Lancaster
et al., 2000), implemented in the software WFU PickAtlas v2.4
(Maldjian et al., 2003). For labeling peak voxels resulting from
the whole brain analysis we used the Talairach atlas after
adjusting MNI-coordinates to Talairach coordinates (http://
imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/MniTalairach).
2.5. Saliva sample
Testosterone was measured via a saliva sample using Saliv-
ette collection tubes (Sarstedt, Germany). The saliva sample
was taken before picture presentation. Testosterone levels
were analyzed at the Technical University of Dresden, Ger-
many. For testosterone analysis saliva samples were centri-
fuged at 3000 rpm for 3 min after thawing. Concentrations of
salivary free testosterone were measured using a commer-
cially available luminescence-immuno-assay (LIA; IBL, Ham-
burg, Germany) with intra- and inter-assay precision of 3.24%
and 3.76%, respectively. The lower sensitivity threshold of
the testosterone assay is 1.8 pg/ml, the functional sensitivity
threshold is 5 pg/ml. Testosterone levels in women were
95.35 ! 3.49 pg/ml (mean ! SEM), indicating that the assay
was sensitive enough for women.
2.6. Statistical analysis
Behavioral data was analyzed with bivariate Pearson’s cor-
relations, repeated measurement ANOVAs or t-tests using
SPSS 17.0 (SPSS, 2008). Values are presented as mean ! stan-
standard error of the mean (SEM). Due to pronounced differ-
ences in testosterone levels, men and women were analyzed
separately. Our outlier criterion was !4 standard deviations.




The mean endogenous testosterone level in men
(155.61 ! 4.47 pg/ml) was significantly higher than in
women (95.35 ! 3.49 pg/ml, t(232) = 10.76, p < 0.001).
3.2. Valence and arousal ratings (testosterone-
independent analyses)
Valence ratings differed significantly across valence cate-
gories (men: mean valence ratings for negative pictures
1.31 ! 0.27, mean valence ratings for positive pictures
2.72 ! 0.18, mean valence ratings for neutral pictures
2.10 ! 0.16; F(2,94) = 984.44, p < 0.001; women: mean
valence ratings for negative pictures 1.17 ! 0.14, mean
valence ratings for positive pictures 2.76 ! 0.19, mean
valence ratings for neutral pictures 2.10 ! 0.17;
F(2,136) = 3162.50, p < 0.001).
Arousal ratings for the different valence categories of the
pictures were significantly different, with highest arousal
ratings for negative pictures and lowest arousal ratings for
neutral pictures (men: mean arousal rating negative pictures
2.23 ! 0.03, mean arousal rating positive pictures 1.85 ! 0.04,
mean arousal rating neutral pictures 1.34 ! 0.02;
F(2,190) = 413.47, p < 0.001; women: mean arousal rating
negative pictures 2.40 ! 0.03, mean arousal rating positive
pictures 1.95 ! 0.03, mean arousal rating neutral pictures
1.41 ! 0.03; F(2,274) = 734.50, p < 0.001). Men and women
differed significantly in the arousal ratings of all valences
(arousal ratings for positive pictures: F(1,232) = 4.14,
p < 0.05; arousal ratings for negative pictures: F(1,232) =
14.30, p < 0.001; arousal ratings for neutral pictures:
F(1,232) = 3.95, p < 0.05).
In men as well as in women, arousal ratings were signifi-
cantly higher for recalled than for non-recalled pictures
(women: mean arousal recalled pictures 2.05, mean arousal
non-recalled pictures 1.83; t(1,137) = 14.15, p < 0.001;
men: mean arousal recalled pictures 1.97, mean arousal
non-recalled pictures 1.71; t(1,95) = 14.63, p < 0.001).
3.3. Brain activation during picture encoding
(testosterone-independent)
Encoding of pictures of either valence as compared to base-
line (i.e. scrambled pictures) activated a large network of
neocortical and limbic brain regions including the frontal
lobe, the temporal lobe, medial temporal lobe structures
(hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus and amygdala), the
subthalamic nucleus, the cingulate gyrus, the insular cortex,
the cuneus, as well as parietal and occipital regions (Tables
S2—S7 and Fig. S2A—C).
A very similar activation pattern, including amygdala,
hippocampus and insular cortex was found when comparing
the encoding of emotional pictures (negative and positive) to
the encoding of neutral pictures (Tables S8—S11 and Fig. S3A
and B).
When comparing negative to positive pictures we found
activation in frontal, temporal and occipital regions. Results
for the positive vs. negative contrast revealed activations in
the frontal, temporal, parietal lobes and in the insula (Tables
S12 and S13).
All of these activation differences were very robust at
significance levels of p < 0.05 FWE corrected for whole brain.
3.4. Brain activation related to endogenous
testosterone levels
We found a positive correlation between testosterone levels
and amygdala activation during encoding of neutral vs.
scrambled pictures in men only (contrast: neutral pictures
> scrambled pictures; Fig. 1A, left amygdala, ["25 "3 "16],
29 voxels, t(1,94) = 4.17, r = 0.39, p(SVC) = 0.002 (FWE)). In an
exploratory whole-brain analysis no suprathreshold clusters
survived the significance level of p < 0.05 family-wise error
corrected in men and women. The amygdala was robustly
( p(FWE) < 0.05) activated during processing of neutral vs.
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scrambled pictures in the testosterone-independent analysis
both in men and women (Fig. S2C). There were no suprathres-
hold activations with decreasing endogenous testosterone
levels during processing of neutral vs. scrambled pictures
neither in men nor in women.
During encoding of negative vs. scrambled pictures no
suprathreshold clusters with increasing nor decreasing endo-
genous levels of testosterone were found neither in men nor
in women. During encoding of positive vs. scrambled pictures
the same pattern emerged.
We additionally analyzed the contrasts negative pictures
vs. neutral pictures and positive pictures vs. neutral pictures
in relation to both increasing and decreasing testosterone
levels. We only found a significant activation in the contrast
positive pictures vs. neutral pictures with decreasing testos-
terone levels (left amygdala, [!25 !3 !16], 3 voxels,
t(1,94) = 4.17, r = 0.35, p(SVC) = 0.010 (FWE)), which likely
reflects the activation found in the contrast neutral pictures
vs. scrambled pictures with increasing testosterone levels
(same coordinates).
3.5. Memory performance (testosterone-
independent analyses)
Subjects recalled more emotional than neutral pictures,
(men: positive pictures 10.68 " 0.33, negative pictures
10.73 " 0.33, neutral pictures 6.26 " 0.29; F(2,190) =
175.64, p < 0.001; women: positive pictures 12.73 " 0.25,
negative pictures 11.30 " 0.26, neutral pictures
7.00 " 0.25; F(2,274) = 226,24, p < 0.001). Women recalled
significantly more positive pictures than men (F(1,232) =
25.32, p < 0.001), but men and women did not differ in the
recall of negative pictures (F(1,232) = 1.89, p = 0.17). In the
recall of neutral pictures men and women differed margin-
ally (F(1,232) = 3.77, p = 0.05).
In men, amygdala activation was related to better mem-
ory performance. Brain activation in the amygdala (ROI-
analysis) was higher during encoding of subsequently recalled
pictures than during encoding of subsequently not recalled
(forgotten) pictures (contrast: recalled pictures > not
recalled pictures; left amygdala: [!19, !3, !16],
t(95) = 5.47, p(SVC) < 0.001; right amygdala: [25, 3, !20],
t(95) = 3.89, p(SVC) = 0.005). We found no higher activation
in the amygdala for forgotten pictures compared with
recalled pictures.
In women, we observed a similar pattern in the left
amygdala ([!19, !6, !16], t(137) = 5.47, p(SVC) = 0.004).
The right amygdala showed increased activation for subse-
quently recalled vs. forgotten pictures as well, but it did not
survive SVC for the bilateral amygdala ([19, !6, !16],
t(137) = 2.89, p(SVC) = 0.068). Again, we found no higher
activation in the amygdala for forgotten pictures compared
with recalled pictures.
3.6. Testosterone levels, memory performance
and emotional arousal
Endogenous testosterone levels in men were significantly
correlated with recall success of neutral pictures (r = 0.28,
p = 0.006; Fig. 1B), but not of positive pictures (r = 0.14,
p = 0.18) or negative pictures (r = 0.13, p = 0.22). The corre-
lation with all pictures showed borderline significance
(r = 0.20, p = 0.05). We did not find any significant correla-
tions between endogenous testosterone levels and memory
in women (all p # 0.75).
Looking at correlations between endogenous testosterone
levels and arousal ratings in men, we found a positive correla-
tion between endogenous testosterone levels and the arousal
ratings for neutral pictures (r = 0.22, p = 0.03). Correlations
between endogenous testosterone levels and arousal ratings
for positive or negative pictures did not reach significance
(arousal ratings positive pictures: r = 0.16, p = 0.11; arousal
ratings negative pictures: r = !0.06, p = 0.58). We did not find
Figure 1 Correlations of testosterone levels with amygdala
activity and memory performance in men. (A) Positive correla-
tion between testosterone levels at encoding and amygdala
activation during encoding of neutral pictures. Activations were
overlaid on sections of a T1-weighted magnetic resonance image
of SPM5, displayed at an uncorrected threshold of p < 0.001 and
using color-coded t values. Peak activation in the amygdala was
at coordinate position [!25, !3, !16], pFWE small volume cor-
rected = 0.002. (B) Correlation between testosterone levels and
neutral picture memory (number of correctly recalled neutral
pictures).
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any significant correlations between endogenous testosterone
levels and arousal levels in women (all p ! 0.29).
An additional analysis dividing women in free-cycling
women (n = 50) and women taking hormonal contraceptives
(n = 88) suggests, that the menstrual cycle and the intake of
hormonal contraceptives did not affect our findings (for mem-
ory performance of neutral pictures: interaction menstrual
cycle " endogenous testosterone levels p = 0.28, intake of
hormonal contraceptives " endogenous testosterone levels
p = 0.57; for arousal ratings of neutral pictures: interaction
menstrual cycle " endogenous testosterone levels p = 0.23,
intake of hormonal contraceptives " endogenous testoster-
one levels p = 0.36). When conducting separate fMRI-analyses
for women taking hormonal contraceptives and free cycling
women, the results stayed similar.
3.7. Working memory task
We found a trend for a negative correlation between the
measurement for working memory performance and endo-
genous testosterone levels in men (r = #0.17, p = 0.09). In
women we did not find a significant correlation between
testosterone levels and working memory performance
( p = 0.36).
4. Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the role of endogenous
testosterone levels in emotional processing and memory
functions. We found increased emotional arousal ratings
and higher amygdala reactivity to neutral pictures with
increasing testosterone levels in men, but not in women.
Further, increased endogenous testosterone levels in men,
but not in women, were related to better memory recall of
neutral pictures. These findings may point to a male-specific
role for testosterone in enhancing memory by increasing the
biological salience of incoming information.
The present sex-specific findings are in line with the
notion that sex plays an important role in the neurobiology
of emotionally influenced memory (Cahill, 2006). Sex-depen-
dent differences with regard to cognitive functions may
depend on many factors, such as type of material to be
learned (e.g. spatial or verbal; Kimura, 2002) or, as in the
present study, on the valence of the material. The finding
that variability in acute testosterone levels in women did not
correlate with memory performance suggests that the ten-
dency of better memory for neutral information in women as
compared to men is likely to be independent of sex-depen-
dent differences in testosterone levels. Furthermore, when
correcting for menstrual cycle and intake of hormonal con-
traceptives our behavioral and imaging findings remained the
same.
Our results are in line with several previous studies exam-
ining testosterone effects on memory in men (Barrett-Connor
et al., 1999; Cherrier et al., 2002, 2005; Moffat et al., 2002;
Thilers et al., 2006). However, several other studies have not
found any positive effects of testosterone on memory in men
(Wolf et al., 2000; Hogervorst et al., 2010; Young et al., 2010).
With regard to the neural underpinnings of emotional proces-
sing, Hermans et al. (2008) and Derntl et al. (2009) have
reported positive correlations between blood testosterone
levels and amygdala activation during processing of aversive
facial expressions. In contrast, Stanton et al. (2009), found a
negative correlation between amygdala activation in response
to negative facial expressions and endogenous testosterone
levels. These divergent results indicate that amygdala activa-
tion may depend on several factors, such as stimuli, presenta-
tion time, and instructions. Also our task differs in these
parameters, which may account for the discrepancies.
Furthermore, due to a pulsatile release of testosterone, a
measurement of testosterone levels out of several samples
would have been more reliable than a measurement out of one
sample. This can be seen as a limitation of the present study.
In testosterone-independent analyses, subsequently
recalled pictures induced higher amygdala activation than
subsequently forgotten pictures. In the testosterone-depen-
dent analyses, differentiating between neutral and emo-
tional content of recalled pictures, we found a positive
correlation between endogenous testosterone levels and
recall of pictures with neutral content, but only in men.
Importantly, endogenous testosterone levels correlated posi-
tively with increasing arousal ratings for neutral pictures as
well as with higher amygdala reactivity in response to neutral
pictures. These findings are in line with the idea that amyg-
dala activation is essential in mediating the memory-enhan-
cing effect of emotional arousal (Cahill and McGaugh, 1996;
McGaugh, 2003, 2004; Phelps and LeDoux, 2005; Anderson
et al., 2006; LaBar and Cabeza, 2006; Rasch et al., 2009). The
phenomenon of emotional arousal-induced activation of the
amygdala as a key mechanism for enhancing memory func-
tions might also explain the lack of relation between testos-
terone levels, emotional arousal ratings, amygdala
activation, and memory performance for emotional pictures:
emotionally arousing information, such as the presented
positive and negative IAPS pictures, induce per se high levels
of arousal and amygdala activation, which were not further
increased by high endogenous testosterone levels. Hence, no
relation of testosterone levels with memory performance
was found for emotional information.
Animal studies have shown that emotional arousal induces
the release of norepinephrine in the amygdala, and that this
neurotransmitter is crucially involved in mediating the mem-
ory-enhancing effect of emotional arousal (McGaugh et al.,
2002; McIntyre et al., 2002). Several human studies corro-
borated these findings by showing that a pharmacologically
induced increase of central noradrenergic transmission
enhances memory performance (O’Carroll et al., 1999;
Southwick et al., 2002; Hurlemann et al., 2005), whereas
a pharmacological blockade of noradrenergic transmission
prevents both amygdala activation and enhanced memory for
emotionally arousing information (Cahill et al., 1994; Strange
and Dolan, 2004). Based on these findings, testosterone
might exert memory-enhancing effects by enhancing nora-
drenergic transmission within the amygdala or by stimulating
a downstream mechanism. In support of a possible interac-
tion between testosterone and the noradrenergic system it
has been recently shown that testosterone and DHT have the
potential to increase norepinephrine in the amygdala,
although not through activation of ARs (Ely et al., 2011).
In conclusion, the present findings indicate that, in men,
high testosterone levels are related to increased emotional
arousal, greater amygdala reactivity and, consequently, to
better memory. This emotionalizing effect of testosterone is
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primarily observed for neutral information, where room for an
increase in emotional arousal is present. Our data may point to
a role of testosterone in enhancing memory by increasing the
biological salience of incoming information. The findings
further support the view of a tight interaction between emo-
tional and cognitive processes, and that this interaction can be
modulated by the gonadal hormone testosterone.
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4.3. GENETIC VARIANTS OF NTRK2 ARE ASSOCIATED WITH EMOTION 
PROCESSING, A WHITE-MATTER MEASURE AND DNA METHYLATION 
LEVELS IN HEALTHY YOUNG SUBJECTS 
 
Spalek, K., Coynel, D., Fastenrath, M., Freytag, V., Heck, A., Milnik, A., Vukojevic, V., de 
Quervain, D. J.-F., & Papassotiropoulos, A., in preparation (b). 
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Strongmemory of a traumatic event is thought to contribute to the
development and symptoms of posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Therefore, a genetic predisposition to build strong memo-
ries could lead to increased risk for PTSD after a traumatic event.
Here we show that genetic variability of the gene encoding PKCα
(PRKCA) was associated with memory capacity—including aversive
memory—in nontraumatized subjects of European descent. This
ﬁndingwas replicated in an independent sample of nontraumatized
subjects, who additionally underwent functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging (fMRI). fMRI analysis revealed PRKCA genotype-de-
pendent brain activation differences during successful encoding of
aversive information. Further, the identiﬁed genetic variant was
also related to traumatic memory and to the risk for PTSD in heavily
traumatized survivors of the Rwandan genocide. Our results indi-
cate a role for PKCα in memory and suggest a genetic link between
memory and the risk for PTSD.
emotion | trauma | single nucleotide polymorphism
Emotional experiences are typically well remembered, but thereis a large, partly genetically controlled, variability for this
phenomenon (1). On the one hand, enhanced memory for emo-
tionally arousing events can be seen as an adaptive mechanism,
which helps us to remember important information (2). On the
other hand, strong memory of an extremely aversive event may
contribute to the development and symptoms of posttraumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) (3–6). In a previous study we reported that
a deletion variant of the ADRA2B gene was signiﬁcantly associ-
ated with emotional memory in healthy humans and with trau-
matic memory in a traumatized population, but not signiﬁcantly
with the risk for PTSD (1). Thus, so far, there is no evidence in-
dicating that genetic factors that predispose individuals to build
strong aversive memories could also be risk factors for PTSD.
Considerable evidence suggests that protein kinases, in partic-
ular protein kinase A (PKA), protein kinase C (PKC), Ca2+/cal-
modulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII), and mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK), play an important role in the
formation of emotionalmemory in animals (7, 8). To study whether
the genes encoding these protein kinases are also related with
human emotional memory, we applied a behavioral genetics ap-
proach and captured the variability of these genes with 2,005 single-
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (Methods and SI Appendix).
The 2,005 selected SNPs were analyzed in an initial sample of
723 young healthy Swiss adults (476 females, 247 males; median
age, 22 y; range, 18–35 y), who underwent memory testing. Sub-
jects were presented 24 neutral, 24 positive, and 24 negative
photographs in a randomorder. The photographs were taken from
the international affective picture system (IAPS) (9) and pre-
sented for 2.5 s each. Immediately following the presentation of
each photograph, subjects were asked to rate it for valence and
arousal using the IAPS rating scales. After a delay of 10 min,
during which subjects performed an n-back working memory task,
subjects underwent a surprise free recall test of the previously
presented pictures. Because we were interested in the link be-
tween aversive memory and PTSD, our target phenotype for the
genetic association study was the number of freely recalled neg-
ative (aversive) pictures.
Results
Hypothesis Testing and Replication Sample. The analysis including
all 2,005 SNPs revealed that SNP rs4790904, which is located
within PRKCA (encoding protein kinase Cα), was signiﬁcantly
associated with memory for negative pictures after Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons (Puncorrected = 0.000002,
Pcorrected = 0.004; Table 1 and Table S1). There were no further
Bonferroni-corrected signiﬁcant SNPs. SNP rs4790904 was also
signiﬁcantly associated with memory for positive and neutral pic-
tures (Table 1). Sex did not inﬂuence the association of rs4790904
with negative memory (sex × SNP interaction P = 0.5). This SNP
was not associated with valence or arousal ratings of the pictures
(P ≥ 0.8; Table S2), indicating that the genotype-dependent dif-
ferences in memory for negative pictures were not due to geno-
type-dependent differences in emotional arousal. Furthermore,
rs4790904 was not associated with attention or working memory
performance (P ≥ 0.6; Table S3). In addition to the ﬁndings on
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short-term memory, analysis of data on free recall 24 h after pic-
ture presentation (available in the hypothesis-testing sample only)
also revealed signiﬁcant genotype-dependent differences in
memory performance (Table S4).
SNP rs4790904 was further investigated in an independent
sample of 394 healthy Swiss subjects, who performed the same
tasks in a brain scanner (Methods). In this population, we could
replicate the association of rs4790904 with memory for negative
information (P = 0.028; Table 2). SNP rs4790904 was also sig-
niﬁcantly associated with memory for positive pictures (P= 0.005;
Table 2), whereas the associationwithmemory for neutral pictures
was not signiﬁcant (P = 0.284; Table 2). The direction of effect
and the genetic model used (i.e., additive) were the same as in the
initial discovery sample.
Functional Brain Imaging. In the next step, we used fMRI to identify
genotype-independent and genotype-dependent differences in
brain activity related to aversive memory in this population of 394
healthy subjects. The event-related fMRI design allowed us to
investigate brain regions involved in memory formation by ana-
lyzing differential activity during encoding of subsequently re-
membered vs. subsequently forgotten events (subsequent memory
analysis). Independently of genotype, this analysis revealed acti-
vation of a large network of neocortical and limbic brain regions,
including the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital cortex;
amygdala; hippocampus; insular cortex; and anterior cingulum
(Fig. S1). These results are largely consistent with the ﬁndings of
a recent meta-analysis of functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) studies of successful emotional memory encoding (10).
PRKCA rs4790904 genotype-dependent, subsequent memory
analyses for negative information revealed signiﬁcant [P < 0.05,
false discovery rate (FDR) corrected for whole brain] gene dose-
dependent (with increasing number of A alleles) activity increases
in the lateral andmedial prefrontal cortex (Table 3 and Fig. 1). An
additional region of interest (ROI) analysis for the amygdala and
the hippocampus did not reveal signiﬁcant (small-volume FDR
corrected for the corresponding ROI) genotype-dependent acti-
vation differences in these brain regions. There were no signiﬁcant
activity increases with increasing number of G alleles. Thus, the
present fMRI experiment revealed that the A allele, which was
associated with increased memory for negative information, was
also robustly related to increased brain activity in the lateral and
medial prefrontal cortex during successful memory encoding of
negative pictures. Previous studies have shown that these brain
regions belong to a network involved in emotional memory
encoding (10–12). Subsequent memory analyses for positive and
neutral information did not reveal any signiﬁcant genotype-de-
pendent activation differences (at the same signiﬁcance threshold
as used for negative information, i.e., P < 0.05, FDR corrected for
whole brain). This ﬁnding indicates that at the level of brain ac-
tivation, signiﬁcant PKCα genotype-dependent differences were
observed only for negative information.
Because we used two different scanners in the fMRI study
(Methods), we reanalyzed the data including scanner type as
a covariate. This analysis revealed similar results to those
described above.
Genetic Study in Traumatized Survivors of the Rwandan Genocide.
We hypothesized that the PRKCA polymorphism, which predis-
poses individuals to build strong emotional memory, may also
predispose to build strong traumatic memories after an aversive
event and, possibly, also increase the risk for PTSD.We tested this
hypothesis in 347 refugees who have ﬂed from the Rwandan civil
war and have been living in the Nakivale refugee camp in Uganda
during the time of investigation (184 females, 163 males; median
age, 34 y; range, 17–68 y). All subjects had experienced highly
aversive situations and were examined by trained experts with
a structured interview based on the Posttraumatic Diagnostic
Scale (13) with the help of trained interviewers chosen from the
refugee community. Traumatic events were assessed using
a checklist of 36 war- and non-war–related traumatic event types
(e.g., injury by a weapon, rape, accidents). The population con-
sisted of 134 subjects fulﬁlling the diagnostic criteria of the Di-
agnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition
(5) for current PTSD and 213 subjects without current PTSD.
PRKCA SNP rs4790904 was signiﬁcantly associated with symp-
toms of reexperiencing the traumatic event (traumatic memory)
with the same direction of effect as with memory for negative in-
formation in the healthy population (P = 0.033; Table 4). Fur-
thermore, the A allele of rs4790904 was associated with increased
avoidance symptoms (P = 0.037; Table 4) and with increased risk
for PTSD (P= 0.009; Table 5). Sex did not inﬂuence the genotype
effect on traumatic memory or PTSD risk (sex × SNP interaction
P ≥ 0.7). SNP rs4790904 was not associated with hyperarousal
symptoms or with the number of experienced event types (P> 0.5).
Of note, the A allele, which was the major allele in the Swiss
population, was the rare allele in the Rwandese population. Such
differences in allele and genotype frequency are commonly ob-
served between genetically distinct populations. In the case of the
present study, no conclusions can be drawn with regard to any
possible functional relevance of this difference.
Table 1. Genotype-dependent memory performance in the hypothesis-testing sample (n = 723)
Negative pictures, Positive pictures, Neutral pictures, All pictures,
Genotype, rs4790904 mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM
AA, n = 459 11.1 ± 0.1 11.7 ± 0.1 6.9 ± 0.1 29.7 ± 0.4
AG, n = 232 10.0 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.2 6.0 ± 0.2 27.1 ± 0.5
GG, n = 32 9.3 ± 0.5 10.2 ± 0.5 5.8 ± 0.4 25.3 ± 1.2
P = 0.000002 P = 0.006 P = 0.0004 P = 0.00001
Table 2. Genotype-dependent memory performance in the replication sample (n = 394)
Negative pictures, Positive pictures, Neutral pictures, All pictures,
Genotype, rs4790904 mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM
AA, n = 234 11.3 ± 0.2 12.3 ± 0.2 6.9 ± 0.2 30.5 ± 0.5
AG, n = 139 10.7 ± 0.3 11.6 ± 0.3 6.5 ± 0.2 28.7 ± 0.7
GG, n = 21 10.1 ± 0.6 10.6 ± 0.6 6.5 ± 0.7 27.1 ± 1.5
P = 0.028 P = 0.005 P = 0.284 P = 0.014









The present results indicate that PKCα is genetically linked to
memory capacity (including aversive memory) in nontraumatized
individuals and to traumatic memory and the risk for PTSD in
heavily traumatized genocide survivors. Unlike the previously
reported ADRA2B deletion variant (1), PKCα seems to be re-
lated to memory independent of emotional valence, because the
genetic association in healthy individuals was not consistently
restricted to emotional information.
Free recall of pictures in healthy subjects as assessed in the
present study involves voluntary retrieval of image-based memory.
Encoding of this memory depends on a large network of neo-
cortical and limbic brain regions, including the frontal, temporal,
parietal, and occipital cortex; amygdala (especially for emotionally
arousing information); hippocampus; insular cortex; and anterior
cingulum (10). In PTSD, intrusive reexperiencing of the traumatic
event consists of a primarily involuntary activation of representa-
tions (emotional memories) that contain detailed sensory and
perceptual images. At the same time, it has been proposed that due
to a reduced hippocampal involvement, these emotionalmemories
are not well contextualized (14) (for review see ref. 15). In the
nontraumatized population the neuroimaging ﬁndings revealed
that the A allele went along with more activation in prefrontal
regions, but, interestingly, not with increased activation in medial
temporal structures, such as the amygdala and hippocampus.
There is compelling evidence that the amygdala plays an important
role in enhancing the formation of memory for emotionally
arousing information (11) and that the hippocampus is crucial for
binding memory items to their context and for the successful
transfer of this information into long-term memory (8, 16). It is
important to note that because scanning in the present study was
restricted to the encoding phase, we cannot exclude that genotype-
dependent activation differences in medial temporal lobe regions
may have occurred later in the memory formation process.
Although theoretical considerations might have implied that
individuals who are prone to build strong emotional memories are
at risk for developing PTSD after a traumatic experience, there is
only weak empirical evidence supporting this assumption. Several
studies have found increased implicit and explicit emotional
memory functions in patients with PTSD (17–19), but also the
opposite has been reported (20). It is important to note that data
on memory performance acquired in patients with PTSD are dif-
ﬁcult to interpret, because changes inmood, motivation, attention,
or arousal can indirectly affect memory performance in both
directions. Furthermore, even speciﬁc memory changes could be
a consequence of the disease or preexisting risk factors. The same
difﬁculty regarding interpretation exists for imaging data acquired
in PTSD patients, because neuroanatomical or neurofunctional
abnormalities may reﬂect an underlying causal factor or a conse-
quence of the disorder. For example, it has been found that
patients with PTSD have reduced hemodynamic responses in the
medial prefrontal cortex (21), which ﬁts with the idea that de-
creased prefrontal activity, through amygdala disinhibition, could
lead to increased formation of traumaticmemories and predispose
to PTSD. However, another study found that encoding of later
remembered negative words vs. baseline was associated with in-
creased activations in the cingulate cortex and dorsomedial pre-
frontal cortex in complex PTSD compared with healthy controls
(22). Moreover, a recent study has demonstrated that damage to
the medial prefrontal cortex protects against PTSD (23). Also in
the present study, we found that theG allele, which was related to
decreased emotional memory and decreased prefrontal activity in
healthy humans, was related to decreased risk for PTSD.
Considerable evidence indicates that PKC plays an important
role in learning and memory (7). For example, it has been shown
that PKC targets phosphorylation sites on the C-terminal
Table 3. PRKCA rs4790904 genotype-dependent, subsequent
memory analysis for negative information (gene dose-
dependent activity increases with increasing number of A alleles)
MNI
coordinates
Region BA No. voxels L/R x y z T
Middle frontal gyrus 6 51 L −33 3 40 4.56*
Middle frontal gyrus 9 47 L −47 25 36 4.45*
Inferior frontal gyrus 46/47 41 L −44 38 0 4.24*
Superior frontal gyrus 8 36 L −6 33 52 3.83*
BA, Brodmann area; L/R, left/right hemisphere.
*Thresholded at P < 0.05, FDR corrected for whole brain.
Fig. 1. PRKCA rs4790904 genotype-dependent differences in brain activity
related to successful encoding of memory for negative information in 394
healthy young subjects. Displayed are gene dose-dependent (with increasing
number of A alleles) increases in activity in the lateral and medial prefrontal
cortex. The blue cross indicates the peak activation in the left dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex at (−47 25 36). Activations are overlaid on sagittal (Upper
Left), coronal (Upper Right), and axial sections of a T1-weighted magnetic
resonance image of SPM5, displayed at a whole brain FDR-corrected
threshold of P < 0.05 and using color-coded t values. L, left side of the brain;
R, right side of the brain.
Table 4. Correlation of the A allele of rs4790904 with
PTSD-related symptoms in the Rwanda sample
Intrusions Avoidance Hyperarousal
Spearman ρ 0.115 0.112 0.030
Signiﬁcance P 0.033 0.037 0.579
n 347 347 347
Table 5. Association between PRKCA SNP rs4790904 and risk
for PTSD in the Rwanda sample
Genotype No PTSD PTSD Total
GG 90, 42.3% 37, 27.6% 127, 36.6%
AG 99, 46.5% 76, 56.7% 175, 50.4%
AA 24, 11.2% 21, 15.7% 45, 13.0%
χ2 = 6.8, df = 1, Padditive = 0.009
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domain of NR2B, which can modulate NMDAR conductance
(24). PKCs include several isoforms and it has been shown that
mice with a speciﬁc deletion of PKCβ have impaired fear con-
ditioning when tested 24 h after training (25). Furthermore, it
has been shown that the α1-adrenergic receptor pathway is ca-
pable of activating PKCα, which may represent a mechanism for
enhancing memory (26). In our study, a PRKCA genotype-de-
pendent difference was observed as early as 10 min after learning
in the Swiss cohort of healthy young individuals, suggesting that
short-term memory processes were already affected. The analysis
of additional data on free recall 24 h after picture presentation,
reﬂecting long-term memory performance in the Swiss cohort,
also revealed signiﬁcant genotype-dependent differences in
memory performance. Furthermore, the genotype was also re-
lated to long-term traumatic memories in individuals who ex-
perienced life-threatening situations, suggesting a role of PRKCA
in both short- and long-term memory processes.
In summary, the present results provide evidence for a role of
PRKCA in memory, including aversive and traumatic memory. Our
study also points to a genetic link between the predisposition to build
strong memory and the risk for PTSD and indicates differential
genetic risks for different clusters of PTSD symptoms. Genetic
analyses may thus help to uncover PTSD dimensions with different
symptom patterns, a subtyping that may be necessary to improve
understanding and treatment of posttrauma psychopathology.
Methods
Emotional and Working Memory Testing. Picture task. Stimuli consisted of 72
pictures that were selected from the IAPS (9) as well as from in-house
standardized picture sets that allowed us to equate the pictures for visual
complexity and content (e.g., human presence). On the basis of normative
valence scores (from 1 to 9), pictures were assigned to emotionally negative
(2.3 ± 0.6), emotionally neutral (5.0 ± 0.3), and emotionally positive (7.6 ±
0.4) conditions, resulting in 24 pictures for each emotional valence. Four
additional pictures showing neutral objects were used to control for primacy
and recency effects in memory. Two of these pictures were presented in the
beginning and two at the end of the picture task. They were not included in
the analysis. In addition, 24 scramble pictures were used. The background of
the scrambled pictures contained the color information of all pictures used
in the experiment (except primacy and recency pictures), overlaid with
a crystal and distortion ﬁlter (Adobe Photoshop CS3). In the foreground,
a mostly transparent geometrical object (rectangle or ellipse of different
sizes and orientations) was shown. Pictures were presented in the scanner
using MR-compatible liquid crystal display goggles (Visuastim XGA; Reso-
nance Technology). Eye correction was used when necessary.
The pictures were presented for 2.5 s in a quasi-randomized order so that
at maximum four pictures of the same category occurred consecutively. A
ﬁxation cross appeared on the screen for 500 ms before each picture pre-
sentation. Trials were separated by a variable intertrial period of 9–12 s (jitter)
that was equally distributed for each stimulus category. During the intertrial
period, participants subjectively rated the picture showing scenes according
to valence (negative, neutral, positive) and arousal (large, medium, small) on
a three-point scale (self assessment manikin, SAM) by pressing a button with
a ﬁnger of their dominant hand. Participants were not told that they had to
remember the pictures for later recall.
Ten minutes after picture presentation, memory performance was tested
using a free-recall task, which required participants to write down a short
description (a few words) of the previously seen pictures. Remembered pri-
macy and recency pictures as well as training pictures were excluded from the
analysis. No time limit was set for this task. A picture was scored as correctly
recalled if the rater could identify the presented picture on the basis of the
subject’s description. Two trained investigators independently rated the
descriptions for recall success (interrater reliability >99%). A third in-
dependent rater decided on pictures, which were rated differently.
Subjects (from the hypothesis-testing sample) performed a similar free-
recall test 24 h after picture presentation.
Working memory task. Between picture presentation and recall, participants
performed on the 0- and 2-back versions of the n-back working memory task
(27). In this task, letters are presented successively in the center of the screen.
In the 0-back condition, subjects had to respond to the occurrence of the
letter “x”, which is a baseline measure of general attention, concentration,
and reaction time. The 2-back task requires subjects to respond to a letter
repetition with one intervening letter (g – S – f – s). The latter condition
required both the maintenance of the last two letters in memory and
updating of these remembered stimuli as each new stimulus was presented.
Subjects were free of any lifetime neurological or psychiatric illness and
did not take any medication at the time of the experiment. The experiments
were approved by the ethics committee of the Canton of Basel. Written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects before participation.
fMRI Experiment. Participants. A total of 394 healthy young subjects (241
females, 153 males; median age, 22 y; range, 18–30 y; 234 AA genotype
carriers of SNP rs4790904, 139 AG genotype carriers of SNP rs4790904, and
21 GG genotype carriers of SNP rs4790904) were included in the study. All
subjects were right-handed, free of any lifetime neurological or psychiatric
illness, and did not take any medication at the time of the experiment. The
experiments were approved by the ethics committees of the Cantons of
Zurich and Basel. Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects
before participation. Subjects were scanned either in Zurich (n = 86) or in
Basel (n = 308), using the identical design.
Emotional and working memory task. We used identical tasks to those
described above.
Procedure. After receiving general information about the study and giving
their informed consent, participants were instructed and then trained on the
picture task they later performed in the scanner. After training, they were
positioned in the scanner. The participants received earplugs and head-
phones to reduce scanner noise. Their heads were ﬁxated in the coil using
small cushions, and they were told not to move their heads. Functional MR
images were acquired during the performance of the picture task in two
separate sessions (total scanning time ∼30 min). After ﬁnishing the tasks,
participants left the scanner and were taken to a separate room for free
recall of the pictures. Finally, participants ﬁlled out questionnaires, gave
saliva for genotype analysis, and were debriefed. The total length of the
experimental procedure was ∼3 h. Participants received 25 Swiss francs/h for
participation. Saliva samples were obtained from each person, using an
Oragene DNA Self-Collection Kit (DNA Genothek). DNA was extracted from
saliva using standard protocols.
fMRI data acquisition and processing. Zurich site.Measurements were performed
on a Philips Intera 3 T whole-body MR unit equipped with an eight-channel
Philips SENSE head coil. Functional time series were acquired with a sensitivity
encoded (28) single-shot echo-planar sequence (SENSE-sshEPI). We used the
following acquisition parameters: echo time (TE) = 35 ms, ﬁeld of view
(FOV) = 22 cm, acquisition matrix = 80 × 80, interpolated to 128 × 128, voxel
size = 2.75 × 2.75 × 4 mm3, and SENSE acceleration factor R = 2.0. Using a
midsaggital scout image, 32 contiguous axial slices were placed along the
anterior–posterior commissure (AC–PC) plane covering the entire brain with
a repetition time (TR) = 3,000 ms (α = 82°). The ﬁrst two acquisitions were
discarded due to T1 saturation effects.
Basel site.Measurements were performed on a Siemens Magnetom Verio 3
T whole-body MR unit equipped with a 12-channel head coil. Functional time
series were acquired with a single-shot echo-planar sequence using parallel
imaging (GRAPPA). We used the following acquisition parameters: TE = 35
ms, FOV = 22 cm, acquisition matrix = 80 × 80, interpolated to 128 × 128,
voxel size = 2.75 × 2.75 × 4 mm3, and GRAPPA acceleration factor R = 2.0.
Using a midsaggital scout image, 32 contiguous axial slices were placed
along the AC–PC plane covering the entire brain with a TR = 3,000 ms (α =
82°). The ﬁrst two acquisitions were discarded due to T1 saturation effects.
Preprocessing and data analysis were performed using SPM5 (Statistical
Parametric Mapping; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Lon-
don, United Kingdom) implemented in MATLAB 2008a (MathWorks). Vol-
umes were slice-time corrected to the ﬁrst slice, realigned to the ﬁrst
acquired volume, normalized into standard stereotactic space (template
provided by the Montreal Neurological Institute), and smoothed using an
8-mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel. A 128-s cutoff high-pass
ﬁlter was added to the confound partition of the design matrix to account
for low-frequency drifts, and a correction for intrinsic autocorrelations was
included in the analysis. For each subject, evoked hemodynamic responses to
event types were modeled with a delta (stick) function corresponding to
presentation of each stimulus category (negative, positive, neutral, and
scrambled pictures, respectively) convolved with a canonical hemodynamic
response function within the context of a general linear model (GLM). The
pictures accounting for possible primacy and recency effects as well as
button presses during valence and arousal ratings were modeled separately.
In addition, six movement parameters from spatial realigning were included
as regressors of no interest. The contrast between brain activity during
encoding of pictures subsequently remembered and brain activity during
encoding of pictures subsequently forgotten was calculated individually








using a ﬁxed-effects model (ﬁrst-level analysis). The resulting contrast
parameters were then used for genotype-dependent analyses in a random-
effects model (second-level analysis). Speciﬁcally, we used a regression
model to analyze gene-dose–dependent differences in brain activity (with
the number of A alleles as a covariate). We used a threshold of P < 0.05, FDR
corrected for whole brain, and a minimum number of 30 adjacent voxels for
an exploratory analysis of the whole brain. For the hippocampus and the
amygdala, we additionally used the left and right amygdala and the left and
right hippocampus as ROIs, where small volume correction was applied with
a threshold of P < 0.05 (FDR corrected). The hippocampus and amygdala
ROIs were deﬁned by the Talairach atlas with the categorization in Brod-
mann areas (29), implemented in the software WFU PickAtlas v2.4 (30).
Rwanda Sample. As the Nakivale refugee camp has grown over the last de-
cade and is spread over a large area, participants were sampled propor-
tionally to the population size from each zone. To exclude genetic relatives in
the samples, only one person per household was interviewed. Interviewers
had been trained to detect current alcohol abuse and acute psychotic
symptoms; candidates exhibiting these signs were excluded. All subjects had
experienced highly aversive traumatic situations and were examined in 2006/
2007 by trained experts, using a structured interview based on the Post-
traumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS) (13) with the help of trained interpreters.
Traumatic events were assessed with a checklist of 36 war- and non-war–
related traumatic event types, e.g., injury by weapon, rape, accident (1, 31).
Traumatic load was estimated by assessing the number of different trau-
matic event types experienced or witnessed. This measure is considered
more reliable than assessing the frequency of traumatic events (31). De-
pressive symptoms were assessed with the depression section of the Hopkins
Symptom Checklist (HSCL-D) (32). A subset of this sample has been analyzed
in previous studies (1, 33). The procedures were approved by the Ethics
Committees of the University of Konstanz and the Mbarara University of
Science and Technology, Mbarara, Uganda.
The PDS and event list were completed in the form of a standardized
interview. Interviewers were ﬁrst trained in a 6-wk course on principles of
quantitative data collection and interviewing techniques. Instruments were
translated into Kinyarwanda, using several steps of translations, blind back-
translations, and subsequent corrections by independent groups of trans-
lators (34). Following the translations, the psychometric properties of the
translated scales were investigated in a validation study including a retest
spanning a 2-wk period and a cross-validation with expert rating (35). To
avoid known ceiling effects (36), subjects were selected to have experienced
no more than 16 traumatic event types.
Saliva samples were obtained from each person, using an Oragene DNA
Self-Collection Kit (DNA Genothek). DNA was extracted from saliva using
standard protocols.
SNP Selection. To capture the variability of the genes encoding PKA, PKC,
CaMKII, MAPK, and their subunits, 2,005 intragenic SNPs that are present on
the Affymetrix Human SNP Array 6.0 were selected. In addition to the SNPs
being intragenic, the following inclusion criteria for each SNP were set: minor
allele frequency (MAF) ≥ 5%; nondeviance from Hardy–Weinberg equilib-
rium (PFisher ≥ 0.01); and call rate ≥ 95%, i.e., a SNP was excluded if more
than 5% of all individuals failed to have genotypic information for this SNP
(SI Appendix).
Array-Based SNP Genotyping. Samples were processed as described in the
Genome-Wide Human SNP Nsp/Sty 6.0 User Guide (Affymetrix). Brieﬂy, ge-
nomic DNA concentration was determined by ﬂuorometry (Qubit dsDNA BR
Assay Kit; Invitrogen) in a Qubit 1.0 ﬂuorometer and adjusted to 50 ng/μL in
water. Two hundred ﬁfty nanograms of DNA was digested in parallel with
10 units of StyI and NspI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs) for 2 h at
37 °C. Enzyme-speciﬁc adaptor oligonucleotides were then ligated onto the
digested ends with T4 DNA Ligase for 3 h at 16 °C. After adjustment to 100
μL with water, 10 μL of the diluted ligation reactions were subjected to PCR.
Three PCR reactions of 100 μL were performed for Sty-digested products and
four PCR reactions for Nsp. PCR was performed with Titanium Taq DNA
Polymerase (Clontech) in the presence of 4.5 μM PCR primer 002 (Affyme-
trix), 350 μM each dNTP (Clontech), 1 M G-C Melt (Clontech), and 1× Tita-
nium Taq PCR Buffer (Clontech). Cycling parameters were as follows: initial
denaturation at 94 °C for 3 min; ampliﬁcation at 94 °C for 30 s and 60 °C for
45 s and then extension at 68 °C for 15 s, repeated a total of 30 times; and
ﬁnal extension at 68 °C for 7 min. Reactions were then veriﬁed to migrate at
an average size between 200 and 1,100 bp, using 2% Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE)
gel electrophoresis [2 g agarose (Sigma A9539; Sigma-Aldrich) in 100 mL of
1× TBE buffer]. PCR products were combined and puriﬁed with the Filter
Bottom Plate (Millipore; P/N MDRLN0410), using Agencourt AMPure XP
Beads (Beckman Coulter). Puriﬁed PCR products were quantiﬁed on a Zenith
200rt microplate reader (Anthos-Labtec). Four to 5 μg/μL was obtained on
average for each sample. From this stage on, the SNP Nsp/Sty 5.0/6.0 Assay
Kit (Affymetrix) was used. Around 250 μg of puriﬁed PCR products were
fragmented using 0.5 unit of DNase I at 37 °C for 35 min. Fragmentation of
the products to an average size less than 180 bp was veriﬁed using 4% TBE
gel electrophoresis. Following fragmentation, the DNA was end-labeled
with 105 units of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase at 37 °C for 4 h. The
labeled DNA was then hybridized onto the Genome-Wide Human SNP 6.0
Array at 50 °C for 18 h at 60 rpm (GeneChip Hybridization Oven 645, Affy-
metrix, Santa Clara, CA). The hybridized array was washed, stained, and
scanned according to the manufacturer’s (Affymetrix) instructions, using the
Affymetrix GeneChip Command Console (AGCC, version 3.2.0.1515). Gen-
eration of SNP calls and Array quality control were performed using the
command line programs of the Affymetrix Power Tools package (version
apt-1.14). According to the manufacturer’s recommendation, contrast
quality control (QC) was chosen as QC metric, using the default value of
greater than or equal to 0.4. Mean call rate for all samples averaged
>98.5%. All samples passing QC criteria were subsequently genotyped using
the Birdseed (v2) algorithm.
Statistical Analyses. All nongenetic statistical analyses were done with
a standard software package (SPSS Statistics, version 19). Wherever appro-
priate, nonparametric methods (e.g., rank correlation) were used. The
nominal signiﬁcance threshold was set to P ≤ 0.05. The corrected signiﬁcance
threshold (i.e., Bonferroni correction for the analysis of 2,005 SNPs) was set
to P < 0.000025. Golden Helix SNP and Variation Suite 7 (SVS7, version 7.5.3)
was used for statistical analysis of genetic data. Analyses were run under the
assumption of an additive model. Population stratiﬁcation was assessed with
EIGENSTRAT (37) by analyzing all genome-wide, array-based autosomal SNPs
passing QC criteria. Principal component analysis (PCA) was ﬁrst applied to
reduce genetic variation to a few dimensions. For PCA, default parameters
were used (i.e., deﬁnition of 10 principal components in ﬁve iterations;
outlier criterion was 6 SDs). We also applied the Genomic Control program
that is implemented in the EIGENSTRAT package to compute the inﬂation
factor λ (38).
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Marker Chromosome Position dbSNP RS ID Associated Gene Cytoband Minor Allele Freq. HWE P
SNP_A-8403040 1 2013924 rs2459994 PRKCZ p36.33 0.209 0.089
SNP_A-1908463 1 2017761 rs7513222 PRKCZ p36.33 0.346 0.876
SNP_A-8654028 1 2023116 rs908742 PRKCZ p36.33 0.347 0.680
SNP_A-8581056 1 2030758 rs4648807 PRKCZ p36.33 0.413 0.337
SNP_A-1955996 1 2037444 rs3107146 PRKCZ p36.33 0.122 0.295
SNP_A-2131370 1 2051829 rs3107157 PRKCZ p36.33 0.418 0.635
SNP_A-2203009 1 2059541 rs3753242 PRKCZ p36.33 0.071 0.080
SNP_A-8631231 1 2061598 rs3128298 PRKCZ p36.33 0.088 0.793
SNP_A-8351773 1 2063964 rs12026349 PRKCZ p36.33 0.104 0.309
SNP_A-8438441 1 2064928 rs451061 PRKCZ p36.33 0.387 0.429
SNP_A-2098546 1 2067269 rs385039 PRKCZ p36.33 0.284 0.868
SNP_A-8385581 1 2071502 rs3107126 PRKCZ p36.33 0.105 0.175
SNP_A-8404055 1 2072349 rs262669 PRKCZ p36.33 0.388 0.295
SNP_A-8317896 1 2072426 rs2257182 PRKCZ p36.33 0.398 0.069
SNP_A-2264565 1 2094841 rs262641 PRKCZ p36.33 0.282 0.418
SNP_A-1788728 1 2095738 rs3128309 PRKCZ p36.33 0.099 0.668
SNP_A-4250389 1 2100120 rs626479 PRKCZ p36.33 0.281 0.801
SNP_A-8710152 1 27556983 rs4970520 MAP3K6 p36.11 0.210 0.397
SNP_A-8676195 1 27562884 rs4075731 MAP3K6 p36.11 0.361 0.413
SNP_A-8379006 1 56895055 rs2143749 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.354 0.778
SNP_A-1946127 1 56899238 rs2746349 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.499 0.520
SNP_A-1900762 1 56899463 rs2796529 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.147 0.138
SNP_A-2130663 1 56899507 rs2746347 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.124 0.345
SNP_A-8418742 1 56900427 rs2796528 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.173 0.122
SNP_A-4202067 1 56903176 rs2796519 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.472 0.964
SNP_A-1832915 1 56905582 rs10889008 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.451 0.840
SNP_A-8409936 1 56911958 rs2746339 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.469 0.192
SNP_A-8438724 1 56917661 rs2092595 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.470 0.156
SNP_A-2000072 1 56922085 rs2796512 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.475 0.161
SNP_A-1960148 1 56925602 rs7515414 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.443 0.654
SNP_A-8345751 1 56930881 rs7419053 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.442 0.891
SNP_A-8347257 1 56950377 rs857147 PRKAA2 p32.2 0.482 0.074
SNP_A-2222110 1 84323437 rs6701486 PRKACB p31.1 0.227 0.063
SNP_A-8515179 1 84325194 rs7546625 PRKACB p31.1 0.162 0.246
SNP_A-8411322 1 84328496 rs6703653 PRKACB p31.1 0.311 0.187
SNP_A-2102459 1 84329111 rs12405120 PRKACB p31.1 0.452 0.587
SNP_A-4301860 1 84334853 rs10493750 PRKACB p31.1 0.457 0.614
SNP_A-2000160 1 84343593 rs2642186 PRKACB p31.1 0.223 0.052
SNP_A-8527233 1 84357711 rs12724598 PRKACB p31.1 0.237 0.907
SNP_A-1920852 1 84362717 rs1016379 PRKACB p31.1 0.232 0.537
SNP_A-2028586 1 84362903 rs12723299 PRKACB p31.1 0.460 0.063
SNP_A-1789609 1 84363115 rs2139931 PRKACB p31.1 0.232 0.537
SNP_A-1932323 1 84366987 rs11163905 PRKACB p31.1 0.460 0.124
SNP_A-8301655 1 84376075 rs2642183 PRKACB p31.1 0.235 0.494
SNP_A-8536993 1 84377525 rs6576962 PRKACB p31.1 0.462 0.141
SNP_A-8672434 1 84396892 rs6696125 PRKACB p31.1 0.452 0.054
SNP_A-8498602 1 84401243 rs12129768 PRKACB p31.1 0.109 0.252
SNP_A-2289186 1 84421173 rs589373 PRKACB p31.1 0.111 0.872
SNP_A-4202513 1 84431717 rs6661411 PRKACB p31.1 0.133 0.754
SNP_A-2094409 1 84435529 rs2134648 PRKACB p31.1 0.455 0.052
SNP_A-8386970 1 84436778 rs12125649 PRKACB p31.1 0.053 0.556
SNP_A-2021835 1 84440040 rs603939 PRKACB p31.1 0.219 0.075
SNP_A-2293326 1 84450848 rs2134646 PRKACB p31.1 0.450 0.211
SNP_A-2115979 1 145095103 rs11584787 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.262 0.869
SNP_A-8446640 1 145095366 rs1837984 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.425 0.326
SNP_A-1965870 1 145097540 rs2304893 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.075 0.775
SNP_A-8712903 1 145102761 rs6593738 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.425 0.958
SNP_A-1956171 1 145102789 rs6593739 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.384 0.798
SNP_A-8575061 1 145108310 rs3766522 PRKAB2 q21.1 0.247 0.893
SNP_A-2212982 1 204937958 rs4845129 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.237 0.768
SNP_A-8701207 1 204938407 rs10863784 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.108 0.659
SNP_A-8348404 1 204939110 rs4845130 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.227 0.113
SNP_A-4202986 1 204940357 rs17350838 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.202 0.842
SNP_A-4290223 1 204940780 rs17350845 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.235 0.697
SNP_A-8674898 1 204943515 rs11119342 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.232 0.546
SNP_A-8412643 1 204943960 rs12060808 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.405 0.158
SNP_A-8448630 1 204944397 rs6691678 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.233 0.573
SNP_A-8313470 1 204957058 rs6669284 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.325 0.293
SNP_A-8602038 1 204963373 rs4240848 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.212 0.053
SNP_A-8362304 1 204964104 rs4607880 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.212 0.049
SNP_A-2198036 1 204965675 rs11119385 MAPKAPK2 q32.1 0.324 0.266
SNP_A-8666515 1 207825250 rs17014830 CAMK1G q32.2 0.188 0.168
SNP_A-8666517 1 207829498 rs11587591 CAMK1G q32.2 0.312 0.199
SNP_A-2288939 1 207831499 rs7528476 CAMK1G q32.2 0.323 0.407
SNP_A-2236830 1 207831616 rs7516885 CAMK1G q32.2 0.189 0.200
SNP_A-8320366 1 207837970 rs9429821 CAMK1G q32.2 0.378 0.371
SNP_A-8446064 1 207844298 rs17014866 CAMK1G q32.2 0.146 0.373
SNP_A-8661823 1 207844716 rs2235452 CAMK1G q32.2 0.152 0.827
SNP_A-8451997 1 207844906 rs2235453 CAMK1G q32.2 0.150 0.726
SNP_A-8306040 1 207845978 rs12402938 CAMK1G q32.2 0.150 0.993
SNP_A-8351700 1 207846011 rs2076224 CAMK1G q32.2 0.263 0.368
SNP_A-2238360 1 207847371 rs760832 CAMK1G q32.2 0.325 0.678
SNP_A-8630951 1 207847748 rs760833 CAMK1G q32.2 0.185 0.579
SNP_A-4265019 1 207848451 rs10489339 CAMK1G q32.2 0.147 0.141
SNP_A-4293077 1 207848966 rs11119314 CAMK1G q32.2 0.376 0.904
SNP_A-2218232 2 39333719 rs3770675 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.092 0.382
SNP_A-2281853 2 39340050 rs7608958 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.167 0.437
SNP_A-2289659 2 39342336 rs10865148 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.163 0.458
SNP_A-8329880 2 39342942 rs10172736 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.086 0.226
SNP_A-1859895 2 39346789 rs3770670 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.085 0.425
SNP_A-8464261 2 39346825 rs17505544 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.365 0.837
SNP_A-4294761 2 39347701 rs2302749 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.167 0.625
SNP_A-1816658 2 39347973 rs10865149 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.090 0.319
SNP_A-2254407 2 39357195 rs7600014 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.082 0.339
SNP_A-2231943 2 39366439 rs7601700 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.083 0.343
SNP_A-2292431 2 39383380 rs10865150 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.078 0.475
SNP_A-4285622 2 39383640 rs3770664 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.180 0.543
SNP_A-1903005 2 39385585 rs7595469 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.167 0.286
SNP_A-2238618 2 39394518 rs11688352 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.450 0.738
SNP_A-8399053 2 39407880 rs2024514 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.155 0.522
SNP_A-8385013 2 39409448 rs9309036 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.170 0.532
SNP_A-2076719 2 39419076 rs4630750 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.114 0.711
SNP_A-1882720 2 39419339 rs1211996 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.106 0.476
SNP_A-4296109 2 39433881 rs2058863 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.141 0.934
SNP_A-1833820 2 39436950 rs7422651 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.108 0.440
SNP_A-4288549 2 39439768 rs2005892 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.091 0.347
SNP_A-8335477 2 39454226 rs6544221 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.137 0.894
SNP_A-1893857 2 39455393 rs17508058 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.105 0.724
SNP_A-8572875 2 39456220 rs10490305 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.053 0.166
SNP_A-8493114 2 39456454 rs11898704 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.060 0.113
SNP_A-4208015 2 39459421 rs2373530 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.078 0.680
SNP_A-2078677 2 39472170 rs4670932 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.102 0.134
SNP_A-1882862 2 39480959 rs6712274 MAP4K3 p22.1 0.080 0.547
SNP_A-2141736 2 45733626 rs650508 PRKCE p21 0.277 0.098
SNP_A-8573026 2 45741435 rs666214 PRKCE p21 0.139 0.454
SNP_A-1843743 2 45752034 rs17033965 PRKCE p21 0.139 0.312
SNP_A-8488309 2 45755619 rs17033973 PRKCE p21 0.134 0.763
SNP_A-1916651 2 45755958 rs556650 PRKCE p21 0.204 0.737
SNP_A-4240771 2 45759450 rs2204204 PRKCE p21 0.236 0.281
SNP_A-2153368 2 45760818 rs3795863 PRKCE p21 0.242 0.201
SNP_A-8316145 2 45762141 rs12185636 PRKCE p21 0.278 0.385
SNP_A-2044493 2 45764120 rs2285024 PRKCE p21 0.297 0.407
SNP_A-1963021 2 45764396 rs505310 PRKCE p21 0.399 0.080
SNP_A-8573027 2 45769512 rs547018 PRKCE p21 0.289 0.371
SNP_A-1963022 2 45769556 rs10490342 PRKCE p21 0.128 0.940
SNP_A-1963023 2 45777789 rs612717 PRKCE p21 0.194 0.206
SNP_A-1963024 2 45777848 rs10490341 PRKCE p21 0.129 0.904
SNP_A-1953213 2 45780894 rs656823 PRKCE p21 0.196 0.178
SNP_A-2098969 2 45782134 rs563601 PRKCE p21 0.322 0.995
SNP_A-2184209 2 45783623 rs609573 PRKCE p21 0.300 0.329
SNP_A-4223110 2 45785550 rs637889 PRKCE p21 0.328 0.667
SNP_A-8396642 2 45786353 rs642200 PRKCE p21 0.284 0.521
SNP_A-8440446 2 45788855 rs11677079 PRKCE p21 0.193 0.115
SNP_A-1841802 2 45797830 rs1522986 PRKCE p21 0.125 0.557
SNP_A-2187669 2 45797898 rs1522987 PRKCE p21 0.124 0.560
SNP_A-1907487 2 45799725 rs6724488 PRKCE p21 0.191 0.154
SNP_A-2194892 2 45800304 rs6725257 PRKCE p21 0.189 0.204
SNP_A-8349655 2 45800613 rs6728564 PRKCE p21 0.315 0.523
SNP_A-1963026 2 45807414 rs1464572 PRKCE p21 0.362 0.594
SNP_A-2028324 2 45811755 rs10201978 PRKCE p21 0.166 0.297
SNP_A-2166911 2 45813464 rs6743119 PRKCE p21 0.469 0.914
SNP_A-8424861 2 45816505 rs6740453 PRKCE p21 0.057 0.991
SNP_A-8458937 2 45817404 rs938659 PRKCE p21 0.478 0.878
SNP_A-8707406 2 45818458 rs17034088 PRKCE p21 0.059 0.906
SNP_A-8464919 2 45821800 rs10170642 PRKCE p21 0.059 0.119
SNP_A-8692923 2 45821961 rs10170750 PRKCE p21 0.448 0.302
SNP_A-8685544 2 45822684 rs7568380 PRKCE p21 0.451 0.133
SNP_A-8314466 2 45827640 rs6716268 PRKCE p21 0.305 0.608
SNP_A-8539881 2 45828359 rs6760916 PRKCE p21 0.333 0.658
SNP_A-8625740 2 45829924 rs11125030 PRKCE p21 0.335 0.764
SNP_A-8625225 2 45830086 rs11890554 PRKCE p21 0.382 0.951
SNP_A-8399918 2 45830257 rs4953245 PRKCE p21 0.496 0.600
SNP_A-8463542 2 45830976 rs6757543 PRKCE p21 0.129 0.333
SNP_A-2270737 2 45835424 rs938661 PRKCE p21 0.438 0.916
SNP_A-8643876 2 45835534 rs867286 PRKCE p21 0.311 0.569
SNP_A-2249205 2 45836149 rs884400 PRKCE p21 0.438 0.916
SNP_A-8699515 2 45837022 rs1468042 PRKCE p21 0.441 0.725
SNP_A-8311894 2 45838890 rs4953247 PRKCE p21 0.439 0.932
SNP_A-8681838 2 45839363 rs11684301 PRKCE p21 0.200 0.680
SNP_A-8504792 2 45840123 rs4952769 PRKCE p21 0.431 0.641
SNP_A-2244510 2 45842527 rs7582320 PRKCE p21 0.340 0.429
SNP_A-8408275 2 45848267 rs4413199 PRKCE p21 0.080 0.982
SNP_A-8581574 2 45848685 rs3924521 PRKCE p21 0.096 0.554
SNP_A-8482745 2 45850161 rs13401638 PRKCE p21 0.218 0.125
SNP_A-8309551 2 45850713 rs13404751 PRKCE p21 0.297 0.525
SNP_A-4277706 2 45850915 rs13404973 PRKCE p21 0.221 0.168
SNP_A-8714505 2 45850930 rs4953252 PRKCE p21 0.315 0.770
SNP_A-2219885 2 45851023 rs13405086 PRKCE p21 0.219 0.136
SNP_A-8301976 2 45852579 rs4953253 PRKCE p21 0.235 0.386
SNP_A-1875937 2 45852620 rs4952771 PRKCE p21 0.300 0.764
SNP_A-2108482 2 45853323 rs7577273 PRKCE p21 0.366 0.271
SNP_A-8479487 2 45853990 rs6759058 PRKCE p21 0.348 0.195
SNP_A-8582710 2 45854287 rs13002562 PRKCE p21 0.350 0.143
SNP_A-8641157 2 45854929 rs6734661 PRKCE p21 0.072 0.468
SNP_A-8312164 2 45855664 rs6753292 PRKCE p21 0.263 0.052
SNP_A-1794832 2 45857497 rs4953254 PRKCE p21 0.178 0.202
SNP_A-8573028 2 45869139 rs4074080 PRKCE p21 0.338 0.326
SNP_A-1781277 2 45869355 rs7558342 PRKCE p21 0.482 0.215
SNP_A-8520228 2 45871106 rs10170073 PRKCE p21 0.424 0.381
SNP_A-8594886 2 45871727 rs11898074 PRKCE p21 0.429 0.335
SNP_A-8674210 2 45880405 rs6743144 PRKCE p21 0.484 0.341
SNP_A-8542134 2 45880921 rs12617104 PRKCE p21 0.299 0.554
SNP_A-8483671 2 45881611 rs10164633 PRKCE p21 0.216 0.637
SNP_A-8585356 2 45883745 rs3923011 PRKCE p21 0.214 0.502
SNP_A-4252437 2 45887102 rs7591885 PRKCE p21 0.476 0.325
SNP_A-8538858 2 45888916 rs11125033 PRKCE p21 0.309 0.855
SNP_A-8703923 2 45892305 rs4296473 PRKCE p21 0.113 0.219
SNP_A-4300528 2 45892651 rs7593800 PRKCE p21 0.194 0.462
SNP_A-2267629 2 45894297 rs4953262 PRKCE p21 0.464 0.229
SNP_A-1963027 2 45895982 rs3886870 PRKCE p21 0.273 0.402
SNP_A-2023222 2 45899463 rs935672 PRKCE p21 0.414 0.604
SNP_A-8449097 2 45902949 rs11125034 PRKCE p21 0.116 0.603
SNP_A-8446713 2 45903353 rs7559151 PRKCE p21 0.095 0.804
SNP_A-1869964 2 45904125 rs10179954 PRKCE p21 0.375 0.719
SNP_A-8573029 2 45908642 rs2345182 PRKCE p21 0.468 0.921
SNP_A-8573031 2 45908861 rs935661 PRKCE p21 0.463 0.703
SNP_A-8377223 2 45909158 rs935658 PRKCE p21 0.467 0.991
SNP_A-2077622 2 45910006 rs10865208 PRKCE p21 0.461 0.786
SNP_A-8379997 2 45916054 rs6738409 PRKCE p21 0.499 0.687
SNP_A-8497909 2 45917834 rs2345624 PRKCE p21 0.483 0.581
SNP_A-1926317 2 45918361 rs935656 PRKCE p21 0.159 0.267
SNP_A-8704542 2 45918460 rs2005270 PRKCE p21 0.401 0.451
SNP_A-4253571 2 45918603 rs2005271 PRKCE p21 0.441 0.794
SNP_A-4293707 2 45918963 rs2345625 PRKCE p21 0.424 0.441
SNP_A-4205971 2 45919740 rs6732900 PRKCE p21 0.425 0.934
SNP_A-2153034 2 45926828 rs4953269 PRKCE p21 0.111 0.805
SNP_A-8385114 2 45926900 rs6761356 PRKCE p21 0.285 0.553
SNP_A-8499302 2 45927156 rs4953270 PRKCE p21 0.432 0.790
SNP_A-2057618 2 45927221 rs6719779 PRKCE p21 0.316 0.125
SNP_A-4292842 2 45927600 rs4952782 PRKCE p21 0.257 0.880
SNP_A-2098853 2 45928191 rs7593255 PRKCE p21 0.246 0.041
SNP_A-2055057 2 45930542 rs10166692 PRKCE p21 0.258 0.690
SNP_A-8688859 2 45931007 rs6756452 PRKCE p21 0.111 0.872
SNP_A-2092484 2 45931967 rs6760363 PRKCE p21 0.399 0.957
SNP_A-8571210 2 45933732 rs11890282 PRKCE p21 0.277 0.481
SNP_A-2297143 2 45936374 rs4953273 PRKCE p21 0.131 0.887
SNP_A-8548632 2 45936556 rs4953275 PRKCE p21 0.218 0.190
SNP_A-8456389 2 45941377 rs1992932 PRKCE p21 0.313 0.156
SNP_A-8327248 2 45941409 rs12465045 PRKCE p21 0.137 0.855
SNP_A-2087913 2 45941456 rs1992933 PRKCE p21 0.084 0.917
SNP_A-8548738 2 45941939 rs935652 PRKCE p21 0.066 0.853
SNP_A-8692595 2 45944783 rs10181963 PRKCE p21 0.214 0.068
SNP_A-4303647 2 45944962 rs4953279 PRKCE p21 0.422 0.801
SNP_A-2218802 2 45947264 rs10189339 PRKCE p21 0.326 0.148
SNP_A-8705554 2 45947928 rs4952786 PRKCE p21 0.151 0.783
SNP_A-2154461 2 45947977 rs4952787 PRKCE p21 0.152 0.832
SNP_A-8379918 2 45948309 rs11125037 PRKCE p21 0.293 0.771
SNP_A-2100671 2 45949960 rs11125038 PRKCE p21 0.327 0.363
SNP_A-8351373 2 45950307 rs12473396 PRKCE p21 0.157 0.147
SNP_A-2058970 2 45951401 rs1966813 PRKCE p21 0.454 0.165
SNP_A-8452206 2 45955645 rs12467641 PRKCE p21 0.233 0.463
SNP_A-1923801 2 45955890 rs2881068 PRKCE p21 0.366 0.475
SNP_A-1839631 2 45955956 rs2345178 PRKCE p21 0.372 0.684
SNP_A-8365718 2 45960875 rs4953283 PRKCE p21 0.359 0.444
SNP_A-2193058 2 45962015 rs13424270 PRKCE p21 0.345 0.340
SNP_A-1947707 2 45962449 rs11125041 PRKCE p21 0.231 0.361
SNP_A-8702919 2 45963339 rs935670 PRKCE p21 0.418 0.747
SNP_A-8679037 2 45963929 rs735112 PRKCE p21 0.343 0.368
SNP_A-8565862 2 45966520 rs2345179 PRKCE p21 0.402 0.990
SNP_A-2292520 2 45971418 rs1982366 PRKCE p21 0.348 0.378
SNP_A-8624077 2 45973894 rs4953286 PRKCE p21 0.347 0.119
SNP_A-8498808 2 45974590 rs13400838 PRKCE p21 0.066 0.642
SNP_A-8330297 2 45975668 rs10185201 PRKCE p21 0.231 0.348
SNP_A-2236378 2 45979475 rs4953288 PRKCE p21 0.369 0.590
SNP_A-8653561 2 45979919 rs4952792 PRKCE p21 0.373 0.574
SNP_A-8707217 2 45980822 rs1463163 PRKCE p21 0.328 0.614
SNP_A-8362548 2 45986364 rs13015067 PRKCE p21 0.305 0.491
SNP_A-8506174 2 45986679 rs1868388 PRKCE p21 0.434 0.740
SNP_A-4284222 2 45987295 rs878812 PRKCE p21 0.300 0.458
SNP_A-8455113 2 45988269 rs935650 PRKCE p21 0.296 0.262
SNP_A-8547560 2 45994308 rs13010241 PRKCE p21 0.303 0.434
SNP_A-8412007 2 46006618 rs12986554 PRKCE p21 0.482 0.264
SNP_A-8360270 2 46009575 rs6712478 PRKCE p21 0.239 0.209
SNP_A-8604444 2 46012027 rs6720958 PRKCE p21 0.097 0.404
SNP_A-1919468 2 46012194 rs13036100 PRKCE p21 0.317 0.585
SNP_A-8594195 2 46016704 rs6544863 PRKCE p21 0.390 0.586
SNP_A-8311718 2 46020799 rs2711300 PRKCE p21 0.121 0.431
SNP_A-2285219 2 46022083 rs4953290 PRKCE p21 0.208 0.754
SNP_A-1794308 2 46022433 rs2711292 PRKCE p21 0.209 0.771
SNP_A-2121197 2 46023866 rs2029087 PRKCE p21 0.121 0.997
SNP_A-8408299 2 46025740 rs2711297 PRKCE p21 0.094 0.497
SNP_A-1864406 2 46026400 rs2711295 PRKCE p21 0.089 0.657
SNP_A-8471870 2 46028240 rs13023787 PRKCE p21 0.487 0.822
SNP_A-4257172 2 46029907 rs6750700 PRKCE p21 0.307 0.581
SNP_A-1910466 2 46030466 rs6751349 PRKCE p21 0.145 0.536
SNP_A-8654128 2 46033166 rs12471357 PRKCE p21 0.431 0.312
SNP_A-4292746 2 46034497 rs2711293 PRKCE p21 0.275 0.504
SNP_A-8600405 2 46036928 rs2711305 PRKCE p21 0.498 0.276
SNP_A-1856634 2 46045228 rs2595201 PRKCE p21 0.261 0.421
SNP_A-8549378 2 46045487 rs4953292 PRKCE p21 0.480 0.809
SNP_A-8499092 2 46045521 rs2595202 PRKCE p21 0.186 0.664
SNP_A-8472081 2 46045582 rs6759301 PRKCE p21 0.057 0.461
SNP_A-8701655 2 46046851 rs6706140 PRKCE p21 0.460 0.182
SNP_A-1897346 2 46054668 rs1868390 PRKCE p21 0.243 0.514
SNP_A-1808507 2 46054841 rs1868392 PRKCE p21 0.253 0.101
SNP_A-4284638 2 46055842 rs753572 PRKCE p21 0.315 0.770
SNP_A-1886373 2 46058824 rs12464563 PRKCE p21 0.423 0.499
SNP_A-4273239 2 46061122 rs7557421 PRKCE p21 0.078 0.683
SNP_A-2113465 2 46061470 rs6705717 PRKCE p21 0.451 0.935
SNP_A-2179029 2 46063632 rs2711286 PRKCE p21 0.244 0.364
SNP_A-2152332 2 46065439 rs2595213 PRKCE p21 0.235 0.289
SNP_A-8621963 2 46071174 rs2595214 PRKCE p21 0.194 0.865
SNP_A-8308128 2 46074392 rs2711302 PRKCE p21 0.163 0.901
SNP_A-8352791 2 46075259 rs12622193 PRKCE p21 0.277 0.891
SNP_A-8611551 2 46081804 rs4952796 PRKCE p21 0.304 0.726
SNP_A-1782219 2 46085546 rs2255094 PRKCE p21 0.364 0.905
SNP_A-4292771 2 46085647 rs2255091 PRKCE p21 0.157 0.912
SNP_A-2251120 2 46085876 rs2595222 PRKCE p21 0.434 0.757
SNP_A-1844125 2 46086885 rs13016869 PRKCE p21 0.174 0.814
SNP_A-2268227 2 46087174 rs11691705 PRKCE p21 0.177 0.532
SNP_A-8329816 2 46087304 rs13423410 PRKCE p21 0.056 0.955
SNP_A-4298954 2 46087623 rs10211547 PRKCE p21 0.176 0.741
SNP_A-4242082 2 46088072 rs10188306 PRKCE p21 0.178 0.679
SNP_A-2182022 2 46088863 rs7602129 PRKCE p21 0.193 0.806
SNP_A-2063585 2 46090545 rs12465869 PRKCE p21 0.265 0.219
SNP_A-8435640 2 46090713 rs4953299 PRKCE p21 0.267 0.442
SNP_A-8690263 2 46098684 rs7593128 PRKCE p21 0.399 0.426
SNP_A-2146316 2 46108254 rs13003856 PRKCE p21 0.452 0.560
SNP_A-4287456 2 46109903 rs10167883 PRKCE p21 0.170 0.286
SNP_A-1843184 2 46112445 rs11903923 PRKCE p21 0.139 0.499
SNP_A-2257131 2 46113359 rs7573407 PRKCE p21 0.404 0.314
SNP_A-8353442 2 46114320 rs6544869 PRKCE p21 0.439 0.891
SNP_A-4246084 2 46127972 rs7563379 PRKCE p21 0.408 0.405
SNP_A-8383980 2 46128167 rs6712036 PRKCE p21 0.416 0.397
SNP_A-2006347 2 46130026 rs6748375 PRKCE p21 0.443 0.465
SNP_A-2311276 2 46131427 rs12712960 PRKCE p21 0.207 0.125
SNP_A-8564674 2 46138804 rs13001074 PRKCE p21 0.245 0.503
SNP_A-8644491 2 46141058 rs12989656 PRKCE p21 0.260 0.327
SNP_A-8701552 2 46141247 rs6751805 PRKCE p21 0.207 0.274
SNP_A-8383761 2 46141357 rs6723478 PRKCE p21 0.058 0.945
SNP_A-8709799 2 46143920 rs921183 PRKCE p21 0.155 0.210
SNP_A-8541938 2 46146949 rs13405039 PRKCE p21 0.112 0.941
SNP_A-8484624 2 46148315 rs12712962 PRKCE p21 0.469 0.707
SNP_A-1833415 2 46148485 rs12712963 PRKCE p21 0.384 0.670
SNP_A-8605587 2 46151346 rs6742625 PRKCE p21 0.376 0.960
SNP_A-1813901 2 46152617 rs7598174 PRKCE p21 0.209 0.213
SNP_A-8406687 2 46159906 rs2084428 PRKCE p21 0.283 0.756
SNP_A-2159638 2 46164805 rs11125048 PRKCE p21 0.355 0.406
SNP_A-4289329 2 46170608 rs1868273 PRKCE p21 0.260 0.064
SNP_A-1850422 2 46170799 rs1868272 PRKCE p21 0.261 0.201
SNP_A-2231388 2 46170852 rs1868271 PRKCE p21 0.289 0.186
SNP_A-8509283 2 46173184 rs3768759 PRKCE p21 0.156 0.214
SNP_A-8640495 2 46173506 rs3768758 PRKCE p21 0.125 0.872
SNP_A-8573032 2 46174235 rs2345953 PRKCE p21 0.351 0.847
SNP_A-1963028 2 46174384 rs2345955 PRKCE p21 0.178 0.211
SNP_A-2305505 2 46174837 rs10202504 PRKCE p21 0.177 0.138
SNP_A-8316189 2 46175944 rs4953307 PRKCE p21 0.288 0.205
SNP_A-8567919 2 46176455 rs13024886 PRKCE p21 0.391 0.872
SNP_A-8365676 2 46180173 rs3754574 PRKCE p21 0.285 0.166
SNP_A-8331681 2 46180247 rs3754573 PRKCE p21 0.288 0.145
SNP_A-8416000 2 46181682 rs4953313 PRKCE p21 0.284 0.126
SNP_A-2221572 2 46198849 rs12616328 PRKCE p21 0.193 0.428
SNP_A-2164393 2 46200220 rs3768751 PRKCE p21 0.267 0.151
SNP_A-8414110 2 46200318 rs6719520 PRKCE p21 0.102 0.137
SNP_A-8461212 2 46200527 rs3768750 PRKCE p21 0.264 0.144
SNP_A-8608564 2 46201110 rs4952800 PRKCE p21 0.259 0.186
SNP_A-1848141 2 46201296 rs2218660 PRKCE p21 0.267 0.091
SNP_A-1963031 2 46205562 rs3768747 PRKCE p21 0.317 0.375
SNP_A-1963032 2 46205830 rs17799476 PRKCE p21 0.173 0.483
SNP_A-8573033 2 46205957 rs3754569 PRKCE p21 0.436 0.363
SNP_A-8573034 2 46206003 rs10495927 PRKCE p21 0.303 0.911
SNP_A-8692703 2 46210637 rs17737768 PRKCE p21 0.110 0.828
SNP_A-8550770 2 46216181 rs10198247 PRKCE p21 0.263 0.728
SNP_A-8471311 2 46219424 rs12992366 PRKCE p21 0.082 0.544
SNP_A-1959365 2 46221800 rs4952803 PRKCE p21 0.076 0.769
SNP_A-8643703 2 46223000 rs7563086 PRKCE p21 0.073 0.304
SNP_A-2040701 2 46224718 rs3754568 PRKCE p21 0.471 0.597
SNP_A-8292568 2 46225227 rs11690238 PRKCE p21 0.171 0.744
SNP_A-1906052 2 46225258 rs6544873 PRKCE p21 0.074 0.807
SNP_A-4261902 2 46225678 rs10495929 PRKCE p21 0.140 0.093
SNP_A-1963035 2 46226779 rs1020445 PRKCE p21 0.320 0.022
SNP_A-4261903 2 46227033 rs7604415 PRKCE p21 0.083 0.709
SNP_A-2279112 2 46236903 rs4953321 PRKCE p21 0.352 0.785
SNP_A-1909192 2 46237684 rs3754566 PRKCE p21 0.137 0.387
SNP_A-1920555 2 46239475 rs6742742 PRKCE p21 0.061 0.368
SNP_A-2075653 2 46239802 rs2034360 PRKCE p21 0.153 0.447
SNP_A-1952633 2 46250099 rs11690929 PRKCE p21 0.133 0.725
SNP_A-8573035 2 46251135 rs951012 PRKCE p21 0.284 0.993
SNP_A-8628854 2 46252070 rs281479 PRKCE p21 0.071 0.195
SNP_A-1786227 2 46257341 rs281472 PRKCE p21 0.075 0.149
SNP_A-2027087 2 46257393 rs281471 PRKCE p21 0.061 0.369
SNP_A-4198300 2 46258349 rs10210199 PRKCE p21 0.182 0.881
SNP_A-2024817 2 46259338 rs281469 PRKCE p21 0.183 0.479
SNP_A-8487754 2 46261198 rs281467 PRKCE p21 0.186 0.866
SNP_A-2210573 2 46261432 rs1448219 PRKCE p21 0.064 0.306
SNP_A-8435627 2 46261575 rs2594489 PRKCE p21 0.364 0.767
SNP_A-1936910 2 46261844 rs2594491 PRKCE p21 0.490 0.439
SNP_A-8418906 2 46261925 rs2594492 PRKCE p21 0.489 0.272
SNP_A-1963036 2 46264711 rs281508 PRKCE p21 0.284 0.826
SNP_A-2263538 2 101687072 rs17809691 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.309 0.576
SNP_A-8470241 2 101689196 rs6734799 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.281 0.856
SNP_A-2224053 2 101717462 rs7597661 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.063 0.752
SNP_A-2069713 2 101726355 rs4384813 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.078 0.876
SNP_A-8400129 2 101733994 rs17810475 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.311 0.659
SNP_A-8517670 2 101741391 rs11123901 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.333 0.763
SNP_A-1828557 2 101763395 rs11683001 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.292 0.429
SNP_A-8648410 2 101779018 rs6543095 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.076 0.742
SNP_A-8661331 2 101781569 rs11887131 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.064 0.739
SNP_A-2155959 2 101788410 rs6732726 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.294 0.363
SNP_A-4196055 2 101796069 rs17026143 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.060 0.395
SNP_A-8454396 2 101805268 rs875565 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.309 0.576
SNP_A-8575777 2 101810253 rs2236936 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.324 0.646
SNP_A-8575778 2 101810474 rs2236935 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.243 0.758
SNP_A-2274480 2 101829006 rs17802002 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.146 0.063
SNP_A-4208258 2 101832572 rs10489973 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.144 0.043
SNP_A-1918300 2 101834055 rs2158816 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.462 0.559
SNP_A-8306451 2 101844784 rs13425874 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.064 0.726
SNP_A-8451358 2 101845461 rs3771903 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.464 0.601
SNP_A-2236284 2 101862349 rs4851507 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.471 0.569
SNP_A-4208259 2 101870995 rs11895969 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.062 0.786
SNP_A-4279539 2 101872136 rs7574674 MAP4K4 q11.2 0.076 0.805
SNP_A-4235988 2 127787473 rs6731176 MAP3K2 q14.3 0.438 0.552
SNP_A-1811257 3 48762223 rs6791542 PRKAR2A p21.31 0.359 0.444
SNP_A-1894572 3 48812186 rs9859473 PRKAR2A p21.31 0.246 0.375
SNP_A-8716957 3 49877164 rs2883059 CAMKV p21.31 0.380 0.583
SNP_A-4281355 3 50626755 rs873985 MAPKAPK3 p21.31 0.136 0.619
SNP_A-2237373 3 50645082 rs2040397 MAPKAPK3 p21.31 0.283 0.187
SNP_A-8700373 3 50659815 rs11711534 MAPKAPK3 p21.31 0.066 0.279
SNP_A-2272004 3 53174054 rs1483185 PRKCD p21.1 0.145 0.985
SNP_A-1888152 3 53174120 rs1483186 PRKCD p21.1 0.114 0.672
SNP_A-8319598 3 53176938 rs750170 PRKCD p21.1 0.150 0.344
SNP_A-8402522 3 53183957 rs3821689 PRKCD p21.1 0.352 0.296
SNP_A-1954339 3 53187756 rs17052826 PRKCD p21.1 0.157 0.589
SNP_A-8295445 3 53188697 rs2230493 PRKCD p21.1 0.160 0.708
SNP_A-2097191 3 53191732 rs13084863 PRKCD p21.1 0.484 0.483
SNP_A-8519453 3 171430600 rs1082969 PRKCI q26.2 0.177 0.352
SNP_A-2039928 3 171441246 rs1684885 PRKCI q26.2 0.184 0.194
SNP_A-8421754 3 171454775 rs2650229 PRKCI q26.2 0.197 0.206
SNP_A-4199928 3 171473104 rs2140825 PRKCI q26.2 0.374 0.229
SNP_A-8516417 3 171505189 rs2650220 PRKCI q26.2 0.179 0.117
SNP_A-2031710 3 186505879 rs9875687 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.162 0.577
SNP_A-4261414 3 186508583 rs6779106 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.214 0.826
SNP_A-2042951 3 186509681 rs9830680 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.164 0.891
SNP_A-2026229 3 186512797 rs7631503 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.164 0.917
SNP_A-4279123 3 186514488 rs7431357 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.163 0.845
SNP_A-8306082 3 186525017 rs12639437 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.096 0.048
SNP_A-8549560 3 186531008 rs7432658 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.214 0.362
SNP_A-8443302 3 186535467 rs9871486 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.169 0.613
SNP_A-2298462 3 186545134 rs6444052 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.405 0.269
SNP_A-8391906 3 186560578 rs12492085 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.189 0.293
SNP_A-4275982 3 186573513 rs9847739 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.383 0.371
SNP_A-8352138 3 186581213 rs13076191 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.293 0.861
SNP_A-2208974 3 186584193 rs12163582 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.257 0.836
SNP_A-2093375 3 186587758 rs6444062 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.071 0.491
SNP_A-1845462 3 186594994 rs4687296 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.224 0.841
SNP_A-1858626 3 186606110 rs6803944 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.155 0.973
SNP_A-1842085 3 186607301 rs9842230 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.162 0.399
SNP_A-8560253 3 186617799 rs7646178 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.153 0.897
SNP_A-8357664 3 186623829 rs12490248 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.069 0.228
SNP_A-8364346 3 186634807 rs1017501 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.286 0.397
SNP_A-2208154 3 186638176 rs2304815 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.162 0.158
SNP_A-4289058 3 186645679 rs12053946 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.104 0.468
SNP_A-8447463 3 186663506 rs9878704 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.130 0.397
SNP_A-8566075 3 186666776 rs13095772 MAP3K13 q27.2 0.095 0.116
SNP_A-4210268 4 71147663 rs3775745 CSN3 q13.3 0.400 0.244
SNP_A-1977526 4 71148222 rs10518071 CSN3 q13.3 0.159 0.418
SNP_A-8531795 4 71149545 rs1048152 CSN3 q13.3 0.080 0.557
SNP_A-8332095 4 71149832 rs3775737 CSN3 q13.3 0.106 0.425
SNP_A-8461131 4 71149921 rs3822164 CSN3 q13.3 0.161 0.397
SNP_A-1877976 4 71150849 rs41508150 CSN3 q13.3 0.158 0.299
SNP_A-1931763 4 71151123 rs13141970 CSN3 q13.3 0.238 0.799
SNP_A-1818187 4 71151212 rs41523244 CSN3 q13.3 0.158 0.289
SNP_A-8463788 4 87156898 rs958 MAPK10 q21.3 0.197 0.039
SNP_A-2244414 4 87165708 rs3775168 MAPK10 q21.3 0.183 0.523
SNP_A-2105720 4 87172931 rs6848433 MAPK10 q21.3 0.117 0.587
SNP_A-8569188 4 87173891 rs3775173 MAPK10 q21.3 0.141 0.834
SNP_A-4297480 4 87182808 rs4351013 MAPK10 q21.3 0.177 0.448
SNP_A-2129317 4 87184667 rs10033283 MAPK10 q21.3 0.113 0.714
SNP_A-1977930 4 87185127 rs6810413 MAPK10 q21.3 0.418 0.504
SNP_A-8363883 4 87189425 rs17008675 MAPK10 q21.3 0.172 0.619
SNP_A-2248883 4 87194086 rs17011341 MAPK10 q21.3 0.113 0.714
SNP_A-8316838 4 87202256 rs3775187 MAPK10 q21.3 0.419 0.437
SNP_A-2262246 4 87230328 rs4482754 MAPK10 q21.3 0.416 0.461
SNP_A-1840361 4 87233830 rs12502934 MAPK10 q21.3 0.418 0.414
SNP_A-8409777 4 87238262 rs9884770 MAPK10 q21.3 0.416 0.352
SNP_A-8323126 4 87240962 rs12644947 MAPK10 q21.3 0.365 0.887
SNP_A-8641574 4 87248708 rs12647176 MAPK10 q21.3 0.161 0.585
SNP_A-8466205 4 87256403 rs5006575 MAPK10 q21.3 0.142 0.426
SNP_A-4260434 4 87268401 rs4546235 MAPK10 q21.3 0.317 0.142
SNP_A-1799957 4 87283699 rs4693757 MAPK10 q21.3 0.143 0.825
SNP_A-8430016 4 87291488 rs4334746 MAPK10 q21.3 0.319 0.883
SNP_A-1787687 4 87293056 rs10001480 MAPK10 q21.3 0.164 0.499
SNP_A-1853382 4 87293272 rs10024003 MAPK10 q21.3 0.155 0.785
SNP_A-8662194 4 87318361 rs2199308 MAPK10 q21.3 0.194 0.745
SNP_A-1977931 4 87323194 rs10516769 MAPK10 q21.3 0.124 0.884
SNP_A-1977932 4 87326932 rs1460767 MAPK10 q21.3 0.292 0.645
SNP_A-2071922 4 87327534 rs7668374 MAPK10 q21.3 0.211 0.893
SNP_A-2044365 4 87356659 rs10026060 MAPK10 q21.3 0.153 0.454
SNP_A-8590056 4 87357762 rs12650052 MAPK10 q21.3 0.135 0.928
SNP_A-1812112 4 87357789 rs10029339 MAPK10 q21.3 0.219 0.696
SNP_A-2009966 4 87366528 rs6827698 MAPK10 q21.3 0.218 0.786
SNP_A-2135450 4 87385929 rs17011584 MAPK10 q21.3 0.136 0.842
SNP_A-8662195 4 87391122 rs10516770 MAPK10 q21.3 0.065 0.337
SNP_A-8662196 4 87401460 rs9307016 MAPK10 q21.3 0.153 0.660
SNP_A-8463636 4 87403238 rs6531914 MAPK10 q21.3 0.277 0.459
SNP_A-8330548 4 87427125 rs17011659 MAPK10 q21.3 0.114 0.413
SNP_A-8323506 4 87440504 rs6827098 MAPK10 q21.3 0.370 0.412
SNP_A-8518424 4 87440851 rs17449015 MAPK10 q21.3 0.090 0.977
SNP_A-8472385 4 87442492 rs1460753 MAPK10 q21.3 0.369 0.329
SNP_A-2265728 4 87462364 rs6856688 MAPK10 q21.3 0.153 0.454
SNP_A-2244713 4 87466341 rs9994931 MAPK10 q21.3 0.239 0.902
SNP_A-2101945 4 87471283 rs4693142 MAPK10 q21.3 0.239 0.892
SNP_A-8687155 4 87471821 rs7677400 MAPK10 q21.3 0.122 0.721
SNP_A-8676896 4 87475230 rs17409904 MAPK10 q21.3 0.482 0.273
SNP_A-8440185 4 87475280 rs17409925 MAPK10 q21.3 0.270 0.110
SNP_A-4240279 4 87475647 rs6825707 MAPK10 q21.3 0.228 0.620
SNP_A-4224821 4 87478030 rs4611890 MAPK10 q21.3 0.490 0.231
SNP_A-8469663 4 87478062 rs2869431 MAPK10 q21.3 0.270 0.105
SNP_A-4279963 4 87481803 rs11097106 MAPK10 q21.3 0.231 0.802
SNP_A-8713050 4 87482275 rs17011756 MAPK10 q21.3 0.395 0.738
SNP_A-2261773 4 87485320 rs4693765 MAPK10 q21.3 0.240 0.934
SNP_A-1862859 4 87485480 rs4693766 MAPK10 q21.3 0.238 0.842
SNP_A-2101504 4 87488367 rs11097109 MAPK10 q21.3 0.237 0.940
SNP_A-2188621 4 87493198 rs17451111 MAPK10 q21.3 0.341 0.332
SNP_A-8662200 4 87509948 rs2869438 PTPN13 q21.3 0.242 0.718
SNP_A-8390131 4 87516818 rs17011843 PTPN13 q21.3 0.150 0.483
SNP_A-1977938 4 87522688 rs9307018 PTPN13 q21.3 0.394 0.635
SNP_A-2083303 4 87559754 rs11938088 PTPN13 q21.3 0.186 0.490
SNP_A-8700436 4 87581858 rs4488910 PTPN13 q21.3 0.140 0.330
SNP_A-8647612 4 87588087 rs12503051 PTPN13 q21.3 0.150 0.501
SNP_A-8366082 4 87597820 rs4693770 PTPN13 q21.3 0.113 0.753
SNP_A-8478575 4 87608141 rs7658485 PTPN13 q21.3 0.373 0.167
SNP_A-1843910 4 87632205 rs9683663 PTPN13 q21.3 0.272 0.561
SNP_A-2258439 4 87632448 rs2869441 PTPN13 q21.3 0.142 0.139
SNP_A-8622649 4 87633587 rs17418801 PTPN13 q21.3 0.273 0.683
SNP_A-1977939 4 87636315 rs6838659 PTPN13 q21.3 0.328 0.639
SNP_A-8646069 4 87643363 rs4640633 PTPN13 q21.3 0.332 0.824
SNP_A-8548526 4 87653746 rs4552430 PTPN13 q21.3 0.324 0.617
SNP_A-8663293 4 114603777 rs17620390 CAMK2D q26 0.242 0.341
SNP_A-8663294 4 114610853 rs6835747 CAMK2D q26 0.145 0.528
SNP_A-8663295 4 114611842 rs916874 CAMK2D q26 0.292 0.902
SNP_A-1978573 4 114612078 rs6842886 CAMK2D q26 0.174 0.634
SNP_A-2075048 4 114613293 rs17629820 CAMK2D q26 0.063 0.778
SNP_A-1955210 4 114620118 rs4834340 CAMK2D q26 0.381 0.736
SNP_A-8580743 4 114624559 rs11936225 CAMK2D q26 0.142 0.619
SNP_A-8612434 4 114636045 rs2158196 CAMK2D q26 0.493 0.227
SNP_A-2054194 4 114636070 rs2158197 CAMK2D q26 0.466 0.521
SNP_A-8396214 4 114637591 rs757174 CAMK2D q26 0.474 0.502
SNP_A-1919560 4 114641161 rs17446453 CAMK2D q26 0.238 0.379
SNP_A-4210464 4 114645147 rs7684265 CAMK2D q26 0.106 0.977
SNP_A-2069735 4 114645383 rs4834347 CAMK2D q26 0.229 0.205
SNP_A-2030907 4 114648856 rs11098193 CAMK2D q26 0.232 0.240
SNP_A-2033497 4 114651522 rs17046126 CAMK2D q26 0.299 0.321
SNP_A-1959757 4 114651703 rs17630012 CAMK2D q26 0.062 0.786
SNP_A-1825329 4 114655326 rs3815072 CAMK2D q26 0.141 0.956
SNP_A-1954201 4 114656174 rs13146211 CAMK2D q26 0.260 0.979
SNP_A-2290032 4 114672173 rs4240286 CAMK2D q26 0.439 0.220
SNP_A-8405706 4 114697931 rs11724156 CAMK2D q26 0.250 0.573
SNP_A-8309838 4 114698102 rs11728021 CAMK2D q26 0.154 0.314
SNP_A-4224250 4 114700740 rs17630328 CAMK2D q26 0.076 0.621
SNP_A-8701995 4 114706327 rs7673652 CAMK2D q26 0.055 0.148
SNP_A-1914742 4 114715426 rs10009286 CAMK2D q26 0.320 0.423
SNP_A-2183689 4 114715574 rs13144613 CAMK2D q26 0.348 0.971
SNP_A-1978576 4 114718478 rs6533700 CAMK2D q26 0.254 0.447
SNP_A-1978578 4 114719604 rs13122281 CAMK2D q26 0.280 0.617
SNP_A-8448606 4 114721072 rs13130904 CAMK2D q26 0.093 0.522
SNP_A-8704161 4 114721621 rs7666890 CAMK2D q26 0.279 0.639
SNP_A-1845850 4 114723041 rs11946664 CAMK2D q26 0.301 0.127
SNP_A-1978579 4 114723610 rs17531554 CAMK2D q26 0.142 0.139
SNP_A-1978580 4 114723767 rs10488894 CAMK2D q26 0.298 0.140
SNP_A-2205611 4 114726451 rs2214392 CAMK2D q26 0.302 0.128
SNP_A-2039515 4 114727378 rs1859148 CAMK2D q26 0.254 0.515
SNP_A-4245136 4 114729956 rs7675804 CAMK2D q26 0.254 0.549
SNP_A-2133337 4 114730973 rs1859150 CAMK2D q26 0.306 0.079
SNP_A-2119867 4 114731586 rs17531701 CAMK2D q26 0.109 0.081
SNP_A-2290555 4 114732225 rs6533701 CAMK2D q26 0.301 0.182
SNP_A-2244351 4 114732247 rs6821520 CAMK2D q26 0.087 0.064
SNP_A-8663298 4 114754172 rs10488958 CAMK2D q26 0.249 0.476
SNP_A-4203624 4 114762663 rs6826859 CAMK2D q26 0.147 0.169
SNP_A-2194314 4 114762869 rs1047187 CAMK2D q26 0.222 0.410
SNP_A-8637708 4 114763632 rs7676656 CAMK2D q26 0.496 0.137
SNP_A-1796746 4 114763744 rs7676842 CAMK2D q26 0.367 0.842
SNP_A-2137247 4 114764439 rs35507223 CAMK2D q26 0.104 0.459
SNP_A-4301589 4 114766138 rs10000775 CAMK2D q26 0.500 0.171
SNP_A-4221121 4 114766153 rs10023113 CAMK2D q26 0.133 0.016
SNP_A-2129233 4 114772042 rs6853484 CAMK2D q26 0.074 0.807
SNP_A-4252491 4 114773599 rs28599641 CAMK2D q26 0.072 0.639
SNP_A-8485051 4 114779263 rs2189368 CAMK2D q26 0.066 0.081
SNP_A-1978582 4 114779992 rs17630766 CAMK2D q26 0.139 0.750
SNP_A-1978583 4 114781182 rs10488959 CAMK2D q26 0.078 0.221
SNP_A-8663302 4 114798695 rs6533705 CAMK2D q26 0.196 0.227
SNP_A-4299652 4 114799352 rs7680434 CAMK2D q26 0.079 0.085
SNP_A-2289715 4 114805249 rs2107172 CAMK2D q26 0.418 0.404
SNP_A-8475119 4 114807037 rs1016311 CAMK2D q26 0.065 0.278
SNP_A-8564920 4 114810138 rs11098198 CAMK2D q26 0.319 0.175
SNP_A-8690635 4 114812915 rs1011973 CAMK2D q26 0.496 0.146
SNP_A-8663303 4 114828167 rs2214457 CAMK2D q26 0.058 0.448
SNP_A-8376876 4 114838051 rs987694 CAMK2D q26 0.379 0.308
SNP_A-4218908 4 114838837 rs12508566 CAMK2D q26 0.382 0.264
SNP_A-2261036 4 114839372 rs17593296 CAMK2D q26 0.160 0.079
SNP_A-1935977 4 114840997 rs10461194 CAMK2D q26 0.384 0.270
SNP_A-2185672 4 114841279 rs7687511 CAMK2D q26 0.081 0.983
SNP_A-2074656 4 114850796 rs2040742 CAMK2D q26 0.082 0.949
SNP_A-2056157 4 114851657 rs17431684 CAMK2D q26 0.081 0.983
SNP_A-8541141 4 114853112 rs7662404 CAMK2D q26 0.370 0.365
SNP_A-1908116 4 114853816 rs12644009 CAMK2D q26 0.380 0.208
SNP_A-8552803 4 114881130 rs1859229 CAMK2D q26 0.252 0.273
SNP_A-8706648 4 114886784 rs11933418 CAMK2D q26 0.441 0.453
SNP_A-1978584 4 114890405 rs6836139 CAMK2D q26 0.416 0.946
SNP_A-8663305 4 114891292 rs6812422 CAMK2D q26 0.352 0.665
SNP_A-8453521 5 40818671 rs3805494 PRKAA1 p13.1 0.259 0.772
SNP_A-2174147 5 40826308 rs10074991 PRKAA1 p13.1 0.282 0.720
SNP_A-1981401 5 40827641 rs13361707 PRKAA1 p13.1 0.272 0.380
SNP_A-8348158 5 40827910 rs3805490 PRKAA1 p13.1 0.259 0.883
SNP_A-2148064 5 56149199 rs1423622 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.087 0.098
SNP_A-4223221 5 56149607 rs832552 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.378 0.096
SNP_A-4283943 5 56150793 rs832554 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.174 0.628
SNP_A-2193407 5 56151842 rs252902 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.176 0.764
SNP_A-1981662 5 56154490 rs252904 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.175 0.777
SNP_A-1981663 5 56154632 rs252905 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.372 0.101
SNP_A-1981664 5 56154947 rs252906 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.375 0.171
SNP_A-1981665 5 56157511 rs252915 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.175 0.777
SNP_A-8525153 5 56158101 rs16886364 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.062 0.681
SNP_A-4225141 5 56164756 rs863840 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.182 0.700
SNP_A-1863183 5 56175003 rs16886403 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.129 0.193
SNP_A-1981667 5 56185186 rs860580 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.176 0.764
SNP_A-2165477 5 56187501 rs832566 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.373 0.131
SNP_A-4236112 5 56193708 rs2113079 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.176 0.741
SNP_A-1917357 5 56197544 rs832575 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.120 0.664
SNP_A-1981669 5 56206570 rs16886448 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.064 0.749
SNP_A-2266319 5 56214969 rs832584 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.177 0.728
SNP_A-8616379 5 56222832 rs860579 MAP3K1 q11.2 0.057 0.469
SNP_A-1880422 5 68691891 rs6450035 TAF9 q13.2 0.086 0.190
SNP_A-8584394 5 68692083 rs2010352 TAF9 q13.2 0.429 0.226
SNP_A-1982915 5 110590399 rs727922 CAMK4 q22.1 0.244 0.982
SNP_A-8478745 5 110591764 rs10077974 CAMK4 q22.1 0.074 0.839
SNP_A-8510417 5 110595497 rs1457115 CAMK4 q22.1 0.456 0.800
SNP_A-8665943 5 110596357 rs9285875 CAMK4 q22.1 0.257 0.686
SNP_A-4211168 5 110596399 rs9326832 CAMK4 q22.1 0.270 0.413
SNP_A-1813210 5 110598075 rs17461314 CAMK4 q22.1 0.271 0.947
SNP_A-8362268 5 110607340 rs2052859 CAMK4 q22.1 0.334 0.748
SNP_A-8456671 5 110608846 rs11241111 CAMK4 q22.1 0.284 0.204
SNP_A-8665944 5 110613526 rs712645 CAMK4 q22.1 0.453 0.360
SNP_A-8665945 5 110614073 rs389402 CAMK4 q22.1 0.440 0.810
SNP_A-8550588 5 110614337 rs7726469 CAMK4 q22.1 0.175 0.094
SNP_A-8328625 5 110619629 rs1650796 CAMK4 q22.1 0.271 0.378
SNP_A-1799126 5 110625639 rs10040249 CAMK4 q22.1 0.193 0.117
SNP_A-8509812 5 110629622 rs1644496 CAMK4 q22.1 0.468 0.762
SNP_A-2235314 5 110633954 rs1618689 CAMK4 q22.1 0.261 0.685
SNP_A-2251301 5 110634040 rs2288397 CAMK4 q22.1 0.194 0.107
SNP_A-1866514 5 110673099 rs306082 CAMK4 q22.1 0.099 0.668
SNP_A-1982917 5 110683306 rs306079 CAMK4 q22.1 0.416 0.352
SNP_A-1900904 5 110694303 rs1644505 CAMK4 q22.1 0.464 0.660
SNP_A-2186047 5 110696315 rs2560495 CAMK4 q22.1 0.425 0.911
SNP_A-8652063 5 110696599 rs1650782 CAMK4 q22.1 0.464 0.579
SNP_A-1822244 5 110705949 rs375359 CAMK4 q22.1 0.379 0.467
SNP_A-2011137 5 110707556 rs446176 CAMK4 q22.1 0.120 0.764
SNP_A-1982919 5 110707772 rs387238 CAMK4 q22.1 0.418 0.852
SNP_A-2143720 5 110712386 rs422558 CAMK4 q22.1 0.118 0.814
SNP_A-4211169 5 110714128 rs434256 CAMK4 q22.1 0.120 0.743
SNP_A-8621975 5 110716145 rs534608 CAMK4 q22.1 0.119 0.780
SNP_A-1841051 5 110717621 rs387551 CAMK4 q22.1 0.118 0.806
SNP_A-8712021 5 110718462 rs376880 CAMK4 q22.1 0.119 0.799
SNP_A-8665946 5 110720611 rs689253 CAMK4 q22.1 0.427 0.616
SNP_A-1982920 5 110721911 rs365212 CAMK4 q22.1 0.119 0.772
SNP_A-4265117 5 110723657 rs960452 CAMK4 q22.1 0.384 0.500
SNP_A-2246001 5 110729426 rs450315 CAMK4 q22.1 0.117 0.562
SNP_A-2011138 5 110730506 rs388944 CAMK4 q22.1 0.112 0.492
SNP_A-8504443 5 110731528 rs1470168 CAMK4 q22.1 0.429 0.789
SNP_A-1931308 5 110731617 rs438178 CAMK4 q22.1 0.116 0.369
SNP_A-1852217 5 110751259 rs306109 CAMK4 q22.1 0.097 0.536
SNP_A-1940325 5 110751280 rs306108 CAMK4 q22.1 0.108 0.596
SNP_A-8470356 5 110754871 rs421357 CAMK4 q22.1 0.422 0.411
SNP_A-8475606 5 110755928 rs410859 CAMK4 q22.1 0.417 0.409
SNP_A-1872495 5 110756516 rs396835 CAMK4 q22.1 0.117 0.562
SNP_A-4265118 5 110758456 rs523389 CAMK4 q22.1 0.107 0.416
SNP_A-4193918 5 110761539 rs17133238 CAMK4 q22.1 0.387 0.374
SNP_A-8665951 5 110769615 rs10515428 CAMK4 q22.1 0.432 0.256
SNP_A-8665952 5 110770337 rs6892625 CAMK4 q22.1 0.113 0.277
SNP_A-8586320 5 110787436 rs10052530 CAMK4 q22.1 0.422 0.684
SNP_A-2164855 5 110791508 rs4957949 CAMK4 q22.1 0.365 0.130
SNP_A-8451556 5 110791945 rs10045295 CAMK4 q22.1 0.375 0.086
SNP_A-8655553 5 110792151 rs10039731 CAMK4 q22.1 0.412 0.417
SNP_A-1982922 5 110798955 rs1820666 CAMK4 q22.1 0.295 0.654
SNP_A-4157790 5 110800303 rs10491334 CAMK4 q22.1 0.173 0.333
SNP_A-1982923 5 110800619 rs759950 CAMK4 q22.1 0.394 0.227
SNP_A-4211170 5 110800828 rs759949 CAMK4 q22.1 0.402 0.388
SNP_A-4211171 5 110800841 rs759948 CAMK4 q22.1 0.374 0.188
SNP_A-4211172 5 110800999 rs759947 CAMK4 q22.1 0.402 0.388
SNP_A-1982924 5 110801072 rs7736139 CAMK4 q22.1 0.250 0.124
SNP_A-1945603 5 110801356 rs11241123 CAMK4 q22.1 0.401 0.498
SNP_A-1982925 5 110801595 rs4957951 CAMK4 q22.1 0.389 0.121
SNP_A-4211173 5 110802124 rs9326835 CAMK4 q22.1 0.292 0.169
SNP_A-8656721 5 110802842 rs10066487 CAMK4 q22.1 0.209 0.065
SNP_A-8637287 5 110805439 rs31328 CAMK4 q22.1 0.197 0.077
SNP_A-8697091 5 110808194 rs4957952 CAMK4 q22.1 0.473 0.785
SNP_A-2296065 5 110809436 rs17458552 CAMK4 q22.1 0.348 0.187
SNP_A-2154125 5 110814621 rs1897528 CAMK4 q22.1 0.427 0.616
SNP_A-8563300 5 110815528 rs971193 CAMK4 q22.1 0.427 0.801
SNP_A-4217621 5 110815887 rs31317 CAMK4 q22.1 0.097 0.563
SNP_A-2207027 5 110815911 rs17536705 CAMK4 q22.1 0.307 0.581
SNP_A-8351774 5 110822269 rs2268944 CAMK4 q22.1 0.424 0.481
SNP_A-1982926 5 110840940 rs31623 CAMK4 q22.1 0.125 0.913
SNP_A-8595498 5 110841556 rs10055516 CAMK4 q22.1 0.462 0.555
SNP_A-1950005 5 149585309 rs4958469 CAMK2A q33.1 0.277 0.136
SNP_A-4289261 5 149585404 rs4958468 CAMK2A q33.1 0.063 0.318
SNP_A-2227932 5 149585481 rs4958467 CAMK2A q33.1 0.267 0.104
SNP_A-8356150 5 149586941 rs10051644 CAMK2A q33.1 0.285 0.824
SNP_A-8714035 5 149590165 rs1549913 CAMK2A q33.1 0.413 0.929
SNP_A-2107044 5 149595874 rs10066581 CAMK2A q33.1 0.125 0.185
SNP_A-4197534 5 149595967 rs17111079 CAMK2A q33.1 0.099 0.689
SNP_A-8707384 5 149618553 rs4958445 CAMK2A q33.1 0.271 0.802
SNP_A-8497551 5 149620473 rs882282 CAMK2A q33.1 0.100 0.957
SNP_A-4265298 5 149621348 rs3822606 CAMK2A q33.1 0.274 0.906
SNP_A-2250584 5 149637560 rs34087853 CAMK2A q33.1 0.263 0.571
SNP_A-4242123 5 149640783 rs6881743 CAMK2A q33.1 0.260 0.780
SNP_A-1899345 5 149641142 rs10050608 CAMK2A q33.1 0.244 0.800
SNP_A-4300146 5 149641346 rs1432833 CAMK2A q33.1 0.243 0.929
SNP_A-2236390 5 149647471 rs4958869 CAMK2A q33.1 0.250 0.925
SNP_A-2011492 5 179596220 rs6601104 MAPK9 q35.3 0.424 0.365
SNP_A-1804851 5 179602877 rs4639174 MAPK9 q35.3 0.161 0.555
SNP_A-8511864 5 179603134 rs7445806 MAPK9 q35.3 0.426 0.122
SNP_A-2153896 5 179609267 rs11743623 MAPK9 q35.3 0.073 0.176
SNP_A-1863786 5 179609585 rs13190345 MAPK9 q35.3 0.073 0.445
SNP_A-8541998 5 179610123 rs4147385 MAPK9 q35.3 0.218 0.175
SNP_A-8652370 5 179612366 rs6863088 MAPK9 q35.3 0.306 0.763
SNP_A-8358377 5 179612839 rs11249687 MAPK9 q35.3 0.080 0.285
SNP_A-8607959 5 179615099 rs6874413 MAPK9 q35.3 0.415 0.737
SNP_A-2023565 5 179626784 rs17627880 MAPK9 q35.3 0.231 0.492
SNP_A-8681017 5 179630108 rs3095944 MAPK9 q35.3 0.322 0.570
SNP_A-8520884 5 179637509 rs730688 MAPK9 q35.3 0.259 0.182
SNP_A-8443507 5 179641502 rs3812066 MAPK9 q35.3 0.200 0.122
SNP_A-8584040 5 179644666 rs6867398 MAPK9 q35.3 0.266 0.283
SNP_A-2261079 6 36110440 rs16883860 MAPK14 p21.31 0.090 0.140
SNP_A-2031867 6 36114198 rs851023 MAPK14 p21.31 0.124 0.207
SNP_A-8670790 6 36127205 rs664367 MAPK14 p21.31 0.476 0.985
SNP_A-1985684 6 36127314 rs17714205 MAPK14 p21.31 0.127 0.462
SNP_A-1985685 6 36143332 rs2237093 MAPK14 p21.31 0.101 0.407
SNP_A-2154502 6 36165946 rs16884628 MAPK14 p21.31 0.096 0.897
SNP_A-8536609 6 36170969 rs7771484 MAPK14 p21.31 0.091 0.325
SNP_A-2011706 6 36176281 rs7761118 MAPK14 p21.31 0.091 1.000
SNP_A-2046777 6 36179495 rs16884919 MAPK14 p21.31 0.096 0.897
SNP_A-8414404 6 36183888 rs12530381 MAPK14 p21.31 0.482 0.723
SNP_A-2108498 6 36184912 rs3804452 MAPK14 p21.31 0.129 0.557
SNP_A-4292466 6 36208710 rs2071864 MAPK13 p21.31 0.292 0.359
SNP_A-4255072 6 91288073 rs3799917 MAP3K7 q15 0.312 0.669
SNP_A-1838284 6 91288700 rs205339 MAP3K7 q15 0.258 0.817
SNP_A-1986819 6 91295724 rs150125 MAP3K7 q15 0.256 0.728
SNP_A-4290463 6 91304421 rs1144159 MAP3K7 q15 0.195 0.402
SNP_A-8527867 6 91305464 rs3799912 MAP3K7 q15 0.122 0.030
SNP_A-2101372 6 91305939 rs205352 MAP3K7 q15 0.261 0.423
SNP_A-8670822 6 91306072 rs205351 MAP3K7 q15 0.263 0.914
SNP_A-2022236 6 91310473 rs1145728 MAP3K7 q15 0.340 0.254
SNP_A-2260776 6 91313649 rs2273567 MAP3K7 q15 0.313 0.399
SNP_A-2116248 6 91336830 rs1143794 MAP3K7 q15 0.340 0.207
SNP_A-1936150 6 122839383 rs9388077 PKIB q22.31 0.149 0.674
SNP_A-4248540 6 122842031 rs9375140 PKIB q22.31 0.135 0.977
SNP_A-8317720 6 122842681 rs544099 PKIB q22.31 0.282 0.526
SNP_A-2178910 6 122845811 rs561470 PKIB q22.31 0.434 0.218
SNP_A-8499664 6 122853798 rs9398675 PKIB q22.31 0.078 0.685
SNP_A-1816529 6 122873901 rs9490464 PKIB q22.31 0.150 0.726
SNP_A-2303880 6 122894532 rs9385257 PKIB q22.31 0.148 0.638
SNP_A-1821815 6 122898087 rs9320876 PKIB q22.31 0.149 0.610
SNP_A-4193548 6 122920535 rs197687 PKIB q22.31 0.322 0.343
SNP_A-8669574 6 122929254 rs9375150 PKIB q22.31 0.431 0.319
SNP_A-4250066 6 122938979 rs9398678 PKIB q22.31 0.141 0.466
SNP_A-8538077 6 122963824 rs9385261 PKIB q22.31 0.135 0.349
SNP_A-8513513 6 122968759 rs13191198 PKIB q22.31 0.436 0.349
SNP_A-8331254 6 122976860 rs9388103 PKIB q22.31 0.118 0.856
SNP_A-8414613 6 122979068 rs17675201 PKIB q22.31 0.262 0.149
SNP_A-4256312 6 122979112 rs17084655 PKIB q22.31 0.171 0.396
SNP_A-8413789 6 122979311 rs9320884 PKIB q22.31 0.307 0.816
SNP_A-8357044 6 122979482 rs9401561 PKIB q22.31 0.298 0.730
SNP_A-2281448 6 122991608 rs6914480 PKIB q22.31 0.390 0.863
SNP_A-2153510 6 123001204 rs17084680 PKIB q22.31 0.292 0.640
SNP_A-2269731 6 123008805 rs2566833 PKIB q22.31 0.319 0.108
SNP_A-2240713 6 123009857 rs13215891 PKIB q22.31 0.064 0.320
SNP_A-4161855 6 123010110 rs1430815 PKIB q22.31 0.331 0.702
SNP_A-8378945 6 123015131 rs13193040 PKIB q22.31 0.330 0.614
SNP_A-8676901 6 123019230 rs9401564 PKIB q22.31 0.113 0.753
SNP_A-2248031 6 123022210 rs7752438 PKIB q22.31 0.330 0.658
SNP_A-8704114 6 123022258 rs17052989 PKIB q22.31 0.093 0.432
SNP_A-2257821 6 123024190 rs11154103 PKIB q22.31 0.292 0.645
SNP_A-8669575 6 123040291 rs7769704 PKIB q22.31 0.336 0.920
SNP_A-8549719 6 123043202 rs11961403 PKIB q22.31 0.050 0.661
SNP_A-8426515 6 123044547 rs2195686 PKIB q22.31 0.313 0.218
SNP_A-8557792 6 123047594 rs7452823 PKIB q22.31 0.374 0.145
SNP_A-8443248 6 123047932 rs7742077 PKIB q22.31 0.276 0.981
SNP_A-8298972 6 123065781 rs17733717 PKIB q22.31 0.207 0.538
SNP_A-8413187 6 123065908 rs17084747 PKIB q22.31 0.082 0.321
SNP_A-8605757 6 123069560 rs9482269 PKIB q22.31 0.249 0.637
SNP_A-8458646 6 123073087 rs9490529 PKIB q22.31 0.242 0.687
SNP_A-8515793 6 123073201 rs9375168 PKIB q22.31 0.471 0.971
SNP_A-2124839 6 123074897 rs4945708 PKIB q22.31 0.219 0.731
SNP_A-1987473 6 123076204 rs7760232 PKIB q22.31 0.090 0.647
SNP_A-1800633 6 123082761 rs9375170 PKIB q22.31 0.277 0.991
SNP_A-8660247 6 123088621 rs1132635 PKIB q22.31 0.394 0.428
SNP_A-8689321 6 123088715 rs1132643 PKIB q22.31 0.369 0.529
SNP_A-8382438 6 136920854 rs9376201 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.149 0.396
SNP_A-8557386 6 136929885 rs13193586 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.076 0.363
SNP_A-2035854 6 136932767 rs9389405 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.155 0.739
SNP_A-1883415 6 136937159 rs2237263 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.149 0.372
SNP_A-8346751 6 136949281 rs9389409 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.157 0.327
SNP_A-8581961 6 136949309 rs9402827 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.153 0.281
SNP_A-8671491 6 136950935 rs2327743 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.172 0.921
SNP_A-1987788 6 136951357 rs760862 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.170 0.811
SNP_A-8671492 6 136951409 rs760863 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.172 0.738
SNP_A-8393818 6 136981511 rs9321564 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.209 0.810
SNP_A-2297858 6 136994623 rs2237268 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.373 0.667
SNP_A-4252549 6 136999357 rs2064205 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.400 0.703
SNP_A-8546991 6 137001971 rs6917580 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.375 0.826
SNP_A-8637302 6 137005186 rs9494547 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.058 0.162
SNP_A-8566105 6 137005747 rs9494549 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.057 0.979
SNP_A-8306367 6 137008312 rs2237269 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.154 0.473
SNP_A-8712155 6 137010234 rs2237271 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.187 0.888
SNP_A-1987789 6 137011307 rs6922031 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.131 0.564
SNP_A-8671493 6 137011546 rs1997703 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.191 0.916
SNP_A-2285911 6 137016799 rs6910459 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.056 0.114
SNP_A-8566604 6 137019261 rs2076260 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.175 0.161
SNP_A-2109564 6 137020933 rs1011969 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.165 0.734
SNP_A-8686413 6 137034072 rs9376221 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.102 0.846
SNP_A-2307700 6 137036903 rs9402839 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.137 0.845
SNP_A-8570911 6 137059442 rs1009709 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.487 0.313
SNP_A-1987790 6 137069560 rs10484491 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.488 0.956
SNP_A-1987791 6 137074186 rs6928243 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.482 0.488
SNP_A-2290299 6 137075399 rs911185 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.489 0.926
SNP_A-4293367 6 137083058 rs1028565 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.439 0.804
SNP_A-8456311 6 137083526 rs1321477 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.442 0.863
SNP_A-8346179 6 137084096 rs9389429 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.440 0.875
SNP_A-8456865 6 137084520 rs11752550 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.405 0.819
SNP_A-8621863 6 137085713 rs9376225 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.450 0.841
SNP_A-8646954 6 137088444 rs9373173 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.442 0.948
SNP_A-2136241 6 137089050 rs9389431 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.451 0.777
SNP_A-1987792 6 137092247 rs9285484 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.450 0.661
SNP_A-1987794 6 137092589 rs6570091 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.449 0.727
SNP_A-1987796 6 137099066 rs9483945 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.443 0.869
SNP_A-8593475 6 137101396 rs1570055 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.440 0.963
SNP_A-1899303 6 137101620 rs1570056 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.451 0.939
SNP_A-4293648 6 137101643 rs11154883 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.441 0.914
SNP_A-4278163 6 137117703 rs6925103 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.475 0.792
SNP_A-8610548 6 137118161 rs9389436 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.438 0.579
SNP_A-4212005 6 137120748 rs7739002 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.110 0.184
SNP_A-4212006 6 137121235 rs4896219 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.473 0.785
SNP_A-1834738 6 137137372 rs9321570 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.362 0.387
SNP_A-8387100 6 137140817 rs11154886 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.406 0.322
SNP_A-1878217 6 137146486 rs9494569 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.360 0.684
SNP_A-1921472 6 137147093 rs9483947 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.361 0.638
SNP_A-8494420 6 137153357 rs4524621 MAP3K5 q23.3 0.358 0.581
SNP_A-8366935 6 161338632 rs625977 MAP3K4 q26 0.176 0.417
SNP_A-8430293 6 161350832 rs676334 MAP3K4 q26 0.072 0.905
SNP_A-2165494 6 161361099 rs6901173 MAP3K4 q26 0.120 0.249
SNP_A-2063579 6 161363997 rs6901968 MAP3K4 q26 0.118 0.335
SNP_A-1811965 6 161364142 rs6925502 MAP3K4 q26 0.119 0.776
SNP_A-1794881 6 161364426 rs9347478 MAP3K4 q26 0.288 0.054
SNP_A-8440350 6 161369566 rs13200744 MAP3K4 q26 0.063 0.712
SNP_A-4234478 6 161370518 rs9295134 MAP3K4 q26 0.121 0.127
SNP_A-2194093 6 161378745 rs9355867 MAP3K4 q26 0.167 0.267
SNP_A-8365727 6 161378921 rs3798906 MAP3K4 q26 0.054 0.551
SNP_A-4259240 6 161379655 rs6455701 MAP3K4 q26 0.118 0.534
SNP_A-2260798 6 161380927 rs1562026 MAP3K4 q26 0.165 0.333
SNP_A-2139946 6 161381059 rs1562025 MAP3K4 q26 0.053 0.296
SNP_A-1833979 6 161382806 rs1982291 MAP3K4 q26 0.177 0.468
SNP_A-8334055 6 161386170 rs2314379 MAP3K4 q26 0.467 0.270
SNP_A-2057506 6 161394956 rs12110787 MAP3K4 q26 0.111 0.163
SNP_A-8402560 6 161398436 rs1001808 MAP3K4 q26 0.234 0.443
SNP_A-1988383 6 161407367 rs3798913 MAP3K4 q26 0.061 0.611
SNP_A-2070848 6 161415648 rs9355870 MAP3K4 q26 0.114 0.413
SNP_A-2221460 6 161416775 rs6933810 MAP3K4 q26 0.122 0.404
SNP_A-4242464 6 161417184 rs4709490 MAP3K4 q26 0.122 0.674
SNP_A-8676867 6 161418462 rs9458114 MAP3K4 q26 0.068 0.926
SNP_A-8680015 6 161419483 rs13194157 MAP3K4 q26 0.121 0.431
SNP_A-2079555 6 161419872 rs4324757 MAP3K4 q26 0.290 0.180
SNP_A-8411783 6 161422084 rs9347479 MAP3K4 q26 0.246 0.471
SNP_A-8688426 6 161423914 rs6902760 MAP3K4 q26 0.118 0.814
SNP_A-4302400 6 161426929 rs9364586 MAP3K4 q26 0.116 0.919
SNP_A-1799928 6 161428993 rs9355332 MAP3K4 q26 0.113 0.977
SNP_A-1988384 6 161429533 rs1404269 MAP3K4 q26 0.169 0.505
SNP_A-2166112 6 161436821 rs3798917 MAP3K4 q26 0.164 0.844
SNP_A-8703844 6 161446663 rs1534020 MAP3K4 q26 0.170 0.532
SNP_A-8642149 6 161453317 rs1569937 MAP3K4 q26 0.172 0.636
SNP_A-1866423 6 161454323 rs9355872 MAP3K4 q26 0.127 0.714
SNP_A-2022921 6 161458240 rs1488 MAP3K4 q26 0.332 0.267
SNP_A-8300675 7 671099 rs7809325 PRKAR1B p22.3 0.146 0.484
SNP_A-8430489 7 713443 rs4415214 PRKAR1B p22.3 0.407 0.206
SNP_A-8422201 7 729070 rs4724821 HEATR2 p22.3 0.358 0.761
SNP_A-8516729 7 44259047 rs10232351 CAMK2B p13 0.408 0.621
SNP_A-8416282 7 44277470 rs10230538 CAMK2B p13 0.277 0.468
SNP_A-8368253 7 44286123 rs12702075 CAMK2B p13 0.403 0.315
SNP_A-8326209 7 44286959 rs4724298 CAMK2B p13 0.183 0.627
SNP_A-8470754 7 44296414 rs10281178 CAMK2B p13 0.431 0.076
SNP_A-1913700 7 44300378 rs3934888 CAMK2B p13 0.434 0.150
SNP_A-8490314 7 44301680 rs12216637 CAMK2B p13 0.114 0.682
SNP_A-1813392 7 44321565 rs4294091 CAMK2B p13 0.481 0.274
SNP_A-8669774 7 106474152 rs997381 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.450 0.281
SNP_A-8708698 7 106481048 rs758943 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.331 0.218
SNP_A-8613466 7 106481602 rs2237650 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.452 0.819
SNP_A-2169470 7 106506649 rs17340577 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.089 0.157
SNP_A-4266530 7 106507403 rs2251838 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.355 0.883
SNP_A-2178086 7 106508168 rs12154324 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.095 0.231
SNP_A-4216573 7 106517269 rs7786692 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.096 0.219
SNP_A-4219957 7 106517447 rs17153823 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.095 0.097
SNP_A-8669775 7 106529284 rs3735613 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.496 0.746
SNP_A-8331260 7 106549015 rs10281856 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.399 0.351
SNP_A-2075026 7 106550083 rs10272371 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.096 0.208
SNP_A-2278737 7 106550454 rs13224682 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.074 0.329
SNP_A-2137099 7 106550514 rs17425839 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.093 0.111
SNP_A-1990831 7 106555592 rs9656135 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.072 0.185
SNP_A-8569085 7 106563803 rs7809330 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.495 0.714
SNP_A-1802978 7 106564439 rs6960708 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.099 0.173
SNP_A-8417247 7 106567620 rs3801968 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.426 0.315
SNP_A-8595189 7 106569919 rs3752645 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.095 0.097
SNP_A-2138633 7 106575857 rs6946931 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.187 0.347
SNP_A-1990832 7 106581336 rs1981696 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.188 0.466
SNP_A-8347862 7 106586279 rs257375 PRKAR2B q22.3 0.189 0.409
SNP_A-8635523 7 150886109 rs5017428 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.371 0.804
SNP_A-2228406 7 150892423 rs2302533 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.131 0.355
SNP_A-8284975 7 150893238 rs2302532 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.275 0.172
SNP_A-8509984 7 150903423 rs17715595 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.145 0.731
SNP_A-1991757 7 150906739 rs1029946 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.150 0.209
SNP_A-8284976 7 150906805 rs1029945 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.295 0.484
SNP_A-8709655 7 150910802 rs17173199 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.143 0.231
SNP_A-2138366 7 150916094 rs17173202 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.141 0.459
SNP_A-2229375 7 150916125 rs6464148 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.142 0.408
SNP_A-8301438 7 150918894 rs4725411 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.141 0.459
SNP_A-1784479 7 150919943 rs3789813 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.141 0.433
SNP_A-8398409 7 150920999 rs2538036 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.463 0.382
SNP_A-8348140 7 150922510 rs4725413 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.141 0.451
SNP_A-8672858 7 150939500 rs4726060 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.256 0.449
SNP_A-8581772 7 150945458 rs2538045 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.384 0.718
SNP_A-2073394 7 150945706 rs2538042 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.391 0.673
SNP_A-4280215 7 150949911 rs4725415 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.469 0.914
SNP_A-1901852 7 150950488 rs6464156 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.468 0.983
SNP_A-8711360 7 150952094 rs2727565 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.255 0.193
SNP_A-8650995 7 150952256 rs9801653 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.118 0.806
SNP_A-4222472 7 150956126 rs1860736 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.105 0.941
SNP_A-1788050 7 150956192 rs12535806 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.120 0.731
SNP_A-1834698 7 150974571 rs1345278 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.450 0.624
SNP_A-2042599 7 150977323 rs10952315 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.367 0.896
SNP_A-1812832 7 150978395 rs2727527 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.319 0.739
SNP_A-2082185 7 150982545 rs954228 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.289 0.352
SNP_A-8551175 7 150983018 rs2017491 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.329 0.051
SNP_A-8448827 7 150985333 rs1860735 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.103 0.125
SNP_A-2309081 7 150987207 rs2727529 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.392 0.483
SNP_A-1893701 7 150995197 rs1105842 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.157 0.822
SNP_A-1893539 7 150995290 rs1105843 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.314 0.297
SNP_A-1939231 7 150996578 rs954482 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.313 0.204
SNP_A-8501280 7 151005762 rs2727539 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.142 0.145
SNP_A-8647778 7 151013382 rs2727554 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.487 0.206
SNP_A-8697744 7 151013395 rs2727553 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.481 0.160
SNP_A-4290395 7 151015436 rs4726084 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.195 0.548
SNP_A-4247729 7 151018130 rs10277859 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.193 0.801
SNP_A-2085058 7 151018897 rs2024266 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.482 0.246
SNP_A-8537816 7 151019183 rs7797944 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.180 0.406
SNP_A-8324197 7 151019663 rs2727550 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.328 0.790
SNP_A-2231445 7 151020254 rs6970728 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.193 0.786
SNP_A-2036134 7 151020434 rs6970666 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.190 0.871
SNP_A-4245070 7 151022586 rs2727551 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.076 0.369
SNP_A-8477909 7 151026570 rs9648723 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.194 0.298
SNP_A-8304100 7 151033433 rs2727564 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.455 0.074
SNP_A-8651315 7 151033723 rs2374270 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.368 0.487
SNP_A-4284763 7 151034022 rs4725423 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.085 0.187
SNP_A-2187073 7 151034062 rs2727563 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.409 0.598
SNP_A-1887074 7 151036751 rs10480299 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.280 0.128
SNP_A-2111566 7 151045974 rs10224002 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.288 0.108
SNP_A-8404196 7 151053880 rs2536069 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.221 0.252
SNP_A-2202651 7 151054129 rs13239239 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.323 0.844
SNP_A-8304176 7 151061642 rs4726088 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.403 0.194
SNP_A-4281374 7 151062399 rs1108722 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.397 0.930
SNP_A-8418793 7 151067285 rs885273 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.392 0.292
SNP_A-8518567 7 151070761 rs11768438 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.307 0.803
SNP_A-8656895 7 151072903 rs1001117 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.325 0.393
SNP_A-8643885 7 151073677 rs11771330 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.453 0.639
SNP_A-1883435 7 151083561 rs7801616 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.455 0.370
SNP_A-8616844 7 151087015 rs6965771 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.252 0.480
SNP_A-2253591 7 151093470 rs7780008 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.365 0.259
SNP_A-2291492 7 151094097 rs7800069 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.465 0.776
SNP_A-2107674 7 151094445 rs7784818 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.486 0.985
SNP_A-8298079 7 151106857 rs9632641 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.207 0.109
SNP_A-8691676 7 151114829 rs11763144 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.150 0.993
SNP_A-8714213 7 151128901 rs4726097 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.211 0.223
SNP_A-8416447 7 151133235 rs9648724 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.227 0.948
SNP_A-8699658 7 151134234 rs4442045 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.194 0.768
SNP_A-8712371 7 151134743 rs4726100 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.162 0.896
SNP_A-8304248 7 151137088 rs6464173 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.468 0.673
SNP_A-8400235 7 151139190 rs12539356 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.270 0.767
SNP_A-8479991 7 151139777 rs1881638 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.271 0.733
SNP_A-1787510 7 151141292 rs4631369 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.377 0.722
SNP_A-8470174 7 151141463 rs12540943 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.159 0.170
SNP_A-1961623 7 151141504 rs1881634 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.153 0.113
SNP_A-8637726 7 151147753 rs1881629 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.450 0.446
SNP_A-8368707 7 151149683 rs11769593 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.252 0.400
SNP_A-4242522 7 151150061 rs11770376 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.360 0.953
SNP_A-2013017 7 151152511 rs6978617 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.097 0.933
SNP_A-4266687 7 151153648 rs1108845 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.082 0.122
SNP_A-8426165 7 151156399 rs11773373 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.251 0.400
SNP_A-8434452 7 151171892 rs1109277 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.456 0.525
SNP_A-8675572 7 151175924 rs11772236 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.351 0.257
SNP_A-8490884 7 151177522 rs7795096 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.500 0.419
SNP_A-8586815 7 151178940 rs10952322 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.141 0.148
SNP_A-8550960 7 151186459 rs6961830 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.174 0.117
SNP_A-8470212 7 151188347 rs6955784 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.316 0.610
SNP_A-8434380 7 151190466 rs12703164 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.326 0.052
SNP_A-8569100 8 79595987 rs13275966 PKIA q21.12 0.105 0.944
SNP_A-4213048 8 79613925 rs10504676 PKIA q21.12 0.108 0.470
SNP_A-2161348 8 79663796 rs16905824 PKIA q21.12 0.112 0.775
SNP_A-1956412 9 127239694 rs1129 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.365 0.793
SNP_A-4282148 9 127244580 rs7023669 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.247 0.329
SNP_A-8599260 9 127248748 rs10760398 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.322 0.554
SNP_A-4282551 9 127262845 rs7853181 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.447 0.743
SNP_A-2072855 9 127272220 rs1891034 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.295 0.831
SNP_A-4202742 9 127290230 rs7046471 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.314 0.837
SNP_A-2252873 9 127300783 rs7022356 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.256 0.902
SNP_A-8519067 9 127303238 rs10986778 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.252 0.779
SNP_A-2026967 9 127315812 rs4837018 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.464 0.460
SNP_A-8595602 9 127315902 rs4837019 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.417 0.403
SNP_A-8590962 9 127321243 rs12555339 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.157 0.800
SNP_A-8589561 9 127328249 rs10120000 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.361 0.958
SNP_A-2215776 9 127339426 rs522894 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.170 0.996
SNP_A-2171695 9 127356466 rs829179 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.084 0.148
SNP_A-2199117 9 127365755 rs530628 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.471 0.971
SNP_A-1848511 9 127365776 rs494760 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.057 0.474
SNP_A-8644670 9 127380762 rs12341245 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.389 0.510
SNP_A-8521766 9 127380844 rs577026 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.433 0.875
SNP_A-4299286 9 127402558 rs476819 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.440 0.959
SNP_A-8480814 9 127404722 rs4838276 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.358 0.603
SNP_A-2061428 9 127409045 rs534214 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.468 0.822
SNP_A-4241559 9 127417694 rs829312 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.462 0.553
SNP_A-2152300 9 127434444 rs829311 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.447 0.771
SNP_A-1811907 9 127447119 rs13300639 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.385 0.571
SNP_A-2221033 9 127449549 rs13292924 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.389 0.485
SNP_A-1927284 9 127462849 rs551938 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.276 0.579
SNP_A-4217995 9 127468088 rs626208 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.426 0.817
SNP_A-2031839 9 127476230 rs17350527 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.079 0.920
SNP_A-8390436 9 127477826 rs1250736 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.438 0.954
SNP_A-4258438 9 127486186 rs4838284 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.382 0.739
SNP_A-4267739 9 127486709 rs4838285 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.408 0.709
SNP_A-8559768 9 127488612 rs7862834 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.135 0.201
SNP_A-8354506 9 127488906 rs7863341 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.430 1.000
SNP_A-1919232 9 127496460 rs17259739 MAPKAP1 q33.3 0.386 0.528
SNP_A-1864261 10 6509161 rs582052 PRKCQ p15.1 0.480 0.936
SNP_A-2136491 10 6509330 rs4750439 PRKCQ p15.1 0.248 0.850
SNP_A-2298977 10 6509679 rs2453 PRKCQ p15.1 0.240 0.729
SNP_A-2296825 10 6509823 rs2236380 PRKCQ p15.1 0.279 0.541
SNP_A-8400784 10 6511000 rs17299670 PRKCQ p15.1 0.095 0.861
SNP_A-1913515 10 6511349 rs681071 PRKCQ p15.1 0.074 0.839
SNP_A-1869427 10 6511822 rs11596750 PRKCQ p15.1 0.273 0.444
SNP_A-1867637 10 6512253 rs1889001 PRKCQ p15.1 0.481 0.681
SNP_A-2239045 10 6512897 rs11258747 PRKCQ p15.1 0.193 0.075
SNP_A-2241917 10 6514033 rs10796145 PRKCQ p15.1 0.276 0.704
SNP_A-1847461 10 6517273 rs677986 PRKCQ p15.1 0.253 0.904
SNP_A-8635664 10 6521233 rs12358161 PRKCQ p15.1 0.141 0.212
SNP_A-1906357 10 6521410 rs961203 PRKCQ p15.1 0.058 0.945
SNP_A-8550681 10 6525728 rs7918373 PRKCQ p15.1 0.107 0.369
SNP_A-8457248 10 6526588 rs17372283 PRKCQ p15.1 0.196 0.117
SNP_A-8386893 10 6526617 rs624016 PRKCQ p15.1 0.355 0.838
SNP_A-8488485 10 6527780 rs12573280 PRKCQ p15.1 0.342 0.851
SNP_A-1993466 10 6537313 rs10508307 PRKCQ p15.1 0.167 0.214
SNP_A-1993467 10 6537428 rs586457 PRKCQ p15.1 0.294 0.363
SNP_A-8453799 10 6538729 rs11258943 PRKCQ p15.1 0.195 0.105
SNP_A-8541749 10 6538805 rs2296123 PRKCQ p15.1 0.373 0.620
SNP_A-4292124 10 6539234 rs4750491 PRKCQ p15.1 0.348 0.064
SNP_A-1993470 10 6540724 rs7918923 PRKCQ p15.1 0.067 0.889
SNP_A-4266973 10 6541194 rs7099451 PRKCQ p15.1 0.280 0.176
SNP_A-2039362 10 6541451 rs4750495 PRKCQ p15.1 0.279 0.332
SNP_A-4266974 10 6542103 rs10508308 PRKCQ p15.1 0.054 0.273
SNP_A-8291581 10 6543456 rs618020 PRKCQ p15.1 0.104 0.299
SNP_A-1832746 10 6543737 rs4364968 PRKCQ p15.1 0.374 0.817
SNP_A-1993472 10 6543900 rs12146312 PRKCQ p15.1 0.271 0.625
SNP_A-8285432 10 6545937 rs3793726 PRKCQ p15.1 0.065 0.782
SNP_A-8656095 10 6550540 rs7895774 PRKCQ p15.1 0.295 0.241
SNP_A-2155816 10 6551392 rs591441 PRKCQ p15.1 0.201 0.787
SNP_A-4266976 10 6560590 rs7083579 PRKCQ p15.1 0.183 0.866
SNP_A-2259259 10 6561540 rs11259097 PRKCQ p15.1 0.153 0.267
SNP_A-1865803 10 6562704 rs3793730 PRKCQ p15.1 0.120 0.478
SNP_A-8529759 10 6562914 rs494800 PRKCQ p15.1 0.179 0.096
SNP_A-1944680 10 6565959 rs688879 PRKCQ p15.1 0.400 0.850
SNP_A-1917353 10 6566503 rs501878 PRKCQ p15.1 0.399 0.747
SNP_A-8348401 10 6567149 rs2236379 PRKCQ p15.1 0.270 0.847
SNP_A-1825925 10 6567350 rs661891 PRKCQ p15.1 0.475 0.703
SNP_A-2294075 10 6572010 rs41367851 PRKCQ p15.1 0.063 0.094
SNP_A-8472588 10 6573883 rs3815975 PRKCQ p15.1 0.410 0.157
SNP_A-8510994 10 6573906 rs3815974 PRKCQ p15.1 0.410 0.230
SNP_A-8285440 10 6575438 rs634492 PRKCQ p15.1 0.358 0.407
SNP_A-2087308 10 6576558 rs6602745 PRKCQ p15.1 0.103 0.833
SNP_A-1863206 10 6577043 rs11259211 PRKCQ p15.1 0.109 0.567
SNP_A-4220608 10 6580729 rs650652 PRKCQ p15.1 0.354 0.235
SNP_A-4274400 10 6585110 rs510745 PRKCQ p15.1 0.102 0.287
SNP_A-2300959 10 6586077 rs11259272 PRKCQ p15.1 0.473 0.170
SNP_A-1855073 10 6590205 rs596866 PRKCQ p15.1 0.185 0.099
SNP_A-8285454 10 6608207 rs4750565 PRKCQ p15.1 0.123 0.166
SNP_A-1941092 10 6612231 rs11259403 PRKCQ p15.1 0.352 0.171
SNP_A-2025910 10 6617372 rs12249263 PRKCQ p15.1 0.257 0.219
SNP_A-2251216 10 6617679 rs11259425 PRKCQ p15.1 0.134 0.458
SNP_A-1916412 10 6628023 rs10752351 PRKCQ p15.1 0.181 0.978
SNP_A-2049930 10 6636248 rs6602820 PRKCQ p15.1 0.452 0.580
SNP_A-1803276 10 6646292 rs4748152 PRKCQ p15.1 0.148 0.880
SNP_A-8306656 10 6646441 rs943450 PRKCQ p15.1 0.184 0.248
SNP_A-2122755 10 6648319 rs7072496 PRKCQ p15.1 0.186 0.334
SNP_A-1890671 10 6648739 rs1887327 PRKCQ p15.1 0.187 0.239
SNP_A-1938720 10 6651332 rs10906888 PRKCQ p15.1 0.369 0.938
SNP_A-2087209 10 6654063 rs2387585 PRKCQ p15.1 0.400 0.872
SNP_A-1993516 10 6656342 rs4620621 PRKCQ p15.1 0.420 0.716
SNP_A-1993517 10 6656369 rs4750638 PRKCQ p15.1 0.407 0.791
SNP_A-8627253 10 12433494 rs3013016 CAMK1D p13 0.406 0.860
SNP_A-8299216 10 12442400 rs7909493 CAMK1D p13 0.108 0.599
SNP_A-2248691 10 12443034 rs17151584 CAMK1D p13 0.089 0.294
SNP_A-2073411 10 12452249 rs10906138 CAMK1D p13 0.243 0.571
SNP_A-1803239 10 12455059 rs41407149 CAMK1D p13 0.323 0.407
SNP_A-2063826 10 12455154 rs41325747 CAMK1D p13 0.319 0.354
SNP_A-8565157 10 12458537 rs2724778 CAMK1D p13 0.187 0.739
SNP_A-1879053 10 12459481 rs12261350 CAMK1D p13 0.436 0.570
SNP_A-8599945 10 12479829 rs2801490 CAMK1D p13 0.318 0.946
SNP_A-4272702 10 12485545 rs11257772 CAMK1D p13 0.098 0.342
SNP_A-2084935 10 12486578 rs1892302 CAMK1D p13 0.300 0.599
SNP_A-2155105 10 12496489 rs11257778 CAMK1D p13 0.185 0.424
SNP_A-2298551 10 12498038 rs2399860 CAMK1D p13 0.184 0.284
SNP_A-1817793 10 12504311 rs10795953 CAMK1D p13 0.377 0.933
SNP_A-1896138 10 12504501 rs17136824 CAMK1D p13 0.194 0.113
SNP_A-8471273 10 12504979 rs17136827 CAMK1D p13 0.196 0.081
SNP_A-8394021 10 12505710 rs11257786 CAMK1D p13 0.183 0.364
SNP_A-8532351 10 12507234 rs11592149 CAMK1D p13 0.237 0.293
SNP_A-2048907 10 12508143 rs1111056 CAMK1D p13 0.437 0.978
SNP_A-2163480 10 12518482 rs11595633 CAMK1D p13 0.180 0.403
SNP_A-1995546 10 12519661 rs2399858 CAMK1D p13 0.185 0.199
SNP_A-2053069 10 12520245 rs2768364 CAMK1D p13 0.184 0.167
SNP_A-1920224 10 12520639 rs2801493 CAMK1D p13 0.184 0.181
SNP_A-8707317 10 12524562 rs10906150 CAMK1D p13 0.203 0.906
SNP_A-1840396 10 12527915 rs6602587 CAMK1D p13 0.358 0.648
SNP_A-8349665 10 12528002 rs6602588 CAMK1D p13 0.361 0.776
SNP_A-1950697 10 12530792 rs2768451 CAMK1D p13 0.066 0.264
SNP_A-2150521 10 12530824 rs12763487 CAMK1D p13 0.220 0.363
SNP_A-2303102 10 12531335 rs11596121 CAMK1D p13 0.068 0.931
SNP_A-1915883 10 12531353 rs4750216 CAMK1D p13 0.152 0.714
SNP_A-2134299 10 12533654 rs17569335 CAMK1D p13 0.295 0.255
SNP_A-1792760 10 12535542 rs11257802 CAMK1D p13 0.279 0.070
SNP_A-1995553 10 12537753 rs1108131 CAMK1D p13 0.279 0.023
SNP_A-4267311 10 12537776 rs2768367 CAMK1D p13 0.128 0.065
SNP_A-8280366 10 12539866 rs2399849 CAMK1D p13 0.183 0.523
SNP_A-8475107 10 12540181 rs2815613 CAMK1D p13 0.283 0.925
SNP_A-8456854 10 12544075 rs11257807 CAMK1D p13 0.167 0.437
SNP_A-8280372 10 12551914 rs7893997 CAMK1D p13 0.379 0.754
SNP_A-8280791 10 12551939 rs7894008 CAMK1D p13 0.377 0.598
SNP_A-2234918 10 12555829 rs1543595 CAMK1D p13 0.228 0.359
SNP_A-8286979 10 12557897 rs4620627 CAMK1D p13 0.169 0.697
SNP_A-4254260 10 12559076 rs12251472 CAMK1D p13 0.184 0.651
SNP_A-2183730 10 12559946 rs12780204 CAMK1D p13 0.192 0.498
SNP_A-2201946 10 12560669 rs12784955 CAMK1D p13 0.191 0.662
SNP_A-8643472 10 12560721 rs12762343 CAMK1D p13 0.186 0.524
SNP_A-2055669 10 12563135 rs2768428 CAMK1D p13 0.238 0.283
SNP_A-8652259 10 12571280 rs11257827 CAMK1D p13 0.299 0.835
SNP_A-8452614 10 12571625 rs10906157 CAMK1D p13 0.219 0.722
SNP_A-8609212 10 12573294 rs1998966 CAMK1D p13 0.255 0.438
SNP_A-8346299 10 12573760 rs2768432 CAMK1D p13 0.399 0.577
SNP_A-8633091 10 12574304 rs10906158 CAMK1D p13 0.221 0.154
SNP_A-1925003 10 12575062 rs2768438 CAMK1D p13 0.319 0.697
SNP_A-2312137 10 12575154 rs2768439 CAMK1D p13 0.318 0.640
SNP_A-2203283 10 12575203 rs2768440 CAMK1D p13 0.319 0.713
SNP_A-8478972 10 12577095 rs12248414 CAMK1D p13 0.223 0.210
SNP_A-8543459 10 12577433 rs17151786 CAMK1D p13 0.222 0.197
SNP_A-8393572 10 12578296 rs2399846 CAMK1D p13 0.457 0.584
SNP_A-2099501 10 12578497 rs7078980 CAMK1D p13 0.217 0.331
SNP_A-2300843 10 12581678 rs7081851 CAMK1D p13 0.463 0.365
SNP_A-2145383 10 12584244 rs1108959 CAMK1D p13 0.281 0.563
SNP_A-8602335 10 12584858 rs11257835 CAMK1D p13 0.056 0.143
SNP_A-1944328 10 12590976 rs11257841 CAMK1D p13 0.477 0.163
SNP_A-2032149 10 12593004 rs7911448 CAMK1D p13 0.216 0.637
SNP_A-2166021 10 12594197 rs2815652 CAMK1D p13 0.454 0.171
SNP_A-2244113 10 12594304 rs41336744 CAMK1D p13 0.249 0.142
SNP_A-8326627 10 12610518 rs12356332 CAMK1D p13 0.189 0.770
SNP_A-8395656 10 12612041 rs2815644 CAMK1D p13 0.376 0.647
SNP_A-2045707 10 12613112 rs2768463 CAMK1D p13 0.344 0.084
SNP_A-8685188 10 12616011 rs2815641 CAMK1D p13 0.349 0.912
SNP_A-1878776 10 12617799 rs10458820 CAMK1D p13 0.282 0.732
SNP_A-1811664 10 12617996 rs6602593 CAMK1D p13 0.410 0.181
SNP_A-2313545 10 12619465 rs10458822 CAMK1D p13 0.272 0.402
SNP_A-8581130 10 12620670 rs11257872 CAMK1D p13 0.259 0.260
SNP_A-8607420 10 12622695 rs7910874 CAMK1D p13 0.134 0.494
SNP_A-8534321 10 12622719 rs11257877 CAMK1D p13 0.260 0.272
SNP_A-8367068 10 12622790 rs2815638 CAMK1D p13 0.399 0.423
SNP_A-8605157 10 12623259 rs1126368 CAMK1D p13 0.107 0.036
SNP_A-8628383 10 12623318 rs2492953 CAMK1D p13 0.095 0.110
SNP_A-2073968 10 12624519 rs2815637 CAMK1D p13 0.353 0.496
SNP_A-2182648 10 12626943 rs17493316 CAMK1D p13 0.315 0.790
SNP_A-1874751 10 12629156 rs7078960 CAMK1D p13 0.335 0.715
SNP_A-8356130 10 12631718 rs7897059 CAMK1D p13 0.410 0.707
SNP_A-8633232 10 12634527 rs2815630 CAMK1D p13 0.156 0.352
SNP_A-8604749 10 12637439 rs2815628 CAMK1D p13 0.309 0.023
SNP_A-8452776 10 12637464 rs10906166 CAMK1D p13 0.372 0.449
SNP_A-8520982 10 12637496 rs2815627 CAMK1D p13 0.308 0.017
SNP_A-2000970 10 12639700 rs2815624 CAMK1D p13 0.121 0.698
SNP_A-4268196 10 12640070 rs2815623 CAMK1D p13 0.059 0.543
SNP_A-2046458 10 12640674 rs2768348 CAMK1D p13 0.310 0.035
SNP_A-4255641 10 12641445 rs2648708 CAMK1D p13 0.117 0.848
SNP_A-1874304 10 12641479 rs12773063 CAMK1D p13 0.426 0.045
SNP_A-8657116 10 12641510 rs11257888 CAMK1D p13 0.427 0.039
SNP_A-4223263 10 12643507 rs12764138 CAMK1D p13 0.425 0.109
SNP_A-4302372 10 12644337 rs2815617 CAMK1D p13 0.310 0.047
SNP_A-1809832 10 12644480 rs2768352 CAMK1D p13 0.271 0.051
SNP_A-2181106 10 12646058 rs11257892 CAMK1D p13 0.061 0.607
SNP_A-2312652 10 12646287 rs7896236 CAMK1D p13 0.470 0.943
SNP_A-8280824 10 12648682 rs1409961 CAMK1D p13 0.466 0.811
SNP_A-8367998 10 12652344 rs12572894 CAMK1D p13 0.178 0.075
SNP_A-8443225 10 12656239 rs2815615 CAMK1D p13 0.396 0.021
SNP_A-2100726 10 12668507 rs4364954 CAMK1D p13 0.317 0.035
SNP_A-8471113 10 12669374 rs2895534 CAMK1D p13 0.194 0.548
SNP_A-1949610 10 12672162 rs2399880 CAMK1D p13 0.137 0.601
SNP_A-2181586 10 12673372 rs10732936 CAMK1D p13 0.321 0.027
SNP_A-8332150 10 12678891 rs10906180 CAMK1D p13 0.447 0.181
SNP_A-2224069 10 12680803 rs7911208 CAMK1D p13 0.270 0.302
SNP_A-8621541 10 12681466 rs10795966 CAMK1D p13 0.309 0.371
SNP_A-8293473 10 12685143 rs10906182 CAMK1D p13 0.082 0.967
SNP_A-1933307 10 12685893 rs11596728 CAMK1D p13 0.286 0.159
SNP_A-2237869 10 12686538 rs7906212 CAMK1D p13 0.083 0.087
SNP_A-8491054 10 12686819 rs17151970 CAMK1D p13 0.142 0.262
SNP_A-1870292 10 12688155 rs17151973 CAMK1D p13 0.262 0.366
SNP_A-8377666 10 12690925 rs12414714 CAMK1D p13 0.101 0.149
SNP_A-2247873 10 12695806 rs879753 CAMK1D p13 0.268 0.511
SNP_A-4234545 10 12698876 rs17152001 CAMK1D p13 0.070 0.536
SNP_A-1807273 10 12698895 rs7912882 CAMK1D p13 0.423 0.154
SNP_A-8390763 10 12700517 rs11257918 CAMK1D p13 0.259 0.834
SNP_A-2241975 10 12709055 rs11257922 CAMK1D p13 0.490 0.975
SNP_A-2127934 10 12709525 rs11595663 CAMK1D p13 0.264 0.918
SNP_A-8562082 10 12717620 rs17152037 CAMK1D p13 0.300 0.607
SNP_A-8286980 10 12721626 rs6602603 CAMK1D p13 0.405 0.897
SNP_A-8318937 10 12722851 rs10450540 CAMK1D p13 0.287 0.860
SNP_A-8344907 10 12731061 rs7921813 CAMK1D p13 0.116 0.771
SNP_A-8653506 10 12731450 rs12248346 CAMK1D p13 0.279 0.976
SNP_A-8412541 10 12731582 rs17495691 CAMK1D p13 0.120 0.660
SNP_A-8410169 10 12735393 rs7071404 CAMK1D p13 0.345 0.624
SNP_A-8595078 10 12736126 rs11257930 CAMK1D p13 0.477 0.234
SNP_A-8641387 10 12736967 rs4750247 CAMK1D p13 0.330 0.426
SNP_A-2121832 10 12739541 rs7905330 CAMK1D p13 0.458 0.433
SNP_A-8423981 10 12741948 rs11257932 CAMK1D p13 0.120 0.229
SNP_A-2286665 10 12744197 rs10752271 CAMK1D p13 0.088 0.161
SNP_A-2000973 10 12746743 rs4417163 CAMK1D p13 0.452 0.098
SNP_A-2100883 10 12747804 rs10906199 CAMK1D p13 0.211 0.544
SNP_A-4286379 10 12749730 rs7091959 CAMK1D p13 0.347 0.904
SNP_A-8498736 10 12757339 rs10795975 CAMK1D p13 0.466 0.105
SNP_A-8555611 10 12760690 rs4747996 CAMK1D p13 0.346 0.841
SNP_A-2046604 10 12761513 rs7893280 CAMK1D p13 0.089 0.152
SNP_A-1995627 10 12762565 rs10508446 CAMK1D p13 0.346 0.724
SNP_A-8482203 10 12764818 rs4520494 CAMK1D p13 0.351 0.451
SNP_A-8451250 10 12766067 rs2895526 CAMK1D p13 0.456 0.159
SNP_A-1995628 10 12783648 rs2399864 CAMK1D p13 0.373 0.951
SNP_A-1913139 10 12784342 rs4623785 CAMK1D p13 0.053 0.812
SNP_A-8465069 10 12787534 rs4237425 CAMK1D p13 0.346 0.736
SNP_A-8430451 10 12787678 rs11257948 CAMK1D p13 0.304 0.352
SNP_A-8415106 10 12788822 rs4750249 CAMK1D p13 0.227 0.816
SNP_A-8446711 10 12801690 rs7923465 CAMK1D p13 0.483 0.232
SNP_A-4267327 10 12802309 rs723211 CAMK1D p13 0.486 0.388
SNP_A-1995632 10 12802482 rs723210 CAMK1D p13 0.488 0.412
SNP_A-4245317 10 12811686 rs7077423 CAMK1D p13 0.319 0.709
SNP_A-2000974 10 12818978 rs4750253 CAMK1D p13 0.443 0.872
SNP_A-4213319 10 12832547 rs17152197 CAMK1D p13 0.175 0.575
SNP_A-8381455 10 12833952 rs11596618 CAMK1D p13 0.138 0.274
SNP_A-4229534 10 12834342 rs17152205 CAMK1D p13 0.172 0.378
SNP_A-8632789 10 12837291 rs10906218 CAMK1D p13 0.131 0.396
SNP_A-8281253 10 12837764 rs4132050 CAMK1D p13 0.338 0.645
SNP_A-1995641 10 12837834 rs41380844 CAMK1D p13 0.206 0.450
SNP_A-8286981 10 12837860 rs4132049 CAMK1D p13 0.281 0.329
SNP_A-1828085 10 12838603 rs4078402 CAMK1D p13 0.363 0.346
SNP_A-2071684 10 12840721 rs10752275 CAMK1D p13 0.102 0.467
SNP_A-8348419 10 12841507 rs2989500 CAMK1D p13 0.371 0.844
SNP_A-1897320 10 12844670 rs11257974 CAMK1D p13 0.111 0.349
SNP_A-2304748 10 12845297 rs3802573 CAMK1D p13 0.110 0.533
SNP_A-4268197 10 12845383 rs3802572 CAMK1D p13 0.494 0.445
SNP_A-2000976 10 12845436 rs3802570 CAMK1D p13 0.335 0.535
SNP_A-8312142 10 12849037 rs11257979 CAMK1D p13 0.072 0.905
SNP_A-1944793 10 12849657 rs7910587 CAMK1D p13 0.216 0.097
SNP_A-8333183 10 12850576 rs2482052 CAMK1D p13 0.204 0.436
SNP_A-1898790 10 12854906 rs3781076 CAMK1D p13 0.117 0.333
SNP_A-8554443 10 12854934 rs2493775 CAMK1D p13 0.208 0.550
SNP_A-8346697 10 12859895 rs4750258 CAMK1D p13 0.286 0.505
SNP_A-2057033 10 12860217 rs3802569 CAMK1D p13 0.223 0.682
SNP_A-1847369 10 12866039 rs3802560 CAMK1D p13 0.222 0.711
SNP_A-2200877 10 12868296 rs10906223 CAMK1D p13 0.217 0.958
SNP_A-2033615 10 12868459 rs914328 CAMK1D p13 0.217 0.958
SNP_A-8653306 10 12870975 rs12359004 CAMK1D p13 0.053 0.161
SNP_A-8328214 10 12871675 rs12767282 CAMK1D p13 0.166 0.708
SNP_A-1931100 10 12872599 rs4747999 CAMK1D p13 0.427 0.867
SNP_A-8534490 10 12873618 rs11257991 CAMK1D p13 0.099 0.343
SNP_A-8281277 10 12874932 rs928336 CAMK1D p13 0.444 0.784
SNP_A-1995659 10 12875051 rs928337 CAMK1D p13 0.393 0.524
SNP_A-1995661 10 12875594 rs2493766 CAMK1D p13 0.375 0.573
SNP_A-8693709 10 12875731 rs11596463 CAMK1D p13 0.328 0.322
SNP_A-1876279 10 12876178 rs10906224 CAMK1D p13 0.333 0.398
SNP_A-1995662 10 12876488 rs17152268 CAMK1D p13 0.073 0.176
SNP_A-8281665 10 12876558 rs1929389 CAMK1D p13 0.447 0.743
SNP_A-8281666 10 12876607 rs1929388 CAMK1D p13 0.418 0.747
SNP_A-4213320 10 12876845 rs1929383 CAMK1D p13 0.418 0.821
SNP_A-4233438 10 12877448 rs34278684 CAMK1D p13 0.069 0.069
SNP_A-1936417 10 12880848 rs1556408 CAMK1D p13 0.375 0.695
SNP_A-1899081 10 12882185 rs41402449 CAMK1D p13 0.060 0.114
SNP_A-1806035 10 12887844 rs4750267 CAMK1D p13 0.387 0.396
SNP_A-8584436 10 12888039 rs17136885 CAMK1D p13 0.083 0.229
SNP_A-8488232 10 12890242 rs1999369 CAMK1D p13 0.088 0.272
SNP_A-2111454 10 12890474 rs10906229 CAMK1D p13 0.364 0.377
SNP_A-8659980 10 12891662 rs12358381 CAMK1D p13 0.279 0.034
SNP_A-2195214 10 12895162 rs11258009 CAMK1D p13 0.106 0.192
SNP_A-8700699 10 12901951 rs1630635 CAMK1D p13 0.086 0.430
SNP_A-2227562 10 12902342 rs1627294 CAMK1D p13 0.207 0.564
SNP_A-2179057 10 12904316 rs1644428 CAMK1D p13 0.289 0.605
SNP_A-8648723 10 12904400 rs1757052 CAMK1D p13 0.289 0.916
SNP_A-8331063 10 12907604 rs1757051 CAMK1D p13 0.253 0.440
SNP_A-2059103 10 12908310 rs1644391 CAMK1D p13 0.293 0.730
SNP_A-2124948 10 30771645 rs8176983 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.092 0.577
SNP_A-1805768 10 30771666 rs8176984 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.092 0.898
SNP_A-1908602 10 30774889 rs598009 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.214 0.083
SNP_A-2243084 10 30779064 rs303428 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.382 0.063
SNP_A-8290587 10 30780385 rs303426 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.378 0.092
SNP_A-1924274 10 30784089 rs650788 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.138 0.119
SNP_A-2175385 10 30788504 rs8177029 MAP3K8 p11.23 0.108 0.944
SNP_A-2136321 10 49197212 rs7068398 MAPK8 q11.22 0.211 0.906
SNP_A-2000433 10 49217160 rs1112268 MAPK8 q11.22 0.214 0.665
SNP_A-4222841 10 49220700 rs6537561 MAPK8 q11.22 0.428 0.941
SNP_A-4220841 10 49235992 rs2590391 MAPK8 q11.22 0.214 0.521
SNP_A-2257035 10 49239736 rs17697885 MAPK8 q11.22 0.098 0.627
SNP_A-4283442 10 49246884 rs1881735 MAPK8 q11.22 0.214 0.696
SNP_A-2163878 10 49261724 rs2698761 MAPK8 q11.22 0.429 0.885
SNP_A-4272127 10 49262758 rs17010430 MAPK8 q11.22 0.055 0.385
SNP_A-1781918 10 49264246 rs10857560 MAPK8 q11.22 0.432 0.760
SNP_A-1816092 10 49265870 rs17697960 MAPK8 q11.22 0.111 0.569
SNP_A-8497559 10 49275145 rs2440861 MAPK8 q11.22 0.312 0.959
SNP_A-8675548 10 49278796 rs17697978 MAPK8 q11.22 0.062 0.679
SNP_A-2146965 10 49279184 rs17698002 MAPK8 q11.22 0.061 0.642
SNP_A-4248684 10 49290273 rs9888128 MAPK8 q11.22 0.427 0.867
SNP_A-8329336 10 49297918 rs2289805 MAPK8 q11.22 0.162 0.925
SNP_A-2000441 10 49312152 rs11101320 MAPK8 q11.22 0.425 0.688
SNP_A-2000443 10 49312216 rs7086275 MAPK8 q11.22 0.425 0.681
SNP_A-1789847 10 75247849 rs7080350 CAMK2G q22.2 0.433 0.233
SNP_A-2044332 10 75287350 rs2664280 CAMK2G q22.2 0.476 0.642
SNP_A-2176677 10 75302766 rs2675671 CAMK2G q22.2 0.472 0.625
SNP_A-8327814 11 65124899 rs10791821 MAP3K11 q13.1 0.252 0.810
SNP_A-2011704 11 65128180 rs1151488 MAP3K11 q13.1 0.296 0.375
SNP_A-8461425 11 65129094 rs7116712 MAP3K11 q13.1 0.428 0.443
SNP_A-8708739 12 52166920 rs7958457 MAP3K12 q13.13 0.119 0.921
SNP_A-4272432 12 110765396 rs4767068 MAPKAPK5 q24.12 0.182 0.380
SNP_A-8385458 12 110769925 rs4346023 MAPKAPK5 q24.12 0.292 0.943
SNP_A-8459039 12 110807399 rs12315146 MAPKAPK5 q24.13 0.092 0.387
SNP_A-4219242 12 110809229 rs12423041 MAPKAPK5 q24.13 0.157 0.808
SNP_A-1892912 12 110811440 rs16941724 MAPKAPK5 q24.13 0.067 0.252
SNP_A-2270138 12 118590759 rs6490267 PRKAB1 q24.23 0.329 0.731
SNP_A-4303936 12 118600877 rs278151 PRKAB1 q24.23 0.312 0.877
SNP_A-8478035 12 118603566 rs4213 PRKAB1 q24.23 0.311 0.831
SNP_A-8374131 12 120164843 rs11065504 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.344 0.281
SNP_A-8695002 12 120165521 rs1653591 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.221 0.148
SNP_A-2062663 12 120165919 rs1140886 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.278 0.565
SNP_A-2201096 12 120166070 rs1063843 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.222 0.135
SNP_A-2167062 12 120169571 rs2686342 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.222 0.193
SNP_A-8437553 12 120170167 rs3794208 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.129 0.656
SNP_A-2113248 12 120171857 rs2288693 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.050 0.225
SNP_A-8330751 12 120179905 rs2686346 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.463 0.447
SNP_A-8332641 12 120192654 rs1718123 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.498 0.212
SNP_A-4257403 12 120199778 rs9805130 CAMKK2 q24.31 0.411 0.271
SNP_A-8353111 14 50008958 rs4898658 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.075 0.512
SNP_A-4260067 14 50017222 rs11157745 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.088 0.687
SNP_A-2092571 14 50038960 rs2180499 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.053 0.566
SNP_A-4282792 14 50039198 rs2144975 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.052 0.589
SNP_A-8498776 14 50043382 rs17718580 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.094 0.091
SNP_A-8388911 14 50058668 rs12882884 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.137 0.820
SNP_A-4297690 14 50062686 rs7160618 MAP4K5 q22.1 0.073 0.448
SNP_A-1874459 14 54599873 rs3742564 MAPK1IP1L q22.3 0.357 0.739
SNP_A-1911919 14 54606159 rs17128145 MAPK1IP1L q22.3 0.350 0.761
SNP_A-1931984 14 60859258 rs4902046 PRKCH q23.1 0.063 0.319
SNP_A-8636880 14 60860747 rs8017122 PRKCH q23.1 0.086 0.442
SNP_A-8713785 14 60868578 rs12101174 PRKCH q23.1 0.074 0.166
SNP_A-4294311 14 60883016 rs1957902 PRKCH q23.1 0.301 0.682
SNP_A-8529720 14 60885908 rs6573381 PRKCH q23.1 0.088 0.060
SNP_A-8463426 14 60886593 rs1033910 PRKCH q23.1 0.271 0.919
SNP_A-1829740 14 60887286 rs2181987 PRKCH q23.1 0.084 0.215
SNP_A-8535987 14 60888413 rs8012072 PRKCH q23.1 0.178 0.672
SNP_A-8672839 14 60895660 rs12437249 PRKCH q23.1 0.264 0.525
SNP_A-2159814 14 60897022 rs6573385 PRKCH q23.1 0.083 0.083
SNP_A-2288081 14 60901613 rs17098278 PRKCH q23.1 0.112 0.133
SNP_A-1906709 14 60901663 rs17098279 PRKCH q23.1 0.054 0.521
SNP_A-8324232 14 60909131 rs8009446 PRKCH q23.1 0.100 0.584
SNP_A-8511480 14 60915883 rs10149384 PRKCH q23.1 0.145 0.318
SNP_A-8472809 14 60922546 rs1886467 PRKCH q23.1 0.158 0.192
SNP_A-4240469 14 60922603 rs12100914 PRKCH q23.1 0.103 0.523
SNP_A-8294325 14 60923549 rs4902052 PRKCH q23.1 0.223 0.116
SNP_A-2298831 14 60929984 rs1957907 PRKCH q23.1 0.071 0.938
SNP_A-8540419 14 60931057 rs1957910 PRKCH q23.1 0.070 0.562
SNP_A-8439856 14 60935032 rs1957912 PRKCH q23.1 0.380 0.913
SNP_A-8701557 14 60936263 rs12887002 PRKCH q23.1 0.306 0.512
SNP_A-8409595 14 60944127 rs767757 PRKCH q23.1 0.386 0.645
SNP_A-1937739 14 60944201 rs767755 PRKCH q23.1 0.322 0.956
SNP_A-8459867 14 60946310 rs10149839 PRKCH q23.1 0.311 0.898
SNP_A-8301275 14 60949570 rs12892443 PRKCH q23.1 0.287 0.590
SNP_A-4249665 14 60950281 rs1536014 PRKCH q23.1 0.094 0.033
SNP_A-8615384 14 60952025 rs1570718 PRKCH q23.1 0.229 0.960
SNP_A-8612050 14 60955193 rs4605077 PRKCH q23.1 0.178 0.690
SNP_A-8486057 14 60955610 rs11627158 PRKCH q23.1 0.178 0.690
SNP_A-2089042 14 60956159 rs7155214 PRKCH q23.1 0.177 0.653
SNP_A-8299147 14 60956523 rs12590425 PRKCH q23.1 0.272 0.204
SNP_A-8612265 14 60957230 rs11852192 PRKCH q23.1 0.094 0.028
SNP_A-8712360 14 60959051 rs17098343 PRKCH q23.1 0.378 0.635
SNP_A-2301229 14 60959560 rs11627926 PRKCH q23.1 0.258 0.151
SNP_A-2238813 14 60962944 rs11621346 PRKCH q23.1 0.229 0.581
SNP_A-1788892 14 60968333 rs17098351 PRKCH q23.1 0.294 0.908
SNP_A-2039744 14 60968592 rs17098356 PRKCH q23.1 0.281 0.704
SNP_A-2129880 14 60969235 rs12590817 PRKCH q23.1 0.203 0.912
SNP_A-8641436 14 60986931 rs2296274 PRKCH q23.1 0.230 0.417
SNP_A-8651310 14 60997338 rs8010084 PRKCH q23.1 0.070 0.238
SNP_A-4240499 14 61003289 rs912617 PRKCH q23.1 0.078 0.504
SNP_A-2267277 14 61004561 rs8019776 PRKCH q23.1 0.050 0.641
SNP_A-2003779 14 61005927 rs8011286 PRKCH q23.1 0.055 0.920
SNP_A-8641445 14 61006917 rs3783787 PRKCH q23.1 0.269 0.957
SNP_A-4280842 14 61006977 rs3783786 PRKCH q23.1 0.223 0.934
SNP_A-4294328 14 61007554 rs10483734 PRKCH q23.1 0.060 0.577
SNP_A-8641448 14 61007908 rs4899049 PRKCH q23.1 0.057 0.989
SNP_A-1793744 14 61009324 rs11621877 PRKCH q23.1 0.270 0.314
SNP_A-8462185 14 61010663 rs2181985 PRKCH q23.1 0.275 0.310
SNP_A-8312482 14 61010694 rs2147539 PRKCH q23.1 0.349 0.495
SNP_A-1951245 14 61013639 rs4899050 PRKCH q23.1 0.236 0.315
SNP_A-8532254 14 61014635 rs1886461 PRKCH q23.1 0.286 0.505
SNP_A-2138779 14 61014730 rs1886462 PRKCH q23.1 0.089 0.294
SNP_A-2223822 14 61017755 rs8008798 PRKCH q23.1 0.142 0.408
SNP_A-8642218 14 61018804 rs1886464 PRKCH q23.1 0.151 0.574
SNP_A-2250360 14 61022592 rs17098514 PRKCH q23.1 0.062 0.677
SNP_A-8716034 14 61022928 rs3783770 PRKCH q23.1 0.104 0.459
SNP_A-8642254 14 61026577 rs4902064 PRKCH q23.1 0.173 0.901
SNP_A-1891340 14 61026753 rs17098533 PRKCH q23.1 0.108 0.366
SNP_A-4282562 14 61028043 rs17098542 PRKCH q23.1 0.132 0.539
SNP_A-8545275 14 61030659 rs12433533 PRKCH q23.1 0.137 0.387
SNP_A-8677144 14 61030926 rs12437374 PRKCH q23.1 0.111 0.516
SNP_A-2200645 14 61031163 rs12897140 PRKCH q23.1 0.132 0.691
SNP_A-8513807 14 61035197 rs10459519 PRKCH q23.1 0.137 0.570
SNP_A-8598249 14 61042568 rs2245448 PRKCH q23.1 0.235 0.697
SNP_A-8373742 14 61045858 rs1088681 PRKCH q23.1 0.151 0.556
SNP_A-8462507 14 61048031 rs1091679 PRKCH q23.1 0.166 0.555
SNP_A-8469231 14 61050277 rs2249032 PRKCH q23.1 0.096 0.448
SNP_A-8642978 14 61051517 rs3783759 PRKCH q23.1 0.212 0.200
SNP_A-8482974 14 61053696 rs3751289 PRKCH q23.1 0.199 0.671
SNP_A-2273834 14 61054437 rs2252267 PRKCH q23.1 0.281 0.311
SNP_A-8595777 14 61054490 rs3751295 PRKCH q23.1 0.095 0.845
SNP_A-2276658 14 61054788 rs4312236 PRKCH q23.1 0.095 0.864
SNP_A-2133624 14 61058766 rs10134093 PRKCH q23.1 0.109 0.791
SNP_A-8642997 14 61059814 rs12586812 PRKCH q23.1 0.221 0.368
SNP_A-4233844 14 61060072 rs10483742 PRKCH q23.1 0.105 0.941
SNP_A-1898268 14 61060614 rs12883769 PRKCH q23.1 0.078 0.911
SNP_A-8368664 14 61062153 rs1092183 PRKCH q23.1 0.279 0.742
SNP_A-1834511 14 61068145 rs8013398 PRKCH q23.1 0.108 0.965
SNP_A-2166272 14 61068370 rs2184634 PRKCH q23.1 0.107 0.945
SNP_A-1811178 14 61069272 rs1091678 PRKCH q23.1 0.298 0.880
SNP_A-2310675 14 61069456 rs1088677 PRKCH q23.1 0.120 0.714
SNP_A-8496783 14 61072425 rs2950274 PRKCH q23.1 0.121 0.314
SNP_A-8643707 14 61073931 rs1088671 PRKCH q23.1 0.158 0.144
SNP_A-8643708 14 61074052 rs1088672 PRKCH q23.1 0.161 0.121
SNP_A-8356568 14 61079359 rs2246850 PRKCH q23.1 0.176 0.059
SNP_A-8650239 14 61079990 rs3783754 PRKCH q23.1 0.110 0.298
SNP_A-2223910 14 61080552 rs10483743 PRKCH q23.1 0.069 0.211
SNP_A-8367118 14 61083587 rs10138449 PRKCH q23.1 0.109 0.573
SNP_A-1848490 14 61084042 rs2184633 PRKCH q23.1 0.245 0.605
SNP_A-2003824 14 70270685 rs6573978 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.098 0.344
SNP_A-2248156 14 70271557 rs4899367 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.067 0.154
SNP_A-4297560 14 70272403 rs4141095 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.099 0.371
SNP_A-8356985 14 70274122 rs8011047 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.128 0.489
SNP_A-4295038 14 70281911 rs10483834 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.262 0.430
SNP_A-8638760 14 70282567 rs2269946 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.052 0.174
SNP_A-2208009 14 70285133 rs2332457 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.426 0.224
SNP_A-2229795 14 70288963 rs4902846 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.297 0.599
SNP_A-8638763 14 70289969 rs4902848 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.433 0.651
SNP_A-8638766 14 70291818 rs1476609 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.143 0.446
SNP_A-2130417 14 70297666 rs3814872 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.109 0.473
SNP_A-2065586 14 70298454 rs9323548 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.296 0.437
SNP_A-8450780 14 70298991 rs12886990 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.296 0.452
SNP_A-2229802 14 70299034 rs886600 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.406 0.610
SNP_A-2070980 14 70302336 rs8019448 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.330 0.480
SNP_A-1872624 14 70302669 rs4902852 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.108 0.467
SNP_A-2264291 14 70305756 rs17176985 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.266 0.442
SNP_A-8564526 14 70316721 rs2158531 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.304 0.342
SNP_A-8536457 14 70318847 rs11621269 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.493 0.259
SNP_A-2050009 14 70318983 rs10141804 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.294 0.484
SNP_A-1780365 14 70319555 rs17108533 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.086 0.782
SNP_A-1841348 14 70322822 rs17177097 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.314 0.591
SNP_A-8565267 14 70324451 rs1034769 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.108 0.470
SNP_A-8461892 14 70325188 rs17108539 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.245 0.507
SNP_A-8608551 14 70325249 rs17108540 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.086 0.780
SNP_A-8655808 14 70325659 rs11626707 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.475 0.431
SNP_A-2227015 14 70326120 rs12590049 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.316 0.629
SNP_A-1936193 14 70327353 rs12437113 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.160 0.397
SNP_A-1917047 14 70332685 rs17766621 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.370 0.639
SNP_A-8399146 14 70334426 rs17108554 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.295 0.684
SNP_A-8309803 14 70338864 rs4899371 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.380 0.913
SNP_A-1782420 14 70340808 rs2023955 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.073 0.107
SNP_A-8630495 14 70341102 rs731571 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.246 0.458
SNP_A-1845711 14 70344332 rs10873243 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.301 0.442
SNP_A-1953652 14 70344430 rs7155910 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.085 0.423
SNP_A-8690902 14 70344475 rs11158882 MAP3K9 q24.2 0.303 0.423
SNP_A-2274082 15 39859915 rs1106934 MAPKBP1 q15.1 0.162 0.518
SNP_A-1906143 15 39878504 rs2925339 MAPKBP1 q15.1 0.322 0.156
SNP_A-2085945 15 39878677 rs1197671 MAPKBP1 q15.1 0.305 0.370
SNP_A-8522318 15 39888986 rs16972089 MAPKBP1 q15.1 0.165 0.158
SNP_A-8311348 15 39889577 rs12440605 MAPKBP1 q15.1 0.484 0.957
SNP_A-8306551 15 50106988 rs11636443 MAPK6 q21.2 0.431 0.159
SNP_A-2272061 15 50127514 rs8034167 MAPK6 q21.2 0.154 0.294
SNP_A-1952547 15 64470005 rs12899337 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.078 0.911
SNP_A-1925869 15 64473824 rs16953563 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.271 0.378
SNP_A-8713578 15 64481485 rs16949879 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.311 0.713
SNP_A-1852767 15 64491503 rs2053005 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.079 0.690
SNP_A-8501008 15 64493559 rs12909274 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.154 0.620
SNP_A-1867883 15 64496440 rs7168238 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.080 0.982
SNP_A-8588910 15 64506335 rs1432441 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.309 0.860
SNP_A-1849420 15 64507780 rs11856814 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.079 0.947
SNP_A-1914187 15 64512399 rs11632225 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.153 0.858
SNP_A-1954607 15 64514651 rs16949924 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.308 0.759
SNP_A-8475137 15 64518339 rs8036023 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.311 0.493
SNP_A-8440548 15 64528441 rs11629783 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.246 0.348
SNP_A-1814659 15 64556238 rs4075665 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.080 0.982
SNP_A-2148826 15 64559061 rs4255740 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.307 0.661
SNP_A-8697907 15 64560787 rs11071894 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.087 0.248
SNP_A-1801907 15 64561613 rs11634062 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.150 0.789
SNP_A-8551688 15 64563494 rs12594592 MAP2K1 q22.31 0.149 0.374
SNP_A-1935747 15 65624462 rs2583587 MAP2K5 q23 0.235 0.129
SNP_A-8360146 15 65650917 rs16951010 MAP2K5 q23 0.086 0.813
SNP_A-4286893 15 65668983 rs6494673 MAP2K5 q23 0.086 0.813
SNP_A-4291519 15 65669085 rs4776366 MAP2K5 q23 0.094 0.834
SNP_A-4239542 15 65673405 rs10851775 MAP2K5 q23 0.084 0.842
SNP_A-8312471 15 65679820 rs3865018 MAP2K5 q23 0.280 0.764
SNP_A-8421418 15 65679846 rs17241808 MAP2K5 q23 0.467 0.327
SNP_A-1920885 15 65687522 rs1878700 MAP2K5 q23 0.091 0.939
SNP_A-2298097 15 65687937 rs1878699 MAP2K5 q23 0.395 0.943
SNP_A-4221018 15 65688586 rs12593494 MAP2K5 q23 0.240 0.104
SNP_A-8710024 15 65692960 rs11631249 MAP2K5 q23 0.149 0.102
SNP_A-8417413 15 65696333 rs12902812 MAP2K5 q23 0.280 0.745
SNP_A-2256338 15 65701806 rs2899728 MAP2K5 q23 0.085 0.748
SNP_A-8344362 15 65708228 rs8025889 LOC728643 q23 0.465 1.000
SNP_A-8637497 15 65721221 rs11631474 MAP2K5 q23 0.469 0.671
SNP_A-2228598 15 65738204 rs12438118 MAP2K5 q23 0.268 0.786
SNP_A-4224043 15 65739445 rs7170841 MAP2K5 q23 0.168 0.885
SNP_A-8422674 15 65739976 rs938875 MAP2K5 q23 0.457 0.763
SNP_A-2123861 15 65746518 rs8032675 MAP2K5 q23 0.458 0.815
SNP_A-1823224 15 65768232 rs16951125 MAP2K5 q23 0.085 0.201
SNP_A-2060485 15 65771759 rs4343227 MAP2K5 q23 0.171 0.998
SNP_A-2127307 15 65774855 rs4331293 MAP2K5 q23 0.288 0.778
SNP_A-8658737 15 65789656 rs3784695 MAP2K5 q23 0.481 0.484
SNP_A-4239546 15 65796629 rs6494691 MAP2K5 q23 0.184 0.707
SNP_A-2293047 15 65801304 rs10518738 MAP2K5 q23 0.170 0.996
SNP_A-8711200 15 65802025 rs10518739 MAP2K5 q23 0.451 0.779
SNP_A-8711202 15 65802293 rs11639267 MAP2K5 q23 0.171 0.851
SNP_A-2293054 15 65806172 rs10518740 MAP2K5 q23 0.091 0.971
SNP_A-8645513 15 65816234 rs3784705 MAP2K5 q23 0.169 0.925
SNP_A-1921942 15 65823906 rs12593813 MAP2K5 q23 0.354 0.927
SNP_A-4254017 15 65824632 rs11635424 MAP2K5 q23 0.354 0.927
SNP_A-8494788 15 65827320 rs12592315 MAP2K5 q23 0.496 0.686
SNP_A-1930409 15 65834069 rs16951231 MAP2K5 q23 0.095 0.473
SNP_A-8512670 15 65837831 rs7183639 MAP2K5 q23 0.097 0.400
SNP_A-8347466 15 65837903 rs7162980 MAP2K5 q23 0.247 0.934
SNP_A-1957605 15 65842050 rs868037 MAP2K5 q23 0.352 0.968
SNP_A-2081211 15 65845033 rs17244146 MAP2K5 q23 0.092 0.905
SNP_A-1811749 15 65845701 rs11071957 MAP2K5 q23 0.239 0.932
SNP_A-8399897 15 65845957 rs11071959 MAP2K5 q23 0.242 0.981
SNP_A-8711233 15 65850029 rs10518744 MAP2K5 q23 0.105 0.101
SNP_A-8711235 15 65851299 rs16951256 MAP2K5 q23 0.096 0.445
SNP_A-8711241 15 65857673 rs4539549 MAP2K5 q23 0.408 0.561
SNP_A-2026619 15 65859129 rs4489954 MAP2K5 q23 0.333 0.716
SNP_A-2298200 15 65859329 rs3784709 MAP2K5 q23 0.353 0.711
SNP_A-2290742 15 65859435 rs17244601 MAP2K5 q23 0.136 0.411
SNP_A-8478894 15 65859581 rs3784711 MAP2K5 q23 0.402 0.607
SNP_A-2298955 15 65865472 rs4451902 MAP2K5 q23 0.146 0.773
SNP_A-1853662 15 65866142 rs12593640 MAP2K5 q23 0.091 0.572
SNP_A-4239548 15 65866615 rs12593698 MAP2K5 q23 0.094 0.497
SNP_A-8442634 15 65875958 rs12905175 MAP2K5 q23 0.050 0.705
SNP_A-2210511 15 65877754 rs11856999 MAP2K5 q23 0.147 0.159
SNP_A-2293119 15 65877878 rs2127162 MAP2K5 q23 0.498 0.747
SNP_A-2040764 15 65882139 rs1026732 MAP2K5 q23 0.351 0.940
SNP_A-8366379 16 1699795 rs17135499 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.082 0.915
SNP_A-8711954 16 1701320 rs8059926 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.451 0.286
SNP_A-8656410 16 1705214 rs7197815 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.186 0.524
SNP_A-1807499 16 1724143 rs8049415 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.202 0.349
SNP_A-8304299 16 1752973 rs2294616 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.154 0.892
SNP_A-4254678 16 1757432 rs2575369 MAPK8IP3 p13.3 0.432 0.610
SNP_A-1845900 16 23761929 rs2188360 PRKCB p12.1 0.248 0.978
SNP_A-8374349 16 23772091 rs7404095 PRKCB p12.1 0.437 0.844
SNP_A-2070924 16 23772225 rs7404005 PRKCB p12.1 0.230 0.542
SNP_A-8490323 16 23773033 rs2106375 PRKCB p12.1 0.208 0.667
SNP_A-4292296 16 23773724 rs8056879 PRKCB p12.1 0.365 0.663
SNP_A-2089348 16 23773826 rs17809041 PRKCB p12.1 0.109 0.573
SNP_A-4298603 16 23774158 rs3785404 PRKCB p12.1 0.158 0.876
SNP_A-1876648 16 23774414 rs11074583 PRKCB p12.1 0.441 0.557
SNP_A-2176135 16 23774524 rs3785403 PRKCB p12.1 0.387 0.955
SNP_A-4248739 16 23775277 rs2188355 PRKCB p12.1 0.386 0.903
SNP_A-1881140 16 23777018 rs10852256 PRKCB p12.1 0.443 0.252
SNP_A-4257477 16 23784730 rs3826260 PRKCB p12.1 0.209 0.816
SNP_A-8588489 16 23784990 rs3826259 PRKCB p12.1 0.492 0.930
SNP_A-4196839 16 23789545 rs8047317 PRKCB p12.1 0.444 0.735
SNP_A-1785710 16 23790049 rs1468130 PRKCB p12.1 0.496 0.446
SNP_A-8530187 16 23795684 rs9940072 PRKCB p12.1 0.499 0.445
SNP_A-8583383 16 23798236 rs4592664 PRKCB p12.1 0.183 0.197
SNP_A-2181637 16 23799646 rs1557671 PRKCB p12.1 0.242 0.985
SNP_A-8622917 16 23810657 rs3785396 PRKCB p12.1 0.267 0.231
SNP_A-8369294 16 23817486 rs11644907 PRKCB p12.1 0.324 0.293
SNP_A-8414453 16 23819637 rs10775269 PRKCB p12.1 0.430 0.255
SNP_A-8402079 16 23831007 rs1858871 PRKCB p12.1 0.419 0.488
SNP_A-2050242 16 23832068 rs6497704 PRKCB p12.1 0.051 0.245
SNP_A-2004623 16 23833975 rs3785394 PRKCB p12.1 0.369 0.618
SNP_A-2064728 16 23839214 rs2188356 PRKCB p12.1 0.447 0.263
SNP_A-1789890 16 23846939 rs12932420 PRKCB p12.1 0.439 0.196
SNP_A-1860175 16 23852120 rs8051531 PRKCB p12.1 0.385 0.691
SNP_A-1890150 16 23852213 rs8051700 PRKCB p12.1 0.431 0.607
SNP_A-1866212 16 23857413 rs8053880 PRKCB p12.1 0.381 0.700
SNP_A-2248922 16 23857686 rs8055831 PRKCB p12.1 0.380 0.652
SNP_A-2172009 16 23861629 rs17810486 PRKCB p12.1 0.058 0.162
SNP_A-1915601 16 23862011 rs195996 PRKCB p12.1 0.419 0.842
SNP_A-8550101 16 23864466 rs195999 PRKCB p12.1 0.431 0.478
SNP_A-1827542 16 23866472 rs7196543 PRKCB p12.1 0.364 0.592
SNP_A-4297289 16 23866921 rs1989647 PRKCB p12.1 0.363 0.833
SNP_A-2093948 16 23871505 rs9940479 PRKCB p12.1 0.153 0.630
SNP_A-2140826 16 23871593 rs120908 PRKCB p12.1 0.398 0.520
SNP_A-2227424 16 23873587 rs196004 PRKCB p12.1 0.399 0.409
SNP_A-1890610 16 23883794 rs4238948 PRKCB p12.1 0.364 0.251
SNP_A-1900528 16 23884492 rs196008 PRKCB p12.1 0.493 0.516
SNP_A-8312987 16 23885388 rs886116 PRKCB p12.1 0.066 0.406
SNP_A-2112564 16 23891757 rs2340988 PRKCB p12.1 0.463 0.266
SNP_A-8601754 16 23893896 rs2560401 PRKCB p12.1 0.050 0.658
SNP_A-1797460 16 23894721 rs2560402 PRKCB p12.1 0.161 0.081
SNP_A-8432561 16 23896190 rs196012 PRKCB p12.1 0.205 0.612
SNP_A-8639169 16 23897168 rs196015 PRKCB p12.1 0.168 0.540
SNP_A-2111531 16 23905489 rs7197785 PRKCB p12.1 0.431 0.614
SNP_A-1901391 16 23914288 rs4788192 PRKCB p12.1 0.393 0.939
SNP_A-1900564 16 23921025 rs7192816 PRKCB p12.1 0.393 0.990
SNP_A-1817659 16 23922112 rs11074598 PRKCB p12.1 0.435 0.376
SNP_A-8312993 16 23923602 rs10492795 PRKCB p12.1 0.060 0.202
SNP_A-8600763 16 23925135 rs195992 PRKCB p12.1 0.082 0.037
SNP_A-1821397 16 23926364 rs4788423 PRKCB p12.1 0.358 0.897
SNP_A-2273154 16 23926713 rs8055243 PRKCB p12.1 0.330 0.919
SNP_A-8533554 16 23930898 rs17811655 PRKCB p12.1 0.135 0.436
SNP_A-4268738 16 23931809 rs4788426 PRKCB p12.1 0.342 0.520
SNP_A-8532776 16 23937663 rs11865731 PRKCB p12.1 0.250 0.159
SNP_A-8298736 16 23941146 rs7199551 PRKCB p12.1 0.413 0.792
SNP_A-8427783 16 23942936 rs7188812 PRKCB p12.1 0.297 0.168
SNP_A-8593480 16 23946409 rs12445528 PRKCB p12.1 0.064 0.305
SNP_A-8717447 16 23946514 rs7202459 PRKCB p12.1 0.280 0.356
SNP_A-1782983 16 23953095 rs4787291 PRKCB p12.1 0.193 0.956
SNP_A-8676193 16 23957189 rs2046892 PRKCB p12.1 0.461 0.117
SNP_A-2185697 16 23965640 rs16940401 PRKCB p12.1 0.152 0.321
SNP_A-8416794 16 23967796 rs17812348 PRKCB p12.1 0.213 0.242
SNP_A-4242819 16 23978645 rs8051750 PRKCB p12.1 0.158 0.648
SNP_A-8290202 16 23978982 rs7193148 PRKCB p12.1 0.158 0.681
SNP_A-2079303 16 23994362 rs9923820 PRKCB p12.1 0.055 0.918
SNP_A-4193350 16 23995885 rs9938298 PRKCB p12.1 0.246 0.228
SNP_A-8353462 16 24006028 rs6497721 PRKCB p12.1 0.084 0.088
SNP_A-2238056 16 24007245 rs1014632 PRKCB p12.1 0.438 0.695
SNP_A-2029202 16 24010063 rs2560406 PRKCB p12.1 0.440 0.571
SNP_A-8571686 16 24011478 rs9928102 PRKCB p12.1 0.076 0.805
SNP_A-2044622 16 24022987 rs405322 PRKCB p12.1 0.480 0.903
SNP_A-8425689 16 24023323 rs392715 PRKCB p12.1 0.338 0.329
SNP_A-4243810 16 24024978 rs2470688 PRKCB p12.1 0.480 0.967
SNP_A-1848989 16 24035866 rs174828 PRKCB p12.1 0.482 0.993
SNP_A-8524392 16 24035888 rs198197 PRKCB p12.1 0.419 0.972
SNP_A-8491715 16 24036955 rs198199 PRKCB p12.1 0.236 0.219
SNP_A-8630995 16 24037686 rs9937112 PRKCB p12.1 0.088 0.364
SNP_A-2030963 16 24039886 rs198182 PRKCB p12.1 0.237 0.224
SNP_A-8303509 16 24040070 rs11074606 PRKCB p12.1 0.303 0.554
SNP_A-8613070 16 24041822 rs9939028 PRKCB p12.1 0.312 0.733
SNP_A-4293880 16 24042613 rs1013316 PRKCB p12.1 0.358 0.632
SNP_A-8629437 16 24043702 rs198188 PRKCB p12.1 0.482 0.158
SNP_A-4242825 16 24052529 rs375624 PRKCB p12.1 0.341 0.353
SNP_A-1921094 16 24056542 rs198202 PRKCB p12.1 0.348 0.271
SNP_A-1863454 16 24056638 rs16973277 PRKCB p12.1 0.091 0.310
SNP_A-1797251 16 24059968 rs381901 PRKCB p12.1 0.260 0.345
SNP_A-2030375 16 24064447 rs2238493 PRKCB p12.1 0.099 0.618
SNP_A-2024152 16 24064671 rs400066 PRKCB p12.1 0.355 0.751
SNP_A-8466968 16 24065071 rs416951 PRKCB p12.1 0.352 0.752
SNP_A-4194607 16 24066835 rs430151 PRKCB p12.1 0.354 0.775
SNP_A-4234949 16 24071789 rs408882 PRKCB p12.1 0.356 0.728
SNP_A-2078655 16 24072225 rs373634 PRKCB p12.1 0.244 0.768
SNP_A-1944736 16 24072424 rs377133 PRKCB p12.1 0.355 0.838
SNP_A-8701863 16 24086743 rs2283548 PRKCB p12.1 0.246 0.270
SNP_A-8475113 16 24094062 rs11649514 PRKCB p12.1 0.126 0.159
SNP_A-8290204 16 24104683 rs2239344 PRKCB p12.1 0.355 0.704
SNP_A-1886429 16 24106351 rs198142 PRKCB p12.1 0.059 0.539
SNP_A-8672640 16 24109959 rs3729904 PRKCB p12.1 0.268 0.261
SNP_A-8702073 16 24110116 rs198145 PRKCB p12.1 0.415 0.477
SNP_A-8552188 16 24115010 rs1548384 PRKCB p12.1 0.190 0.978
SNP_A-8388565 16 24115989 rs2283549 PRKCB p12.1 0.208 0.316
SNP_A-2269698 16 24118877 rs437545 PRKCB p12.1 0.082 0.949
SNP_A-8536185 16 24121088 rs12445719 PRKCB p12.1 0.128 0.976
SNP_A-8631355 16 24125535 rs1034600 PRKCB p12.1 0.209 0.321
SNP_A-1857696 16 24129259 rs10852263 PRKCB p12.1 0.210 0.370
SNP_A-1871220 16 24134241 rs3785380 PRKCB p12.1 0.056 0.953
SNP_A-1792118 16 24137386 rs2239339 PRKCB p12.1 0.177 0.468
SNP_A-1792119 16 24138181 rs2239340 PRKCB p12.1 0.229 0.205
SNP_A-2004625 16 24138749 rs3729908 PRKCB p12.1 0.121 0.993
SNP_A-8474677 17 3710682 rs9135 CAMKK1 p13.2 0.485 0.922
SNP_A-8313730 17 3728542 rs8065798 CAMKK1 p13.2 0.461 0.083
SNP_A-8302477 17 3733656 rs758642 CAMKK1 p13.2 0.348 0.690
SNP_A-8709961 17 3740196 rs753512 CAMKK1 p13.2 0.305 0.307
SNP_A-8605871 17 11871706 rs8067785 MAP2K4 p12 0.131 0.832
SNP_A-1839176 17 11875751 rs17613899 MAP2K4 p12 0.070 0.514
SNP_A-1852889 17 11897717 rs976244 MAP2K4 p12 0.229 0.432
SNP_A-1826290 17 11912342 rs12953206 MAP2K4 p12 0.227 0.500
SNP_A-1839185 17 11917225 rs2159140 MAP2K4 p12 0.229 0.462
SNP_A-8499970 17 11918677 rs12051769 MAP2K4 p12 0.244 0.694
SNP_A-1801873 17 11922171 rs2041152 MAP2K4 p12 0.228 0.476
SNP_A-8544946 17 11924957 rs8069300 MAP2K4 p12 0.477 0.221
SNP_A-2146686 17 11925064 rs9907196 MAP2K4 p12 0.229 0.448
SNP_A-2240760 17 11929892 rs929441 MAP2K4 p12 0.228 0.476
SNP_A-2149870 17 11931404 rs10432016 MAP2K4 p12 0.475 0.285
SNP_A-8552754 17 11961213 rs8082104 MAP2K4 p12 0.231 0.555
SNP_A-8287493 17 11965072 rs2108496 MAP2K4 p12 0.282 0.989
SNP_A-8363981 17 11971834 rs8065164 MAP2K4 p12 0.319 0.553
SNP_A-8406599 17 11978533 rs12942507 MAP2K4 p12 0.322 0.612
SNP_A-8468750 17 21138998 rs2363226 MAP2K3 p11.2 0.376 0.147
SNP_A-1896113 17 21143931 rs12451239 MAP2K3 p11.2 0.200 0.243
SNP_A-1866779 17 21154375 rs9901404 MAP2K3 p11.2 0.493 0.054
SNP_A-2107388 17 21154846 rs6587138 MAP2K3 p11.2 0.197 0.131
SNP_A-8635525 17 21157832 rs4114291 MAP2K3 p11.2 0.451 0.333
SNP_A-2245106 17 40702763 rs4792809 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.265 0.235
SNP_A-8563382 17 40703393 rs11574831 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.140 0.527
SNP_A-4284378 17 40705703 rs7214657 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.257 0.715
SNP_A-8416863 17 40706449 rs11079502 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.460 0.421
SNP_A-2243646 17 40709546 rs16939943 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.147 0.246
SNP_A-2295307 17 40715911 rs7207549 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.265 0.580
SNP_A-8416115 17 40732230 rs2867316 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.341 0.206
SNP_A-8326507 17 40738883 rs9908330 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.483 0.290
SNP_A-8455367 17 40741132 rs12449740 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.472 0.223
SNP_A-8654263 17 40744196 rs17686001 MAP3K14 q21.31 0.175 0.559
SNP_A-8508351 17 59056721 rs16947005 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.265 0.473
SNP_A-8699960 17 59075874 rs12940055 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.112 0.633
SNP_A-4244679 17 59078427 rs8081612 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.263 0.471
SNP_A-2005247 17 59082613 rs8075273 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.265 0.439
SNP_A-4279365 17 59116763 rs11658329 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.265 0.699
SNP_A-8304923 17 59123188 rs7211213 MAP3K3 q23.3 0.265 0.464
SNP_A-1921805 17 61733114 rs12601850 PRKCA q24.2 0.417 0.586
SNP_A-2182929 17 61735623 rs9901804 PRKCA q24.2 0.110 0.847
SNP_A-8637914 17 61737476 rs7210446 PRKCA q24.2 0.449 0.697
SNP_A-8330608 17 61738935 rs4577128 PRKCA q24.2 0.447 0.570
SNP_A-1858482 17 61748819 rs9912468 PRKCA q24.2 0.449 0.553
SNP_A-8395196 17 61762063 rs9903921 PRKCA q24.2 0.355 0.512
SNP_A-8395590 17 61763024 rs7218425 PRKCA q24.2 0.267 0.689
SNP_A-2188680 17 61777799 rs9903792 PRKCA q24.2 0.389 0.714
SNP_A-2269380 17 61789701 rs9895580 PRKCA q24.2 0.372 0.841
SNP_A-8525545 17 61793662 rs4411531 PRKCA q24.2 0.160 0.934
SNP_A-8396213 17 61798509 rs10512510 PRKCA q24.2 0.071 0.603
SNP_A-2136772 17 61800371 rs8075066 PRKCA q24.2 0.295 0.353
SNP_A-1867407 17 61801177 rs9891403 PRKCA q24.2 0.231 0.796
SNP_A-2267087 17 61813324 rs8069142 PRKCA q24.2 0.230 0.965
SNP_A-8612052 17 61813438 rs8069454 PRKCA q24.2 0.230 0.874
SNP_A-2099497 17 61813793 rs4536508 PRKCA q24.2 0.139 0.305
SNP_A-8504826 17 61814680 rs7218479 PRKCA q24.2 0.138 0.281
SNP_A-8381596 17 61815564 rs8080178 PRKCA q24.2 0.158 0.914
SNP_A-8623640 17 61816181 rs12051710 PRKCA q24.2 0.173 0.982
SNP_A-2225088 17 61817790 rs6504424 PRKCA q24.2 0.296 0.325
SNP_A-1867375 17 61828086 rs6504425 PRKCA q24.2 0.111 0.519
SNP_A-4251226 17 61828388 rs7207097 PRKCA q24.2 0.151 0.199
SNP_A-1955964 17 61839105 rs4630585 PRKCA q24.2 0.111 0.527
SNP_A-8490444 17 61840164 rs6504428 PRKCA q24.2 0.112 0.464
SNP_A-8378754 17 61840241 rs12450967 PRKCA q24.2 0.384 0.902
SNP_A-8646906 17 61841876 rs16959227 PRKCA q24.2 0.099 0.992
SNP_A-8395521 17 61843846 rs2319523 PRKCA q24.2 0.374 0.557
SNP_A-1959432 17 61844384 rs16959229 PRKCA q24.2 0.143 0.825
SNP_A-2240932 17 61849811 rs16959238 PRKCA q24.2 0.242 0.341
SNP_A-4244095 17 61850787 rs7502206 PRKCA q24.2 0.081 0.270
SNP_A-2292968 17 61853472 rs9900927 PRKCA q24.2 0.080 0.285
SNP_A-8395511 17 61858325 rs9913908 PRKCA q24.2 0.287 0.336
SNP_A-8534437 17 61859144 rs973753 PRKCA q24.2 0.179 0.241
SNP_A-4287828 17 61861309 rs6504432 PRKCA q24.2 0.079 0.311
SNP_A-2291229 17 61862056 rs7405806 PRKCA q24.2 0.352 0.906
SNP_A-2286282 17 61862086 rs7211524 PRKCA q24.2 0.075 0.348
SNP_A-2121258 17 61870469 rs990082 PRKCA q24.2 0.283 0.370
SNP_A-2053164 17 61870528 rs990083 PRKCA q24.2 0.308 0.420
SNP_A-2256224 17 61874091 rs228884 PRKCA q24.2 0.416 0.605
SNP_A-8447977 17 61878183 rs12452749 PRKCA q24.2 0.053 0.568
SNP_A-8629006 17 61878733 rs4082895 PRKCA q24.2 0.420 0.035
SNP_A-2241731 17 61883690 rs17771145 PRKCA q24.2 0.129 0.509
SNP_A-8382030 17 61885383 rs11869711 PRKCA q24.2 0.093 0.211
SNP_A-2060532 17 61885422 rs7221805 PRKCA q24.2 0.398 0.035
SNP_A-8678901 17 61890846 rs1072186 PRKCA q24.2 0.051 0.615
SNP_A-8526258 17 61893622 rs3843733 PRKCA q24.2 0.348 0.070
SNP_A-8684341 17 61903483 rs3848421 PRKCA q24.2 0.384 0.062
SNP_A-2027230 17 61903734 rs3888658 PRKCA q24.2 0.186 0.339
SNP_A-2127143 17 61907910 rs34488708 PRKCA q24.2 0.195 0.155
SNP_A-4201798 17 61911986 rs3848418 PRKCA q24.2 0.390 0.102
SNP_A-1783252 17 61912594 rs7224628 PRKCA q24.2 0.371 0.093
SNP_A-2049686 17 61912613 rs7225164 PRKCA q24.2 0.387 0.073
SNP_A-8480899 17 61919593 rs179275 PRKCA q24.2 0.333 0.904
SNP_A-8431703 17 61931405 rs2244497 PRKCA q24.2 0.347 0.815
SNP_A-4243251 17 61935106 rs228879 PRKCA q24.2 0.429 0.987
SNP_A-8405427 17 61938022 rs7211424 PRKCA q24.2 0.482 0.879
SNP_A-2081967 17 61940872 rs4622543 PRKCA q24.2 0.481 0.751
SNP_A-8676631 17 61942083 rs2885290 PRKCA q24.2 0.482 0.785
SNP_A-4292811 17 61942803 rs16959447 PRKCA q24.2 0.181 0.842
SNP_A-2180370 17 61944200 rs16959450 PRKCA q24.2 0.181 0.849
SNP_A-2021999 17 61944322 rs9896922 PRKCA q24.2 0.425 0.902
SNP_A-2070533 17 61944340 rs9897124 PRKCA q24.2 0.481 0.751
SNP_A-2190727 17 61948895 rs9908953 PRKCA q24.2 0.326 0.748
SNP_A-1873918 17 61948969 rs956952 PRKCA q24.2 0.187 0.894
SNP_A-2221459 17 61948989 rs8080727 PRKCA q24.2 0.336 0.702
SNP_A-4232536 17 61949332 rs1355984 PRKCA q24.2 0.190 0.929
SNP_A-1804756 17 61949724 rs16959508 PRKCA q24.2 0.190 0.922
SNP_A-2294345 17 61949893 rs16959510 PRKCA q24.2 0.191 0.890
SNP_A-2097923 17 61952114 rs16959514 PRKCA q24.2 0.184 0.981
SNP_A-8303780 17 61956857 rs1806448 PRKCA q24.2 0.243 0.457
SNP_A-2087723 17 61960104 rs6504441 PRKCA q24.2 0.330 0.628
SNP_A-1863104 17 61960613 rs9898205 PRKCA q24.2 0.426 0.788
SNP_A-4193637 17 61963519 rs9908167 PRKCA q24.2 0.391 0.192
SNP_A-8404731 17 61965362 rs9303510 PRKCA q24.2 0.228 0.469
SNP_A-4199748 17 61965600 rs10512513 PRKCA q24.2 0.467 0.253
SNP_A-8328793 17 61966341 rs2361486 PRKCA q24.2 0.185 0.827
SNP_A-4216996 17 61968793 rs4791051 PRKCA q24.2 0.470 0.400
SNP_A-8412006 17 61968926 rs11656279 PRKCA q24.2 0.053 0.568
SNP_A-8418885 17 61972174 rs4791049 PRKCA q24.2 0.080 0.303
SNP_A-8460686 17 61976025 rs1533344 PRKCA q24.2 0.084 0.222
SNP_A-8597495 17 61976115 rs11658528 PRKCA q24.2 0.080 0.663
SNP_A-4221069 17 61976384 rs7220127 PRKCA q24.2 0.437 0.648
SNP_A-1958321 17 61976744 rs11869821 PRKCA q24.2 0.131 0.887
SNP_A-2200892 17 61977504 rs16959604 PRKCA q24.2 0.131 0.887
SNP_A-8543855 17 61979435 rs11871291 PRKCA q24.2 0.132 0.929
SNP_A-8441385 17 61984879 rs16959643 PRKCA q24.2 0.259 0.841
SNP_A-1914091 17 61997624 rs7219499 PRKCA q24.2 0.491 0.753
SNP_A-2118344 17 61999089 rs8066055 PRKCA q24.2 0.491 0.664
SNP_A-1811249 17 62002932 rs9904266 PRKCA q24.2 0.489 0.895
SNP_A-8499176 17 62003178 rs9905351 PRKCA q24.2 0.419 0.685
SNP_A-2152891 17 62005044 rs8069859 PRKCA q24.2 0.163 0.458
SNP_A-1928161 17 62005954 rs9900353 PRKCA q24.2 0.498 0.936
SNP_A-8695792 17 62007136 rs16969771 PRKCA q24.2 0.162 0.345
SNP_A-8315530 17 62009304 rs8072557 PRKCA q24.2 0.340 0.909
SNP_A-4283037 17 62009399 rs41493450 PRKCA q24.2 0.114 0.241
SNP_A-4255468 17 62009413 rs8072741 PRKCA q24.2 0.341 0.957
SNP_A-8582026 17 62012473 rs9646428 PRKCA q24.2 0.341 0.994
SNP_A-8549981 17 62012633 rs9646423 PRKCA q24.2 0.254 0.970
SNP_A-8567520 17 62013785 rs11867563 PRKCA q24.2 0.157 0.394
SNP_A-8384035 17 62029903 rs9896134 PRKCA q24.2 0.241 0.803
SNP_A-8654964 17 62030661 rs17759410 PRKCA q24.2 0.159 0.283
SNP_A-1947916 17 62030921 rs17686174 PRKCA q24.2 0.255 0.976
SNP_A-8589384 17 62031050 rs8076312 PRKCA q24.2 0.357 0.663
SNP_A-8655183 17 62032253 rs9897094 PRKCA q24.2 0.343 0.865
SNP_A-8296369 17 62035966 rs17686310 PRKCA q24.2 0.191 0.226
SNP_A-8384953 17 62037186 rs9908814 PRKCA q24.2 0.193 0.115
SNP_A-4243757 17 62037797 rs227915 PRKCA q24.2 0.159 0.922
SNP_A-8403981 17 62037856 rs227913 PRKCA q24.2 0.353 0.227
SNP_A-8403980 17 62038189 rs170586 PRKCA q24.2 0.441 0.664
SNP_A-1906768 17 62051541 rs10451280 PRKCA q24.2 0.078 0.333
SNP_A-8560715 17 62051846 rs16959756 PRKCA q24.2 0.161 0.764
SNP_A-8318654 17 62056995 rs877447 PRKCA q24.2 0.486 0.132
SNP_A-1956367 17 62057774 rs980346 PRKCA q24.2 0.490 0.181
SNP_A-8475669 17 62058850 rs11079662 PRKCA q24.2 0.170 0.538
SNP_A-8349618 17 62065178 rs12451852 PRKCA q24.2 0.065 0.669
SNP_A-4256707 17 62067234 rs17760398 PRKCA q24.2 0.065 0.696
SNP_A-8434479 17 62076618 rs1860985 PRKCA q24.2 0.069 0.562
SNP_A-2048555 17 62080864 rs12600582 PRKCA q24.2 0.268 0.085
SNP_A-8624311 17 62081128 rs9893679 PRKCA q24.2 0.473 0.027
SNP_A-4223013 17 62085377 rs9911259 PRKCA q24.2 0.485 0.612
SNP_A-2199130 17 62085478 rs17688050 PRKCA q24.2 0.218 0.714
SNP_A-1808534 17 62085528 rs16959880 PRKCA q24.2 0.485 0.532
SNP_A-4255015 17 62088612 rs16959890 PRKCA q24.2 0.170 0.532
SNP_A-2287011 17 62091986 rs9896549 PRKCA q24.2 0.446 0.716
SNP_A-2050183 17 62093465 rs12450569 PRKCA q24.2 0.055 0.550
SNP_A-1825738 17 62093747 rs7207345 PRKCA q24.2 0.237 0.984
SNP_A-8427406 17 62096890 rs9907013 PRKCA q24.2 0.070 0.990
SNP_A-8519187 17 62097085 rs11868943 PRKCA q24.2 0.222 0.915
SNP_A-8439372 17 62114727 rs17689224 PRKCA q24.2 0.204 0.436
SNP_A-8440229 17 62115027 rs1010546 PRKCA q24.2 0.117 0.175
SNP_A-4251177 17 62117908 rs1010544 PRKCA q24.2 0.245 0.203
SNP_A-8331770 17 62128843 rs9912033 PRKCA q24.2 0.170 0.772
SNP_A-1883468 17 62132371 rs16960077 PRKCA q24.2 0.054 0.542
SNP_A-4251175 17 62133841 rs7217618 PRKCA q24.2 0.456 0.387
SNP_A-1867036 17 62134339 rs10491200 PRKCA q24.2 0.053 0.545
SNP_A-8502197 17 62137923 rs16960091 PRKCA q24.2 0.169 0.679
SNP_A-8298509 17 62139491 rs17689871 PRKCA q24.2 0.274 0.195
SNP_A-1920173 17 62145570 rs9900205 PRKCA q24.2 0.198 0.570
SNP_A-8704198 17 62146859 rs9914723 PRKCA q24.2 0.204 0.700
SNP_A-2222070 17 62147088 rs16960114 PRKCA q24.2 0.202 0.231
SNP_A-2189084 17 62148608 rs4630584 PRKCA q24.2 0.380 0.373
SNP_A-2055994 17 62148632 rs4465636 PRKCA q24.2 0.205 0.331
SNP_A-8680252 17 62152607 rs7219495 PRKCA q24.2 0.390 0.526
SNP_A-8697206 17 62161348 rs4257241 PRKCA q24.2 0.338 0.423
SNP_A-8440411 17 62161640 rs8067877 PRKCA q24.2 0.366 0.527
SNP_A-8377790 17 62161745 rs6504450 PRKCA q24.2 0.366 0.618
SNP_A-8562075 17 62161864 rs6504452 PRKCA q24.2 0.351 0.669
SNP_A-8320460 17 62163427 rs10853078 PRKCA q24.2 0.272 0.058
SNP_A-8388504 17 62164024 rs12451026 PRKCA q24.2 0.292 0.483
SNP_A-8474698 17 62164112 rs16960132 PRKCA q24.2 0.095 0.036
SNP_A-8496099 17 62167044 rs8082010 PRKCA q24.2 0.069 0.053
SNP_A-1835773 17 62167920 rs3803822 PRKCA q24.2 0.410 0.616
SNP_A-2253886 17 62168179 rs3803821 PRKCA q24.2 0.483 0.348
SNP_A-8288419 17 62168759 rs3803820 PRKCA q24.2 0.070 0.070
SNP_A-1867020 17 62176152 rs4644888 PRKCA q24.2 0.487 0.584
SNP_A-1876174 17 62190050 rs9893560 PRKCA q24.2 0.105 0.615
SNP_A-2146600 17 62196905 rs4381631 PRKCA q24.2 0.493 0.654
SNP_A-1942977 17 62201284 rs17643302 PRKCA q24.2 0.084 0.169
SNP_A-8427742 17 62203761 rs4528612 PRKCA q24.2 0.226 0.220
SNP_A-1867018 17 62204090 rs17710992 PRKCA q24.2 0.308 0.510
SNP_A-8378416 17 62206603 rs9896905 PRKCA q24.2 0.082 0.313
SNP_A-8703022 17 62209616 rs4790904 PRKCA q24.2 0.218 0.402
SNP_A-1826970 17 62209892 rs3889237 PRKCA q24.2 0.395 0.997
SNP_A-2168171 17 62214645 rs9890506 PRKCA q24.2 0.085 0.190
SNP_A-2084000 17 62214665 rs9890888 PRKCA q24.2 0.085 0.425
SNP_A-2301514 17 62214907 rs9896575 PRKCA q24.2 0.086 0.453
SNP_A-2067915 17 62218035 rs4791040 PRKCA q24.2 0.061 0.846
SNP_A-2072295 17 62218356 rs4791037 PRKCA q24.2 0.055 0.499
SNP_A-1952795 17 62219289 rs16960228 PRKCA q24.2 0.054 0.553
SNP_A-8307644 17 62222593 rs8074995 PRKCA q24.2 0.118 0.682
SNP_A-8378992 17 62223795 rs4254365 PRKCA q24.2 0.375 0.994
SNP_A-8437322 17 62227597 rs4791036 PRKCA q24.2 0.103 0.520
SNP_A-8421276 17 62228959 rs7216764 PRKCA q24.2 0.051 0.607
SNP_A-2131637 17 64021487 rs4265886 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.356 0.581
SNP_A-2254722 17 64023679 rs16972996 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.136 0.583
SNP_A-8470906 17 64023836 rs4281788 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.210 0.651
SNP_A-2080107 17 64024620 rs8076465 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.356 0.319
SNP_A-1850614 17 64030258 rs2952275 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.359 0.516
SNP_A-4229112 17 64035235 rs3785906 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.208 0.606
SNP_A-2106125 17 64041374 rs2952271 FAM20A q24.2 0.357 0.330
SNP_A-1873320 17 64042744 rs2952270 FAM20A q24.2 0.300 0.385
SNP_A-2146656 17 64049834 rs2302234 FAM20A q24.2 0.293 0.511
SNP_A-1936451 17 64050013 rs2302235 FAM20A q24.2 0.141 0.765
SNP_A-1868880 17 64051030 rs10491176 FAM20A q24.2 0.131 0.407
SNP_A-1868881 17 64051442 rs2286562 FAM20A q24.2 0.166 0.148
SNP_A-8599938 17 64056940 rs2952314 FAM20A q24.2 0.169 0.925
SNP_A-1878279 17 64057725 rs7213247 FAM20A q24.2 0.164 0.923
SNP_A-4283440 17 64924226 rs707248 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.427 0.620
SNP_A-2311053 17 64924561 rs817549 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.432 0.919
SNP_A-2313584 17 64924711 rs817547 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.428 0.571
SNP_A-8352055 17 64926630 rs8074385 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.063 0.319
SNP_A-2191548 17 64926642 rs817544 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.430 0.590
SNP_A-8329996 17 64934823 rs7209210 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.073 0.871
SNP_A-1822751 17 64934869 rs817555 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.443 0.544
SNP_A-8537516 17 64938207 rs707247 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.476 0.915
SNP_A-8609211 17 64945820 rs12451722 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.420 0.349
SNP_A-8661297 17 64951034 rs9910030 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.075 0.769
SNP_A-1932881 17 64951048 rs12453226 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.417 0.903
SNP_A-1823511 17 64953869 rs2365494 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.075 0.772
SNP_A-8303630 17 64954463 rs6501326 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.494 0.049
SNP_A-8541255 17 64976884 rs2521367 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.343 0.865
SNP_A-2280275 17 64979552 rs2716225 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.489 0.894
SNP_A-8495526 17 64981043 rs12945375 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.173 0.326
SNP_A-8422667 17 64981435 rs2715814 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.485 0.822
SNP_A-4251827 17 64984507 rs2028048 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.167 0.625
SNP_A-8305709 17 64988065 rs9907575 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.072 0.928
SNP_A-8299922 17 64988408 rs11869073 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.164 0.190
SNP_A-8413108 17 64993579 rs9302900 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.263 0.308
SNP_A-4199913 17 64993909 rs8078890 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.468 0.015
SNP_A-1869370 17 64993948 rs8077944 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.472 0.069
SNP_A-8487906 17 65001137 rs2249009 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.425 0.284
SNP_A-8547723 17 65001825 rs739559 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.405 0.632
SNP_A-2240714 17 65013733 rs2074027 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.425 0.202
SNP_A-1821332 17 65017409 rs2716211 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.431 0.604
SNP_A-1894034 17 65023464 rs2715824 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.431 0.520
SNP_A-1803315 17 65024330 rs17769598 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.177 0.316
SNP_A-4275260 17 65024650 rs2251855 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.418 0.470
SNP_A-8413802 17 65026287 rs2716208 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.392 0.414
SNP_A-2211448 17 65033094 rs17691066 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.065 0.669
SNP_A-8292057 17 65033968 rs2074029 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.429 0.989
SNP_A-8400200 17 65034855 rs2074032 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.416 0.831
SNP_A-2092702 17 65037811 rs11869376 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.194 0.143
SNP_A-8657651 17 65038344 rs2716197 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.417 0.625
SNP_A-8611015 17 65047718 rs12600726 MAP2K6 q24.3 0.169 0.655
SNP_A-2042052 18 46346987 rs4939634 MAPK4 q21.1 0.479 0.869
SNP_A-4271010 18 46347255 rs4939635 MAPK4 q21.1 0.479 0.775
SNP_A-1910699 18 46350750 rs8089517 MAPK4 q21.1 0.474 0.788
SNP_A-1910701 18 46351008 rs8093289 MAPK4 q21.1 0.193 0.798
SNP_A-8634224 18 46354353 rs11873590 MAPK4 q21.1 0.236 0.557
SNP_A-2029495 18 46358644 rs4081996 MAPK4 q21.1 0.441 0.672
SNP_A-2077720 18 46358871 rs6508009 MAPK4 q21.1 0.441 0.672
SNP_A-8443809 18 46360410 rs2338830 MAPK4 q21.1 0.245 0.516
SNP_A-1840856 18 46363323 rs4939637 MAPK4 q21.1 0.276 0.174
SNP_A-2084294 18 46365043 rs10432161 MAPK4 q21.1 0.246 0.068
SNP_A-1924448 18 46365439 rs10432162 MAPK4 q21.1 0.246 0.068
SNP_A-4227612 18 46365939 rs1370480 MAPK4 q21.1 0.246 0.068
SNP_A-1843099 18 46372358 rs4322755 MAPK4 q21.1 0.471 0.805
SNP_A-2146390 18 46377759 rs930362 MAPK4 q21.1 0.287 0.339
SNP_A-2307651 18 46378713 rs992595 MAPK4 q21.1 0.473 0.785
SNP_A-1947210 18 46378761 rs17742008 MAPK4 q21.1 0.212 0.484
SNP_A-8310896 18 46383685 rs1437650 MAPK4 q21.1 0.483 0.581
SNP_A-4256042 18 46384530 rs10502909 MAPK4 q21.1 0.318 0.923
SNP_A-4259820 18 46384859 rs3862671 MAPK4 q21.1 0.483 0.756
SNP_A-1948352 18 46394236 rs4599004 MAPK4 q21.1 0.220 0.446
SNP_A-8540435 18 46398569 rs17742138 MAPK4 q21.1 0.244 0.637
SNP_A-2063695 18 46401874 rs1025688 MAPK4 q21.2 0.410 0.592
SNP_A-4250076 18 46402020 rs1437648 MAPK4 q21.2 0.347 0.191
SNP_A-1865911 18 46406082 rs4939992 MAPK4 q21.2 0.067 0.440
SNP_A-1903084 18 46409165 rs9304402 MAPK4 q21.2 0.483 0.694
SNP_A-1800249 18 46411251 rs12604601 MAPK4 q21.2 0.294 0.672
SNP_A-8394969 18 46411609 rs9959686 MAPK4 q21.2 0.491 0.712
SNP_A-1961567 18 46413307 rs4939996 MAPK4 q21.2 0.359 0.247
SNP_A-1913136 18 46413561 rs17718895 MAPK4 q21.2 0.187 0.920
SNP_A-8426085 18 46414902 rs4939641 MAPK4 q21.2 0.187 0.945
SNP_A-1860349 18 46415542 rs2118370 MAPK4 q21.2 0.187 0.945
SNP_A-8382084 18 46416077 rs12454262 MAPK4 q21.2 0.316 0.928
SNP_A-8447346 18 46416160 rs12456953 MAPK4 q21.2 0.316 0.731
SNP_A-1942940 18 46418942 rs17662557 MAPK4 q21.2 0.169 0.627
SNP_A-4283499 18 46419749 rs17804574 MAPK4 q21.2 0.299 0.988
SNP_A-1913499 18 46420290 rs973644 MAPK4 q21.2 0.170 0.853
SNP_A-4250717 18 46420554 rs893316 MAPK4 q21.2 0.218 0.507
SNP_A-2220756 18 46420686 rs934746 MAPK4 q21.2 0.095 0.491
SNP_A-8536496 18 46429046 rs12958523 MAPK4 q21.2 0.429 0.828
SNP_A-8519820 18 46431858 rs11662176 MAPK4 q21.2 0.328 0.938
SNP_A-8330623 18 46434954 rs7235791 MAPK4 q21.2 0.254 0.987
SNP_A-2222541 18 46442790 rs3813086 MAPK4 q21.2 0.245 0.804
SNP_A-8333032 18 46445557 rs8097986 MAPK4 q21.2 0.473 0.424
SNP_A-2071102 18 46448639 rs2051308 MAPK4 q21.2 0.330 0.748
SNP_A-2181980 18 46449257 rs9955932 MAPK4 q21.2 0.475 0.982
SNP_A-1915587 18 46474454 rs17742551 MAPK4 q21.2 0.109 0.275
SNP_A-2276340 18 46474527 rs1545130 MAPK4 q21.2 0.496 0.519
SNP_A-8712770 18 46476105 rs17804724 MAPK4 q21.2 0.108 0.240
SNP_A-8527554 18 46494835 rs12959952 MAPK4 q21.2 0.407 0.368
SNP_A-8648704 18 46497759 rs3794897 MAPK4 q21.2 0.326 0.867
SNP_A-8287196 19 43780301 rs7251456 MAP4K1 q13.2 0.117 0.548
SNP_A-1784555 19 45393021 rs10402740 MAP3K10 q13.2 0.233 0.431
SNP_A-8655530 19 45403173 rs892117 MAP3K10 q13.2 0.500 1.000
SNP_A-8596766 19 59083494 rs307952 PRKCG q13.41 0.281 0.409
SNP_A-8556976 19 59089466 rs8103851 PRKCG q13.41 0.396 0.843
SNP_A-1934646 19 59096288 rs307943 PRKCG q13.41 0.182 0.585
SNP_A-8524335 20 42597752 rs3092590 PKIG q13.12 0.095 0.108
SNP_A-8465870 20 42612081 rs11086929 PKIG q13.12 0.055 0.384
SNP_A-8378404 20 42622942 rs6017364 PKIG q13.12 0.076 0.745
SNP_A-4269175 20 42636532 rs6031659 PKIG q13.12 0.150 0.752
SNP_A-8323666 20 42641966 rs1547430 PKIG q13.12 0.442 0.401
SNP_A-8651892 20 42643249 rs2027871 PKIG q13.12 0.435 0.665
SNP_A-8503749 20 42643895 rs6031663 PKIG q13.12 0.074 0.804
SNP_A-2143008 20 42653390 rs244104 PKIG q13.12 0.147 0.919
SNP_A-2268415 20 42658880 rs244099 PKIG q13.12 0.162 0.963
SNP_A-1781275 20 42659791 rs244098 PKIG q13.12 0.170 0.772
SNP_A-4260238 20 42660410 rs244097 PKIG q13.12 0.151 0.556
SNP_A-8604494 20 42662198 rs244096 PKIG q13.12 0.147 0.904
SNP_A-8518959 22 20445004 rs6928 MAPK1 q11.21 0.439 0.686
SNP_A-8651504 22 20451327 rs5755074 MAPK1 q11.21 0.052 0.271
SNP_A-8587058 22 20451554 rs2266966 MAPK1 q11.21 0.440 0.709
SNP_A-4244267 22 20452149 rs17759598 MAPK1 q11.21 0.166 0.535
SNP_A-2270792 22 20453189 rs2298432 MAPK1 q11.21 0.345 0.639
SNP_A-1880487 22 20461125 rs2283792 MAPK1 q11.21 0.437 0.708
SNP_A-4243307 22 20471825 rs5749939 MAPK1 q11.21 0.054 0.310
SNP_A-4245033 22 20475101 rs5999515 MAPK1 q11.21 0.437 0.536
SNP_A-2120047 22 20476399 rs5999521 MAPK1 q11.21 0.438 0.584
SNP_A-8614321 22 20481821 rs9610338 MAPK1 q11.21 0.438 0.556
SNP_A-4298195 22 20483239 rs2298434 MAPK1 q11.21 0.053 0.064
SNP_A-4201707 22 20487661 rs5749986 MAPK1 q11.21 0.438 0.584
SNP_A-8579523 22 20510183 rs7286558 MAPK1 q11.22 0.071 0.256
SNP_A-4253585 22 20517660 rs5999749 MAPK1 q11.22 0.437 0.483
SNP_A-2046461 22 20520163 rs17759796 MAPK1 q11.22 0.166 0.363
SNP_A-1876854 22 20530530 rs5755694 MAPK1 q11.22 0.415 0.157
SNP_A-8497959 22 20539139 rs9610470 MAPK1 q11.22 0.237 0.138
SNP_A-8428219 22 20543969 rs9610487 MAPK1 q11.22 0.237 0.135
SNP_A-8693764 22 36793087 rs3026688 PICK1 q13.1 0.258 0.556
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Fig. S1. Genotype-independent, subsequent memory analysis for negative information, thresholded at P < 0.05, FDR corrected for whole brain. Sagittal,
coronal, and axial SPM glass-brain projections are shown. L, left side of the brain; R, right side of the brain.
Table S1. Nominal signiﬁcance of associated SNPs (negative pictures free recall, Puncorrected < 0.01) in the hypothesis-testing sample
(n = 723)
Affymetrix marker Chromosome Position dbSNP RS ID Associated gene Cytoband Call rate MAF HWE P Association P
SNP_A-8703022 17 62,209,616 rs4790904 PRKCA q24.2 0.997 0.20 0.697077012 0.000002
SNP_A-1995659 10 12,875,051 rs928337 CAMK1D p13 1.000 0.41 0.353067038 0.00078
SNP_A-1995661 10 12,875,594 rs2493766 CAMK1D p13 0.999 0.37 0.716531688 0.00081
SNP_A-1806035 10 12,887,844 rs4750267 CAMK1D p13 0.997 0.37 0.80609225 0.0012
SNP_A-1936417 10 12,880,848 rs1556408 CAMK1D p13 0.997 0.37 0.797212222 0.0013
SNP_A-8659980 10 12,891,662 rs12358381 CAMK1D p13 1.000 0.27 0.049411446 0.0014
SNP_A-1985684 6 36,127,314 rs17714205 MAPK14 p21.31 0.997 0.13 0.524852836 0.0017
SNP_A-8281277 10 12,874,932 rs928336 CAMK1D p13 0.994 0.43 0.170919012 0.0019
SNP_A-2111454 10 12,890,474 rs10906229 CAMK1D p13 0.999 0.35 0.714469219 0.0020
SNP_A-2108498 6 36,184,912 rs3804452 MAPK14 p21.31 0.999 0.13 0.550959233 0.0024
SNP_A-2222070 17 62,147,088 rs16960114 PRKCA q24.2 0.993 0.20 0.780677016 0.0028
SNP_A-8281665 10 12,876,558 rs1929389 CAMK1D p13 1.000 0.43 0.18044124 0.0030
SNP_A-1816092 10 49,265,870 rs17697960 MAPK8 q11.22 1.000 0.11 0.148347676 0.0033
SNP_A-2000443 10 49,312,216 rs7086275 MAPK8 q11.22 0.999 0.42 0.628650983 0.0041
SNP_A-4248684 10 49,290,273 rs9888128 MAPK8 q11.22 1.000 0.43 0.729951509 0.0045
SNP_A-2000441 10 49,312,152 rs11101320 MAPK8 q11.22 0.994 0.42 0.661763446 0.0047
SNP_A-1781918 10 49,264,246 rs10857560 MAPK8 q11.22 0.999 0.43 0.395575993 0.0048
SNP_A-8637914 17 61,737,476 rs7210446 PRKCA q24.2 0.990 0.44 0.87454757 0.0049
SNP_A-4229112 17 64,035,235 rs3785906 PRKAR1A q24.2 1.000 0.23 0.815795241 0.0054
SNP_A-8550960 7 151,186,459 rs6961830 PRKAG2 q36.1 0.994 0.18 0.93078015 0.0056
SNP_A-1931100 10 12,872,599 rs4747999 CAMK1D p13 1.000 0.41 0.250623163 0.0056
SNP_A-8470906 17 64,023,836 rs4281788 PRKAR1A q24.2 0.999 0.23 0.770857219 0.0061
SNP_A-2163878 10 49,261,724 rs2698761 MAPK8 q11.22 1.000 0.43 0.747074632 0.0062
SNP_A-4222841 10 49,220,700 rs6537561 MAPK8 q11.22 1.000 0.43 0.864461361 0.0064
SNP_A-8676867 6 161,418,462 rs9458114 MAP3K4 q26 0.997 0.07 0.45633922 0.0077
SNP_A-4292124 10 6,539,234 rs4750491 PRKCQ p15.1 0.994 0.34 0.052291675 0.0081
SNP_A-2146600 17 62,196,905 rs4381631 PRKCA q24.2 0.999 0.47 0.596302414 0.0082
SNP_A-2055994 17 62,148,632 rs4465636 PRKCA q24.2 0.994 0.20 0.584940644 0.0093
SNP_A-2237869 10 12,686,538 rs7906212 CAMK1D p13 0.990 0.07 0.752773631 0.0095
SNP_A-8330608 17 61,738,935 rs4577128 PRKCA q24.2 1.000 0.44 0.583248971 0.0096
SNP_A-8366935 6 161,338,632 rs625977 MAP3K4 q26 1.000 0.17 0.586805235 0.0099
Bonferroni-corrected SNPs are in boldface type. HWE, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium; MAF, minor allele frequency; dbSNP RS, reference SNP sequence
number according the National Center for Biotechnology Information SNP data base.
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Table S2. Genotype-dependent differences in arousal and valence ratings (n = 716)
Arousal negative pictures, Valence negative pictures,
Genotype, rs4790904 mean ± SEM mean ± SEM
AA, n = 456 1.67 ± 0.02 2.78 ± 0.01
AG, n = 229 1.67 ± 0.02 2.79 ± 0.01
GG, n = 31 1.64 ± 0.07 2.76 ± 0.04
P = 0.9 P = 0.8
Table S3. Genotype-dependent performance in the 0- and 2-back
task (n = 678)
Accuracy, 0-back, Accuracy, 2-back,
Genotype, rs4790904 mean ± SEM mean ± SEM
AA, n = 428 0.964 ± 0.002 0.869 ± 0.005
AG, n = 219 0.962 ± 0.002 0.873 ± 0.006
GG, n = 31 0.971 ± 0.04 0.874 ± 0.016
P = 0.9 P = 0.6
Table S4. Genotype-dependent memory performance (24-h delay) in the hypothesis-testing
sample (n = 719)
Negative pictures, Positive pictures, Neutral pictures, All pictures,
Genotype, rs4790904 mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM mean ± SEM
AA, n = 456 7.7 ± 0.2 8.1 ± 0.2 4.8 ± 0.1 20.7 ± 0.4
AG, n = 231 7.0 ± 0.2 7.8 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.2 19.0 ± 0.5
GG, n = 32 5.6 ± 0.4 7.1 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.5 16.4 ± 0.8
P = 0.0001 P = 0.07 P = 0.0006 P = 0.0004
de Quervain et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1200857109 2 of 2
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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Background:  The  brain-derived  neurotrophic  factor  (BDNF)  Val66Met  polymorphism  (refSNP  Cluster
Report:  rs6265)  is  a  common  and  functionally  relevant  single  nucleotide  polymorphism  (SNP).  The  gene
itself,  as  well  as the  SNP  rs6265,  have  been  implicated  in  hippocampal  learning  and  memory.  However,
imaging  genetic  studies  have  produced  controversial  results  about  the  impact  of  this  SNP  on hippocampal
volumes  in  healthy  subjects.
Methods:  We  examined  the  association  between  the  rs6265  polymorphism  and  hippocampal  volume  in
643 healthy  young  subjects  using  automatic  segmentation  and  subsequently  included  these  data  in a
meta-analysis  based  on  published  studies  with  5298  healthy  subjects  in total.
Results: We  found  no  significant  association  between  SNP  rs6265  and  hippocampal  volumes  in our  sample
(g  =  0.05,  p  =  0.58).  The  meta-analysis  revealed  a  small,  albeit  significant  difference  in  hippocampal  vol-
umes  between  genotype  groups,  such  that  Met-carriers  had  slightly  smaller  hippocampal  volumes  than
Val/Val  homozygotes  (g =  0.09,  p =  0.04),  an association  that  was  only  evident  when  manual  (g =  0.22,
p  =  0.01)  but  not  automatic  tracing  approaches  (g  =  0.04,  p =  0.38)  were  used.  Studies  using manual  trac-
ing  showed  evidence  for  publication  bias  and  a significant  decrease  in  effect  size  over the  years  with
increasing  sample  sizes.
Conclusions:  This  study  does  not  support  the association  between  SNP  rs6265  and hippocampal  volume
in  healthy  individuals.  The  weakly  significant  effect  observed  in  the  meta-analysis  is  mainly  driven  by
studies  with  small  sample  sizes.  In  contrast,  our  original  data  and  the  meta-analysis  of automatically
segmented  hippocampal  volumes,  which  was  based  on  studies  with  large  samples  sizes,  revealed  no
significant  genotype  effect.  Thus,  meta-analyses  of the association  between  rs6265  and  hippocampal
volumes  should  consider  possible  biases  related  to measuring  technique  and  sample  size.
© 2014  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is  an  open  access  article  under the  CC  BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
Brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) – a member of the
nerve growth factor family – plays an important role in neurogen-
esis and is implicated in several molecular processes in the central
nervous system (Barde et al., 1982; Lu and Gottschalk, 2000; Park
and Poo, 2013). BDNF is highly expressed in the hippocampus, a key
region for adult neurogenesis (De Quervain and Papassotiropoulos,
2006; Milner et al., 1998), and is thought to be involved in learning
and memory (Cunha et al., 2010). Pro-BDNF can induce apoptosis,
while mature BDNF predominantly mediates cell survival and neu-
ronal differentiation (Pang et al., 2004; Korte et al., 1995; Pastalkova
et al., 2006). The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) rs6265
at codon 66 of the BDNF gene predicts a valine (Val) to methi-
onine (Met) substitution in the pro-region of the protein, which
is important for proper BDNF sorting. The Val66Met substitution
has been investigated in a transgenic mouse model of defective
BDNF secretion in hippocampal neurons (Chen et al., 2004; Egan
et al., 2003). BDNF Met/Met mice have smaller hippocampal vol-
umes, less dendritic arbor complexity of hippocampal neurons
and impaired synaptic plasticity, as indicated by a decrease in
NMDA-receptor-dependent long-term depression and long-term
potentiation (Chen et al., 2006; Ninan et al., 2010).
Defects in synaptic plasticity and long-term potentiation, core
mechanisms of hippocampus-dependent learning and memory, are
thought to underlie – at least in part – neurocognitive impairments
in a broad spectrum of neuropsychiatric disorders (Fusar-Poli
et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2013). Another characteristic of neuropsychi-
atric disorders, such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression,
post-traumatic stress disorders and personality disorders, is the
reduction in hippocampal volume (Geuze et al., 2005; Smieskova
et al., 2010; Walter et al., 2012). It is still not clear to what extent
these hippocampal volume abnormalities are driven by genetic
liability (Sullivan et al., 2003). One putative genetic risk factor
of these alterations might be the BDNF polymorphism described
above (Boulle et al., 2012; Frielingsdorf et al., 2010). The effect
of this polymorphism has often been studied in healthy subjects,
because in a healthy population, changes in brain volumes are inde-
pendent of effects of illness or medication, and of disease-related
genetic risk factors (Fusar-Poli et al., 2013; Smieskova et al., 2009).
To date findings from structural magnetic resonance imag-
ing (sMRI) studies investigating genotype-dependent association
of rs6265 SNP on hippocampal volumes are inconsistent. While
three recent meta-analyses report that Met-carriers have smaller
hippocampal volumes than Val/Val homozygotes (Hajek et al.,
2012; Kambeitz et al., 2012; Molendijk et al., 2012a), the relation
between rs6265 and hippocampal volumes is confounded by sev-
eral problems: Firstly, two of these studies (Kambeitz et al., 2012;
Molendijk et al., 2012a) included a variety of neurocognitive disor-
ders, suggesting that hippocampal volumes were probably affected
by burden of illness, medication or comorbid conditions and were
not necessarily related to the SNP per se. Secondly, all of these
meta-analyses incorporated studies with children/adolescents and
elderly subjects. This can be critical, as hippocampal volumes
undergo age-related changes (Karnik et al., 2010; Walhovd et al.,
2011; Goodro et al., 2012). Finally, although one of the previous
meta-analyses focuses exclusively on healthy subjects (Hajek et al.,
2012), the analysis in this study was restricted to manual tracing
of hippocampal volumes without considering automatic measure-
ment techniques.
The present study aimed to control for these confounding fac-
tors. First, we assessed the association between the BDNF rs6265
polymorphism and hippocampal volumes using the automated
tracing technique in 643 healthy young volunteers. Because the
effect size of this association is known to be small (Kambeitz et al.,
2012; Molendijk et al., 2012a), we then increased statistical power
by means of meta-analytic techniques (Kim-Cohen et al., 2006;
Munafò et al., 2009; Brandys et al., 2011). We  therefore performed a
systematic review of the hippocampal volumes in healthy subjects
genotyped for SNP rs6265 and combined these data with our origi-
nal results in a meta-analysis. Additionally, we examined the effect
of potential moderators such as measuring technique, MR mag-
netic field strength, age, gender, ethnicity, Val/Met ratio, sample
size, quality rating, hippocampal volumes normalized to intracra-
nial volume (ICV), and publication year.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Original data of 643 healthy subjects
2.1.1. Participants
We  recruited 643 healthy young subjects (383 women;
age range 18–35 years, mean age ± standard deviation (SD)
22.87 ± 3.22). Participants filled in a self-rating questionnaire con-
cerning their health status, medication, and drug consumption.
All included subjects were free of any physical, neurological or
psychiatric illness, and were taking no medication. 87% of the sub-
jects were students and 91% were right-handed (see Table 1). The
ethics committee of the Canton of Basel approved the experiments.
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Table  1
Overview of included subjects.




Statistics p-Value Effect size*
Age [mean ± SD] 22.75 ± 3.22 413 23.10 ± 3.23 230 F = 1.72 df = 1 0.19 0.003
Sex
Women 254 129 x2 = 1.80 0.18 0.053
Men  159 101 df = 1
Profession
In  education 361 198 x2 = 0.69 0.71 0.033
Working 35 24 df = 2
Not  in education and without job 12 6
Handedness
Right  376 210 x2 = 0.01 0.91 0.004
Left  37 20 df = 1
* Partial eta (!2) is reported for age differences, whereas Cramers V is indicated for sex, profession and handedness differences.
Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects prior to
participation.
2.1.2. Genotyping
DNA was extracted from saliva samples collected with the Ora-
gene DNA sample collection kit using standard procedures (DNA
Genotek Inc., Ontario, Canada). DNA samples were processed on the
Affymetrix® Genome-Wide Human SNP Array 6.0. in one central-
ized microarray facility. rs6265 (refSNP Cluster Report: rs6265) is
represented on the array (AFFY|SNP A-2038925). Generation of SNP
calls and array quality control were performed using the Affymetrix
Genotyping Console Software 3.0 (Affymetrix Inc.). According to the
manufacturer’s recommendation, contrast quality control (QC) was
chosen as QC metric, using the default value of 0.4. All samples pass-
ing QC criteria were subsequently genotyped using the Birdseed
(v2) algorithm. Genotypic outliers were identified using Bayesian
clustering algorithm (Bellenguez et al., 2012) and excluded (for
more details see supplementary material).
2.1.3. Image acquisition and extraction of hippocampal volumes
We acquired an anatomical sequence with a radio-frequency
pulses and rapid gradient-echo (MPRAGE) sequence. For this
sequence, we used the following acquisition parameters: TE
(echo time) = 3.37 ms,  FOV (field of view) = 25.6 cm,  acquisition
matrix = 256 × 256 × 176, voxel size: 1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm.  Using
a midsaggital scout image, 176 contiguous axial slices were placed
along the anterior–posterior commissure (AC–PC) plane covering
the entire brain with a TR = 2000 ms  (" = 8 degrees).
Segmentations of cortical and subcortical structures were
retrieved from FreeSurfer 4.5 and labeling was  based on the
Desikan–Killiany Atlas (Desikan et al., 2006). We  extracted raw
volumes for both hippocampi for n = 805 subjects. Left and right
hippocampal volumes were corrected separately for ICV, age, sex
and differences due to software and gradient updates by using the
z-transformed residuals of a linear regression. Afterwards we did
a separate outlier-control for both hippocampal sides (mean ± 3.5
SD). For all subjects with complete dataset, we  then calculated the
corrected mean value of both hippocampal volumes. For a subgroup
of n = 643 subjects we had additional genetic information regarding
BDNF genotype. The corrected volumetric data of these subjects
were included in all further analyses.
2.1.4. Association analysis
For the genetic association analysis, we used the WG-Permer
software (www.wg-permer.org), with analysis of variance for
quantitative phenotypes. This software corrects nominal p-values
for multiple testing on a permutation-based procedure according
to Westfall and Young (Westfall, 1993).
One-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) and chi-square tests
were used to test for differences between genotype groups of age,
sex, profession and handedness. These statistical analyses were
performed with SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics, Version 20, 2011). Values
are presented as mean ± SD (see Table 1).
2.2. Meta-analysis
2.2.1. Literature search and inclusion criteria
Electronic searches were conducted using PubMed and Embase,
considering all publications until the end of December 2012 with
the following search terms: “BDNF Val66Met” AND “MRI” and
“rs6265” AND “MRI”. Additionally, a retrospective search was
carried out on the reference lists of the included articles. This
resulted in 86 publications, for which the abstracts were screened
(more information is presented in Fig. 1). In this meta-analysis,
we included healthy groups only. Firstly, we  extracted studies
addressing the relation between hippocampal volumes and the
SNP. Secondly, the papers were filtered according to the following
criteria: (a) published in a peer-reviewed journal, (b) reporting a
relation between the SNP rs6265 and sMRI, (c) showing hippocam-
pal data. A total of 27 publications met  these criteria, whereof
from one recent genome-wide association study (GWAS) data of
5 cohorts were obtained (Stein et al., 2012). Altogether a total
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the search strategy and included studies for meta-analysis.
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of 32 samples, 31 previously published and our own data, were
included in this meta-analysis. Criteria for exclusion were: mean
age of participants (<15 or >65 years), not clearly defined healthy
control group, overlapping datasets, and only left or only right
hippocampal volume reported. The authors were contacted when
information essential for the calculation of effect sizes was miss-
ing. Both measuring techniques, i.e. automated and manual tracing,
were included. We  followed the ‘Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses’ (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher
et al., 2010).
2.2.2. Data extraction
The following variables were extracted: First author name, pub-
lication year, number of independent samples per study. For each
independent sample, we extracted sample size of genotype sub-
groups, ethnicity, gender, mean age of sample, Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE; calculated, when not reported), genotyping
method, structural MRI  measurement technique, direction of effect,
field strength of MR  scanner, mean hippocampal volumes and
standard deviation, t-statistic, F-statistic and p-values per geno-
type, and whether the hippocampal volumes were normalized to
ICV. To sustain statistical independence, one single effect size per
sample was used for this meta-analysis.
2.2.3. Quality assessment
Using an 11-item checklist adapted from (Karg et al., 2011) the
quality of the included studies was evaluated. In detail, the crite-
ria were: (1) Funding – role in analysis and interpretation of data,
(2) Sample size, (3) Clear inclusion criteria for participants, (4)
Reported allele distribution, (5) Ethnicity assessed, (6) If mixed eth-
nicity: discussion of problems, (7) IQ/educational level available, (8)
Inter- and intrarater reliability, (9) Report of HWE, (10) Sample in
HWE  and (11) Additional descriptive data including age, gender,
genotyping method, magnetic field strength of scanner. For each
category 0, 1 or 2 points were given. Finally, the included studies
were rated according to the sum of the points and characterized as
high (above 80% of the maximal sum of points), moderately high
(60–79%), moderate (40–59%), moderately low (20–39%), and low
quality studies (below 19%) (for more details see supplementary
tables S1 and S2).
2.2.4. Data analysis
Data were entered into an electronic database and quantitative
meta-analysis was performed using the R 2.15.2 software (R Core
Team, 2012). The effect size was calculated using Hedge’s g, which
provides an unbiased standardized mean difference that incorpo-
rates a correction for small sample sizes (Lipsey and Wilson, 2000).
Hedge’s g values above 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 correspond to small, medium
and large effect sizes respectively. Hedge’s g was calculated using
data of mean hippocampal volumes, standard deviations and sam-
ple sizes. Where these data were not available, we employed the
t-statistic, F-statistic or p-values, together with the correspond-
ing sample sizes. A positive value of the effect size reflected larger
hippocampal volumes in the Val/Val homozygotes than for the Met-
carriers of the SNP rs6265. We  employed a random-effects model
with the DerSimonian-Laird estimator using the metafor package
(DerSimonian and Laird, 1986; Wolfgang Viechtbauer, 2010). The
random-effects model shows more flexibility with respect to effect
size variability between studies and study populations (Cooper
et al., 2009), as it incorporates the between-study variance !2. And
in case of high between-study heterogeneity, the random-effects
model compared to the fixed-effects model is the model of choice
(Ioannidis et al., 2007).
Cochran’s Q test was then used to calculate between-group het-
erogeneity; the magnitude of heterogeneity was assessed by I2
(Higgins and Thompson, 2002). I2 is an estimate of variability across
studies based on heterogeneity rather than chance, ranging from 0
to 100%. Values above 25%, 50% and 75% corresponded to low, mod-
erate and high heterogeneity respectively (Higgins and Thompson,
2002). Furthermore, potential publication bias was investigated by
funnel plot asymmetry and Egger’s regression test (Egger et al.,
1997). In case of a bias, “the trim and fill” method was used sub-
sequently to identify and correct for publication bias detected by
an asymmetric funnel plot (Duval and Tweedie, 2000). A series of
meta-regression analyses was  carried out to assess the impact of
possibly moderating study design characteristics such as publica-
tion year, age of participants, gender ratio, ethnicity, Val/Met ratio,
sample size, quality rating, magnetic field strength, hippocampal
volumes normalized to intracranial volume and applied hippocam-
pal measuring techniques. Most studies used a dominant allele
approach, but two  studies reported an additive allele comparison
(Agartz et al., 2006; Gruber et al., 2012). Nevertheless, these were
treated equivalently in this analysis.
3. Results
3.1. Association analysis of 643 healthy subjects
Of the 643 subjects, 413 were homozygous for the Val allele,
204 were heterozygous Val/Met, and 26 were homozygous for Met
allele. Met-carriers were taken together in a single group. Geno-
type groups did not differ according to age, sex, profession and
handedness (see Table 1). All 643 subjects had complete genotype
information. The genotype distribution did not deviate from the
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (p = 0.90).
As shown in Fig. 2, there were no significant genotype-
dependent differences in the z-transformed scores of the
left (Val/Val homozygous 0.029 ± 0.97 (n = 413), Met-carriers
0.001 ± 0.98 (n = 230); p = 0.25, see Fig. 2), right (Val/Val homozy-
gous 0.048 ± 0.96 (n = 413), Met-carriers 0.043 ± 1.05 (n = 230);
p = 0.12, see Fig. 2) and mean hippocampal volume (Val/Val
homozygous 0.041 ± 0.97 (n = 413), Met-carriers 0.023 ± 1.01
(n = 230); p = 0.15, see Fig. 2). The difference between genotypes in
mean hippocampal volumes resulted in a non-significant g of 0.05
(p = 0.58). We  did not observe a main effect of age or sex as well as no
Fig. 2. Barplot showing left, right and mean bilateral hippocampal volumes
[mm3] ± standard deviation of our original data. Neither the left, right nor mean
bilateral hippocampus showed a significant difference between 230 Met-carriers
and  413 Val/Val homozygotes.
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interaction effect of sex and rs6265 genotype groups on hippocam-
pal volumes (see supplementary methods and supplementary table
S3).
3.2. Description of studies and cohorts included in the
meta-analysis
A total of 4655 subjects in 32 datasets were selected for this
random-effects meta-analysis (Agartz et al., 2006; Bueller et al.,
2006; Cerasa et al., 2010; Chepenik et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2011;
Dutt et al., 2009; Frodl et al., 2007; Gatt et al., 2009; Gonul et al.,
2011; Gruber et al., 2012; Jessen et al., 2009; Joffe et al., 2009;
Koolschijn et al., 2010; Molendijk et al., 2012b; Montag et al., 2009;
Nemoto et al., 2006; Pezawas et al., 2004; Richter-Schmidinger
et al., 2011; Sanchez et al., 2011; Schofield et al., 2009; Smith et al.,
2012; Soliman et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2012; Stern et al., 2008;
Szeszko et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012).
All 27 included studies were published between 2004 and 2012.
This structural MRI  meta-analysis comprises 1771 Met-carriers and
2884 Val/Val homozygotes. For an overview of all included sam-
ples, see Table 2. Ethnicity was reported in 26 samples, of which
19 were performed on a Caucasian sample, 2 on a Japanese sam-
ple, 1 on a Chinese sample and 4 on a sample of mixed ethnicity.
The overall mean age of all datasets providing this information was
31.65 ± 9.0. The Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium did not deviate in 28
datasets, whereas in 3 datasets this parameter could not be calcu-
lated due to insufficient data. Quality analysis showed that most of
the included studies were of high or moderate quality (44% high
and 48% moderate scores, supplementary table S1 and table S2).
3.3. Meta-analysis of one original and 31 previously published
samples
Meta-analysis of all datasets (k = 32) showed evidence for sig-
nificant, albeit weak association between hippocampal volumes
and SNP rs6265 (g = 0.09, se = 0.04, 95% CI = [0.01–0.17], Z = 2.08,
p = 0.0376, see Fig. 3A and table S4), with indications of signifi-
cant between-study heterogeneity (I2 = 38.24%, Q(df = 31) = 50.20,
p = 0.02). The effect was in the direction of slightly smaller hip-
pocampal volumes for Met-carriers than for Val/Val homozygotes.
Visual inspection of the funnel plot indicated evidence for poten-
tial publication bias (Fig. 3B, table S4). This was  quantitatively
confirmed by significant regression intercept in Egger’s regres-
sion test (p = 0.0075). The trim and fill procedure suggested 8
missing studies on the left side of the funnel plot and a cor-
rected non-significant Hedge’s g of 0.02 (95% CI = [−0.07–0.11],
Fig. 3B). Meta-regression analysis did not reveal any effect for
age of participants (  ˇ = −0.08, F(1,30) = 0.18, p = 0.67), gender ratio
(  ˇ = 0.13, F(1,30) = 0.48, p = 0.49), ethnicity of the subjects (  ˇ = 0.26,
F(1,25) = 1.83, p = 0.19), Val/Met ratio (  ˇ = 0.14, F(1,24) = 0.48,
p = 0.50), sample size (  ˇ = −0.23, F(1,30) = 1.71, p = 0.20), quality
rating (  ˇ = −0.32, F(1,24) = 2.74, p = 0.11), magnetic field strength
(ˇ = −0.22, F(1,28) = 1.49, p = 0.23), or hippocampal volumes nor-
malized to ICV (  ˇ = −0.01, F(1,30) = 0.002, p = 0.96). However, the
analysis of the meta-regressions indicated a potential source for
bias related to measurement techniques (  ˇ = 0.43, F(1,29) = 6.55,
p = 0.02) (see Fig. 3C and table S4) and year of publication (  ˇ = −0.38,
F(1,30) = 5.01, p = 0.03) (see Fig. 3A, cumulative meta-analysis, and
table S4).
3.4. Effect of moderators
To further disentangle the moderating effect of the mea-
surement technique, samples were subsequently subdivided into
manually and automatically segmented volumes of the hip-
pocampi. One study using semi-automated analysis was  excluded
from further analysis (Sanchez et al., 2011), leaving 13 samples with
manual tracing (n = 829 subjects) and 18 samples using automated
segmentation (n = 4426 subjects). The detected small effect size
estimate of manual tracing samples indicated significantly smaller
hippocampal volumes for Met-carriers compared to Val/Val sub-
jects (g = 0.22, se = 0.09, 95% CI = [0.05–0.39], Z = 2.51, p = 0.0121,
I2 = 38.12%, Q(df = 12) = 19.39, p = 0.08, Trim and fill: 5 missing stud-
ies on left side of the funnel plot and a corrected non-significant g
of 0.08, see Fig. 4A and table S4). The meta-analysis of the manual
tracing samples revealed significant publication bias (Egger’s test:
z = 3.24, p = 0.0012), significant between-study heterogeneity and
a significant moderator effect only for the sample size (  ˇ = −0.72,
F(1,11) = 12.07, p = 0.01). Analysis of the relation between years of
publication and effect size revealed a significant decrease in the
effect sizes with increasing sample size over the years, but only
for manual tracing samples (see Fig. 5). In contrast, the overall
effect size of the samples using automatic measurement techniques
showed no significant genotype effect (g = 0.04, se = 0.05, 95%
CI = [−0.05–0.13], Z = 0.89, p = 0.3751, I2 = 37.87%, Q(df = 17) = 27.36,
p = 0.05, see Fig. 4B and table S4).
4. Discussion
In this paper, we present a joint analysis of the relation
between the BDNF SNP rs6265 and the hippocampal volumes in
healthy young subjects. Specifically, we  first explored whether hip-
pocampal volumes of 643 healthy individuals differed between
Val/Val homozygotes and Met-carriers. These data were further
incorporated into a meta-analysis of previously published studies
subsuming a total of 5298 healthy subjects.
Hippocampal volume is a heritable quantitative trait (estimates
vary between 40 and 69%). Hence, several studies have analyzed
the association between candidate genes, such as BDNF, and the
hippocampus (Goldman et al., 2008; Peper et al., 2007; Sullivan
et al., 2001). However, the studies investigating the association
between BDNF SNP rs6265 and hippocampal volumes report incon-
sistent findings. Some studies observe BDNF-dependent differences
in hippocampal volumes (Bueller et al., 2006; Montag et al., 2009;
Pezawas et al., 2004; Schofield et al., 2009), whereas others do not
find an association (Agartz et al., 2006; Cerasa et al., 2010; Chepenik
et al., 2009; Cole et al., 2011; Dutt et al., 2009; Frodl et al., 2007;
Gatt et al., 2009; Gruber et al., 2012; Jessen et al., 2009; Joffe et al.,
2009; Koolschijn et al., 2010; Molendijk et al., 2012b; Nemoto et al.,
2006; Richter-Schmidinger et al., 2011; Sanchez et al., 2011; Smith
et al., 2012; Soliman et al., 2010; Stein et al., 2012; Stern et al., 2008;
Szeszko et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012). The
results based on our own  data as well as the meta-analysis across
studies applying automatic hippocampal segmentation do not sup-
port an association between rs6265 and hippocampal volumes.
Several studies report BDNF-dependent volume differences in
the hippocampus of patients with neuropsychiatric disorders such
as bipolar disorder and schizophrenia (Chepenik et al., 2009;
Szeszko et al., 2005) as well as between healthy controls and
patients of the same genotype (Chepenik et al., 2009; Gonul et al.,
2011; Koolschijn et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2012). Other studies
in patient populations found no association of the rs6265 poly-
morphism and hippocampal volumes (Agartz et al., 2006; Cerasa
et al., 2010; Cole et al., 2011; Dutt et al., 2009; Frodl et al., 2007;
Gruber et al., 2012; Jessen et al., 2009; Molendijk et al., 2012b;
Takahashi et al., 2008). Two recent meta-analyses did not find a
significant association of SNP rs6265 and hippocampal structure in
neuropsychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia, bipolar dis-
order, depressive and anxiety disorders (Kambeitz et al., 2012;
Molendijk et al., 2012a). However, the meta-analyses were not con-
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Direction of effect Hippocampal
measuring
technique
Agartz et al. (Agartz
et al., 2006)
2006 104 41.6 ± 8.9 35/69 4 27 73 y◦ Pyrosequencing + 1.5 T Met/Met < Val/Met < Val/ValManual tracing
Bueller  et al. (Bueller
et al., 2006)
2006 36 27.1 ± 6.6 22/14 0 15 21 y◦ PCR-RFLP + 1.5 T Met/Val < Val/Val Manual tracing
Cerasa  et al. (Cerasa
et al., 2010)




2009 18 28 ± 12 12/6 0 6 12 y◦ TaqMan − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Cole  et al. (Cole et al.,
2011)
2011 109 33.0 ± 9.2 54/55 4 37 68 y PCR-RFLP or
TaqMan
+ 1.5 T Met-carriers > Val/Val Manual tracing
Dutt  et al. (Dutt et al.,
2009)
2009 60 40.8 ± 15.1 33/28 – 17 43 y SNuPe
technology
− 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Frodl  et al. (Frodl et al.,
2007)
2007 60 41.6 ± 12.3 29/31 1 19 40 y RT-PCR − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Gatt  et al. (Gatt et al.,
2009)
2009 89 36.2 ± 12.7 28/61 – 26 63 y PCR-RFLP − 1.5 T Met-carriers > Val/Val SPM2: VBM: ROI
Gonul  et al. (Gonul
et al., 2011)
2011 40 29.8 ± 6.4 17/23 0 16 24 y RT-PCR − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Gruber  et al. (Gruber
et al., 2012)
2012 39 38.2 ± 12.8 * 49/57 * 3 12 24 y PCR-RFLP + 1.5 T Met/Met > Val/Met > Val/ValManual tracing
Jessen  et al. (Jessen
et al., 2009)
2009 84 43.9 ± 8.7 40/44 – 29 55 ? TaqMan − 1.5 T and 3 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Joffe  et al. (Joffe et al.,
2009)




2010 90 38.2 ± 13.6 34/56 5 26 59 y Illumina Bead
Array
− 1.5 T Met-carriers > Val/Val Manual tracing
Millan  Sanchez et al.
(Sanchez et al., 2011)
2011 43 57.0 ± 0.9 * 22/122 * – 19 24 ? Illumina Bead
Array






2012 31 37.4 ± 10.1 * 100/57 * 0 10 21 y◦ Four
genotyping
array
− 3.0 T Met/Val < Val/Val SPM5: VBM: ROI
Montag  et al. (Montag
et al., 2009)
2009 87 23.9 ± 4.8 63/24 6 27 54 y RT-PCR + 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val SPM5: VBM: ROI
Nemoto  et al. (Nemoto
et  al., 2006)
2006 109 36.2 ± 12.1 71/38 17 51 41 y TaqMan − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val SPM2: VBM: ROI
Pezawas  et al.
(Pezawas et al., 2004)
2004 111 32.6 ± 9.3 55/56 – 42 69 ? Genotyped + 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val SPM2: VBM: ROI
Richter-Schmidinger
et  al. (Richter-
Schmidinger et al.,
2011)





































2009 161 32.6 ± 13 75/106 6 59 96 y PCR-RFLP − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val SPM2: VBM:
whole brain
Smith  et al. (Smith
et al., 2012)
2012 39 21.2 ± 4.6 19/20 8 10 21 y TaqMan − 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val FreeSurfer: ROI
Soliman et al. (Soliman
et al., 2010)
2010 70 24.9 ± 4.6 34/36 3 32 35 y◦ TaqMan + 3.0 T Met-carriers > Val/Val FreeSurfer: ROI
Stern  et al. (Stern et al.,
2008)
2008 50 31.7 ± 10.5 17/33 0 12 38 y◦ TaqMan + 3.0 T Met/Val < Val/Val FreeSurfer: ROI
Szeszko et al. (Szeszko
et al., 2005)




2008 29 24.2 ± 6.1 12/17 5 11 13 y PCR-RFLP + 1.5 T Met-carriers < Val/Val Manual tracing
Yang  et al. (Yang et al.,
2012)
2012 61 20.5 ± 0.9 * 27/34 17 29 15 y PCR-
Sequencing
− 3.0 T Met-carriers < Val/Val FSL-VBM
BFS  cohort (Stein et al.,
2012)
2012 220 24.0 ± 7.7 115/105 6 82 132 y Illumina Omni
Express
− 1.5 T Met-carriers > Val/Val FSL FIRST
BIG  cohort (Stein et al.,
2012)
2012 1281 22.8 ± 3.3 * 735/546 62 411 808 y Affymetrix
microarray
− 1.5 T and 3 T Met-carriers > Val/Val FSL FIRST
MooDS  cohort (Stein
et al., 2012)
2012 221 33.1 ± 10.0 119/102 – 81 140 y Illumina
Human610-
Quad
− 3.0 T Met-carriers > Val/Val FreeSurfer
TOP  cohort (Stein et al.,
2012)
2012 190 35.8 ± 9.7 91/99 8 55 127 y Affymetrix
Human SNP 6.0
− 1.5 T Met-carriers > Val/Val FreeSurfer
QTIM  cohort (Stein
et al., 2012)
2012 811 23.1 ± 2.8 506/305 37 254 520 y Illumina 610 K − 4.0 T Met-carriers < Val/Val FSL FIRST
HWE, Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium; ICV, intracranial volume; Met, methionine, ROI, region of interest; Val, valine; VBM, voxel-based morphometry; association study cohorts included in Stein et al. (34): BFS, Bipolar Family
Study;  BIG, Brain Imaging Genetic Study; MooDS, Mood Disorders and Schizophrenia; TOP, Thematically Organized Psychosis Study; QTIM, Queensland Twin Imaging Measures; *, reported of larger sample only; ?, not possible
to  calculate;◦ , calculated of raw data.
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Fig. 3. (A) Forest plots of random-effects meta-analysis assessing hippocampal volumes with structural MRI and the BDNF SNP rs6265. Positive effect sizes indicate larger
hippocampi in the Val allele subjects than with the Met  allele subjects. The forest plot of a cumulative meta-analysis shows the change of the evidence over time. Dashed
lines  indicate zero line. (B) Funnel plot with additional trim and fill procedure where white dots indicate the missing studies to correct for potential publication bias. (C)
Meta-regression analysis of the hippocampal measuring technique and the effect of the SNP rs6265, MT: manual tracing, AM:  automatic measurement.
effects may  have influenced the hippocampal volumes (Fusar-Poli
et al., 2013).
Inconsistent findings in studies of healthy subjects and psy-
chiatric patients raise the question if BDNF-dependent structural
hippocampal differences are specific for different developmental
stages. Until now, only few studies have addressed this issue by
investigating the relationship between BDNF and hippocampal vol-
umes in neonates, children and adolescents and also elderly. Two
studies have not observed BDNF-dependent differences in hip-
pocampal volumes in children and adolescents (age range 8–19)
(Mueller et al., 2013; Toro et al., 2009). In contrast, Knickmeyer
and colleagues find rs6265-dependent differences in hippocam-
pal volumes in neonates (Knickmeyer et al., 2013). However, in
order to investigate the influence of developmental stages on
BDNF-dependent effects, additional longitudinal studies will be
necessary. For instance, Knickmeyer and colleagues will implement
a follow-up design, collecting data over several time points (at age
1, 2, 4 and 6 years of age) (Knickmeyer et al., 2013). Moreover,
several studies report hippocampal volume reductions in aging
(Driscoll et al., 2003; Erickson et al., 2010; Malykhin et al., 2008;
Raz et al., 2010). Erikson and colleagues investigated the relation-
ship between serum BDNF levels, age, hippocampal volume and
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Fig. 4. Forest plots of BDNF SNP rs6265 of structural MRI  studies assessing potential publication bias arising from the applied hippocampus analysis technique. (A) Manual
traced  hippocampus; (B) Hippocampus volumes evaluated by automatic measurement; positive effect sizes indicate larger hippocampi in the Val allele subjects compared
to  the Met-carriers. Dashed lines indicate zero line.
memory performance (Erickson et al., 2010). Age was associated
with reduced hippocampal volumes as well as reduced BDNF serum
levels and poorer memory performance. In his review, Von Bohlen
und Halbach suggests a role of BDNF in age-dependent processes
in the hippocampus (Von Bohlen und Halbach, 2010). However,
studies investigating the association of rs6265 with hippocam-
pal volumes in also aged populations report inconsistent results
(Brooks et al., 2014; Karnik et al., 2010; Sanchez et al., 2011).
The importance of the hippocampus in learning and memory is
well established (Squire and Wixted, 2011) and it has been sug-
gested that BDNF plays a role in these processes (Baj et al., 2013;
Cunha et al., 2010). Even though we did not find BDNF-dependent
differences in hippocampal volumes, the absence of difference on
the anatomical level does not rule out that BDNF modulates other
processes in the hippocampus. Indeed, two studies included in this
meta-analysis provide support for BDNF-dependent differences in
Fig. 5. Scatter plot showing the relation between effect size and year of publication
for  the association of the hippocampal volume and BDNF SNP rs6265. The size of the
shapes indicates the sample size of each study. Squares represent the studies that
traced the hippocampus manually; circles represent the studies that measured the
hippocampus automatically. Dashed line indicates zero line.
hippocampal activation during memory paradigms in the absence
of structural differences (Cerasa et al., 2010; Molendijk et al.,
2012b), which is further supported by additional studies analyzing
functional MRI  data (Dennis et al., 2011; Egan et al., 2003; Hariri
et al., 2003; Hashimoto et al., 2008). However, the meta-analysis
by Kambeitz and colleagues did not find an association between
rs6265 and hippocampus-mediated memory activation, which
might be explained by the large variety of paradigms combining
working and episodic memory processes (Kambeitz et al., 2012).
Moreover, meta-analyses assessing an association between rs6265
and declarative memory performance revealed contradictory
results (Kambeitz et al., 2012; Mandelman and Grigorenko, 2012).
In our meta-analysis we  observed an effect of the applied mea-
suring technique (manually traced vs. automatically measured
hippocampal volumes) after we  investigated the effect of sev-
eral moderators due to significant between-study heterogeneity
and publication bias. First, the overall meta-analysis showed a
weakly (g = 0.09) significant association between hippocampal vol-
umes and SNP rs6265. In particular, Val/Val homozygotes had
significantly larger hippocampal volumes than Met-carriers. The
direction of the effect is in accordance with recent meta-analyses
of healthy subjects (Hajek et al., 2012; Kambeitz et al., 2012;
Molendijk et al., 2012a), but the effect size in this study was consid-
erably smaller. To further disentangle the dissociable effect of these
two measurement approaches, subsequent analyses were con-
ducted after separating the samples by the hippocampus measuring
technique. We found that Met-carriers had smaller hippocampal
volumes than Val/Val homozygotes (g = 0.22) when the hippocampi
were manually segmented. In contrast, we did not find a signifi-
cant genotype effect with automatic segmentation (g = 0.04). This
latter result is consistent with the findings of our original sample
in 643 healthy subjects, where we  used the automatic segmenta-
tion technique from FreeSurfer and also with the results of a recent
GWAS analysis in 5776 healthy subjects (Stein et al., 2012). Even
though manual segmentation is generally considered as the gold
standard due to the precise delineation of anatomical structures,
the increasing sample size of imaging studies renders the pro-
cess of manual segmentation less practicable, as it is both costly
and time consuming. Several studies compared manual and dif-
ferent automatic segmentation methods and report comparable
accuracy, sensitivity and reproducibility (Bergouignan et al., 2009;
De Boer et al., 2010; Doring et al., 2011; Morey et al., 2009).
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Specifically, automated segmentation of the hippocampus using
FreeSurfer shows higher correlations with manual segmentation
compared to FSL/First (Doring et al., 2011; Morey et al., 2009).
Nonetheless, it has been shown that, compared to manual seg-
mentation, FreeSurfer and FSL overestimate hippocampal volumes
(Doring et al., 2011; Morey et al., 2009) while they are under-
estimated by SACHA (Bergouignan et al., 2009). However, our
meta-analysis across studies using only manual tracing samples
revealed a publication bias, between-study heterogeneity and a
moderator effect for the sample size. These effects were further
studied in detail to investigate the relation between sample size
and publication year. We  showed that effect sizes shrink as a func-
tion of publication year and sample size. In contrast to the findings
of previous meta-analyses (Kambeitz et al., 2012; Molendijk et al.,
2012a), this decrease in effect size could not be attributed to pub-
lication year alone, but was also linked to an increase in sample
size.
Several limitations of our analyses need to be considered. In our
meta-analysis, we could not address laterality differences or differ-
ences in specific hippocampal sub-regions as many of the included
studies only report total hippocampal volumes. Furthermore, we
explicitly focused on the impact of the rs6265 polymorphism on
hippocampal volumes in healthy subjects, without considering the
effect of other SNPs, gene-gene interactions (Honea et al., 2009)
or gene-environment interactions (Gatt et al., 2009; Gerritsen
et al., 2012). This is of particular relevance, as the impact of the
BDNF SNP rs6265 on hippocampal volume could be modified by
other SNPs that have already been shown to impact the volume
of the hippocampus, such as the Val159Met polymorphism of
catecholamine-O-methyltransferase (COMT) (Cerasa et al., 2008;
Dutt et al., 2009; Ehrlich et al., 2010; Honea et al., 2009; Taylor
et al., 2007), an SNP of ZNF804a (Donohoe et al., 2011; Wei  et al.,
2012) or the intergenic variant rs7294919 (Stein et al., 2012).
Finally, we did not observe a main effect of sex and age on hip-
pocampal volumes, nor did we observe an interaction effect of
sex and genotype on hippocampal volumes. Other studies found
sex- (Cahill, 2006; Goldstein et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2010; Ruigrok
et al., 2013), and age-dependent differences in hippocampal vol-
umes (Driscoll et al., 2003; Malykhin et al., 2008; Raz et al., 2010).
Since the association of rs6265 and age-dependent hippocampal
changes revealed controversial results (Brooks et al., 2014; Karnik
et al., 2010; Sanchez et al., 2011) and the role of sex in this asso-
ciation is not well understood, it would be interesting if future
studies would address these questions. Potential reasons for the
absence of such effects in our original study are the applied cor-
rection for intracranial volume and the limited age-range of our
sample.
In summary, the present study does not support the association
between SNP rs6265 and hippocampal volumes in healthy individ-
uals. The weak effect observed in the meta-analysis is mainly driven
by studies with small sample sizes applying manual segmentation
of hippocampi. Our findings confirm the results of previous results
based on a large sample size. Moreover, our findings demonstrate
an effect of measuring techniques, publication year and sample
size.
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In summary in this thesis we investigated sex dependency and genetic modulation 
(specifically by three genes: NTRK2, PRKCA and BDNF) of emotional processing and 
memory by combining several approaches and methods from various research fields 
(neuroimaging, genetics, epigenetics and psychoneuroendocrinology). Specifically in Spalek 
et al. (in preparation (a)) we analysed sex-dependent differences in emotional processing and 
memory performance, as well as the relation between these differences. Further, we focused 
in Ackermann et al. (2012) on the role of endogenous testosterone levels in emotional 
processing and its neuronal correlates as well as subsequent memory performance in order to 
better understand its potential sex-specific role in these processes. At the genetic level, we 
first examined in Spalek et al. (in preparation (b)) if NTRK2 is relevant also in the context of 
emotion processing in healthy subjects given the extensive evidence in literature of NTRK2 
involvement in psychiatric diseases (Alonso et al., 2008; Boulle et al., 2012; Deo et al., 2013; 
Ernst et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 2013; Hauger et al., 2009; Hill, 2012; Kohli et al., 2010; 
Mahan & Ressler, 2012; Marsden, 2013), which posses as main characteristic emotion 
dysregulation (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Kring & Sloan, 2009). Additionally, we 
investigated to what extend it is related to differences in brain structure as well as in 
methylation levels. Next, given the essential role of protein kinases in basic molecular 
processes of memory, in de Quervain et al. (2012) we looked for associations between genes 
encoding for protein kinases and memory performance. Finally, in Harrisberger et al. (2014) 
we investigated, if a variant in the BDNF gene is related to hippocampal volume, since the 
hippocampus is playing an essential role in memory (Squire & Wixted, 2011). 
Due to the broadness of these topics (sex dependency and genetic modulation) in the 
following the publications will be discussed within their topical categories by first 
summarizing the results, then highlighting the conclusions, third pointing out some 
limitations, and last outline possible clinical implications. 
Concerning the role of sex in emotional processing and memory, in our publication 
“Gender-dependent dissociation between emotional appraisal and memory: a large–scale 
behavioural and fMRI study” (Spalek et al., in preparation (a)) we analysed the behavioural 
data of four different samples, comprising 3’398 subjects. We were able to show that the 
women’s stronger appraisal of emotional material, especially for the negative valence, is 
accompanied by a stronger activation of motor-relevant brain regions as well as the posterior 
cingulate. However, this stronger reactivity in the encoding phase was not linked to sex-
dependent differences in memory performance, although we could show that across sexes 
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emotional stimuli were remembered better than neutral stimuli. By comparing the memory 
data of two different tasks, a free-recall task and a recognition task, we were able to show that 
sex differences regarding memory performance were retrieval setting-dependent. Specifically, 
women outperformed men only in the free recall task, but not in the recognition task, 
suggesting that there was no sex-dependent difference in memory storage. In the publication 
“Testosterone levels in healthy men are related to amygdala reactivity and memory 
performance” (Ackermann et al., 2012) we identified increased emotional arousal ratings as 
well as higher amygdala reactivity to neutral pictures with increasing testosterone levels in 
men, but not in women. Further, increased endogenous testosterone levels in men, but not in 
women, were related to better memory recall of these neutral pictures. 
Taken together, the findings from these two publications provide evidence for sex 
differences on the level of emotional processing with related neuronal activation differences 
as well as in memory performance in specific task settings. Furthermore, amygdala activation 
during processing and additionally memory performance of specifically neutral stimuli are 
modulated by endogenous testosterone levels, but only in men. This may point to a male-
specific role of testosterone in enhancing memory by increasing the biological salience of 
incoming information. These findings add valuable knowledge about the presence of sex 
differences in these cognitive domains and point out the importance of controlling for the 
influence of sex in analyses. 
Some limitations of the presented studies should be considered. Based on the results of the 
publication “Gender-dependent dissociation between emotional appraisal and memory: a 
large–scale behavioural and fMRI study” (Spalek et al., in preparation (a)) we suggested that 
there was no sex-dependent difference in memory storage. The validity of this assessment 
could theoretically be further verified, if imaging during the free recall task would have been 
performed. However this is difficult to implement in terms of feasibility. Another aspect 
concerns the fact that verbal skills and motivational aspects could have influenced the better 
memory performance of females in the free recall task. This is further supported by the 
disappearance of female’s advantage in the recognition task, since both verbal skills and 
motivational aspects are likely to play a less important role there. Concerning our publication 
“Testosterone levels in healthy men are related to amygdala reactivity and memory 
performance” (Ackermann et al., 2012) the relatively small sample size especially of men (n = 
96) has to be mentioned as a limitation. Additionally, it would have been interesting to 
investigate the possibility of amygdala activation mediating the effect of testosterone levels 
on either arousal ratings and memory performance. Two more limitations concern the 
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testosterone measurement. First, due to the pulsatile release of testosterone it would have been 
more reliable to measure testosterone levels based on several samples, not just one. Second, 
we cannot rule out that the absence of the effect in women might be due to the method used 
for testosterone measurement (cotton salivettes; Wirth, Stanton, Gaffey, & Liening, 2012). 
Possible clinical implications of these findings stem mainly from the higher appraisal of 
emotional stimuli, especially negative stimuli, by women. This stronger appraisal might be 
related to their increased vulnerability to psychiatric diseases (Culbertson, 1997; Earls, 1987; 
Holden, 2005; Weinstock, 1999), which have emotional dysregulation as a common 
component (Cole, Michel, & Teti, 1994; Kring & Sloan, 2009). Additionally, the differences 
in brain activation during the emotion processing task in motor-relevant regions as well as 
posterior cingulate might even point to an increased physical reactivity of women to negative 
stimuli, which is also supported by other studies (Bradley et al., 2001; Gard & Kring, 2007; 
Kring & Gordon, 1998; Lithari et al., 2010). 
In the context of genetic modulation, we showed that emotion processing in healthy young 
subjects is associated with a NTRK2 genotype variant. Specifically, in the publication 
“Genetic variants of NTRK2 are associated with emotion processing, a white-matter measure 
and DNA methylation levels in healthy young subjects” (Spalek et al., in preparation (a)) we 
identified an association between a genetic variant of NTRK2 (rs2579372) and emotional 
arousal ratings given during assessment of positive IAPS pictures by two separate samples of 
healthy young subjects (n1 = 1’171, n2 = 707). Furthermore, we observed genotype-dependent 
differences in methylation levels. In a genotype-independent analysis of DTI data from 342 
subjects (subpopulation of n2), we found a negative correlation between mean positive arousal 
ratings and MD values in tracts belonging to the limbic circuits or forming connections from 
other brain regions to these circuits. We also observed genotype-dependent differences in MD 
values. Interestingly, the regions showing genotype-dependent differences in MD values 
largely overlapped with the regions showing significant correlations between MD values and 
emotional arousal. In the second publication “PKC" is genetically linked to memory capacity 
in healthy subjects and to risk for posttraumatic stress disorder in genocide survivors” (de 
Quervain et al., 2012) we show that a genetic variant of the PRKCA gene (rs4790904) is 
associated with memory performance in two independent samples (n1 = 723, n2 = 394) of 
healthy young subjects. Additionally, in the bigger sample long-term memory performance 
data (24 hours delayed free recall of same picture data) were available and showed as well 
genotype-dependent differences in memory performance. In the fMRI data, available from the 
smaller sample, genotype-dependent brain activation differences in the lateral and medial PFC 
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were observed during the successful encoding of negative IAPS pictures. This genetic variant 
was also related to PTSD-related symptoms (intrusions and avoidance) as well as risk for 
PTSD diagnose in a sample of heavily traumatized genocide survivors (n3 = 347). Finally, the 
findings from the publication “The association of the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism and the 
hippocampal volumes in healthy humans: A joint meta-analysis of published and new data” 
(Harrisberger et al., 2014) do not support the association of the SNP rs6265 on the BDNF 
gene and hippocampal volumes based on the original data of 643 healthy young subjects. The 
meta-analysis revealed a weak effect, which was mainly driven by studies with small sample 
sizes applying manual segmentation of hippocampi. Additionally, effect sizes decreased with 
increasing sample size over the years, but only for manual tracing samples. Our results are 
based on a large sample size and confirm the findings of previous publications. Moreover our 
findings demonstrate an effect of measuring techniques, publication year and sample size. 
Highlighting the main conclusions, in a first step we provide evidence for a genetic 
modulation of emotional processing by a genetic variant in NTRK2 gene in healthy young 
subjects, while so far NTRK2 was found to be associated only with psychiatric diseases 
(Alonso et al., 2008; Boulle et al., 2012; Deo et al., 2013; Ernst et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 
2013; Hauger et al., 2009; Hill, 2012; Kohli et al., 2010; Mahan & Ressler, 2012; Marsden, 
2013). By genotype-dependent differences in methylation levels we further point to a 
functional consequence of the NTRK2 variant with regard to gene regulation. In a next step, 
our findings about PRKCA illustrate a role of protein kinase C alpha (PKC") in memory 
performance on one hand in healthy young subjects and on the other hand with traumatic 
memory and risk for PTSD in genocide survivors. Ultimately, our findings do not support the 
association of a genetic variant in the BDNF gene and hippocampal volumes. Even though, 
the absence of difference on the anatomical level does not rule out that BDNF modulates 
other processes in the hippocampus. However, results from studies examining BDNF-
dependent differences in hippocampal activation during memory paradigms (Cerasa et al., 
2010; Dennis et al., 2011; Egan et al., 2003; Hariri et al., 2003; Hashimoto et al., 2008; 
Kambeitz et al., 2012; Molendijk et al., 2012) or directly investigating BDNF-dependent 
differences in memory performance (Kambeitz et al., 2012; Mandelman & Grigorenko, 2012) 
are inconsistent. 
Several limitations have to be taken into account in these three publications. One could 
argue that a limitation of the publication “Genetic variants of NTRK2 are associated with 
emotion processing, a white-matter measure and DNA methylation levels in healthy young 
subjects” (Spalek et al., in preparation (b)) is the absence of an association of NTRK2 and 
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mean negative arousal ratings. However this might just be due to the specificity of the effect 
on positive stimuli, supported by the results from the structural data. A further limitation 
might be that there were no genotype-dependent differences in exactly the voxels showing a 
significant association between MD values and mean positive arousal ratings. Even though 
tracts with a significant correlation between mean positive arousal ratings and MD values 
were to a large extend the same ones as tracts showing genotype-dependent differences. In the 
publication “PKC" is genetically linked to memory capacity in healthy subjects and to risk for 
posttraumatic stress disorder in genocide survivors” (de Quervain et al., 2012) a possible 
limitation is that in the hypothesis-testing sample genotype-dependent differences in short-
term memory performance were present in all three pictures categories (negative, positive and 
neutral), whereas in the long-delay performance in the same sample significant differences 
appeared only in the negative and neutral picture category as well as in the replication sample 
only memory performance of negative and positive reached significance, which might be due 
to less power given by the smaller sample size. But generally, these findings indicate that the 
association of the PRKCA genetic variant is consistent for negative pictures as well as the 
overall memory performance (all picture categories). Concerning the fMRI results, it might be 
counterintuitive that there were no significant genotype-dependent differences in temporal 
lobe regions (e.g. amygdala and hippocampus). This might be due to the fact that fMRI data 
were collected at the encoding stage, whereas genotype-dependent differences in temporal 
lobe regions might occur at a later stage in memory processes. Additionally, no activation 
differences were observed for subsequent memory of positive pictures, where behavioural 
differences were as well present. This points to a specificity of genotype-dependent 
differences on a functional level only for negative stimuli. Finally, regarding the analyses 
about the association of BDNF and hippocampal volumes in the publication “The association 
of the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism and the hippocampal volumes in healthy humans: A 
joint meta-analysis of published and new data” (Harrisberger et al., 2014) three limitations 
have to be taken into account. First, we did not address laterality differences or differences in 
specific hippocampal sub-regions due to the fact that many studies included in the meta-
analysis reported only total hippocampal volumes. Second, we focused only on the BDNF 
SNP rs6265 and did not consider other SNPs, gene-gene interactions or gene-environment 
interactions. Last, we did not observe any sex- or age-dependent differences in hippocampal 
volumes as found by other studies (sex differences: Cahill, 2006; Goldstein et al., 2001; Liu, 
Morgan, Hutchison, & Calhoun, 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2014; age differences: Driscoll et al., 
2003; Malykhin, Bouchard, Camicioli, & Coupland, 2008; Raz, Ghisletta, Rodrigue, 
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Kennedy, & Lindenberger, 2010). This might be due to the applied correction for ICV and a 
limited age-range in our data. 
There might be some clinical implications arising from the findings in the publication 
“Genetic variants of NTRK2 are associated with emotion processing, a white-matter measure 
and DNA methylation levels in healthy young subjects” (Spalek et al., in preparation (b)). Our 
results of an association between NTRK2 and mean positive arousal ratings in healthy subjects 
in connection with the knowledge about altered rating of emotionally arousing IAPS pictures 
in patients with psychiatric disorders (Aguilar de Arcos et al., 2008; Aguilar de Arcos, 
Verdejo-García, Peralta-Ramírez, Sánchez-Barrera, & Pérez-García, 2005; Aminoff, Jensen, 
Lagerberg, Andreassen, & Melle, 2011; Jayaro et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2007; Strauss & 
Herbener, 2011), and several genetic associations between NTRK2 and psychopathology 
(Alonso et al., 2008; Boulle et al., 2012; Deo et al., 2013; Ernst et al., 2011; Gupta et al., 
2013; Hauger et al., 2009; Hill, 2012; Kohli et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2009; 
Mahan & Ressler, 2012; Marsden, 2013; Ribases et al., 2005), point to a role of NTRK2 in 
emotion processing in healthy subjects and patients with psychiatric disorders. Tracts 
identified in our DTI analysis were located in regions central for emotion processing and are 
reported by several studies to show alterations in patients with different psychiatric disorders 
like obsessive compulsive disorder, bipolar disorder, autism spectrum disorder, antisocial 
personality disorder and schizophrenia (Fontenelle et al., 2011; Lu, Zhou, Keedy, Reilly, & 
Sweeney, 2011; Sundram et al., 2012; Travers et al., 2012; Zanetti et al., 2009). Interestingly, 
several studies provide evidence for a contribution of NTRK2 gene variants to the genetic 
susceptibility to various psychiatric disorders (Alonso et al., 2008; Li et al., 2013; Lin et al., 
2009; Ribases et al., 2005). Having asserted that, it remains to be thoroughly investigated if 
NTRK2 might be a predictive biomarker of vulnerability to psychiatric disorders. Last the 
publication “PKC" is genetically linked to memory capacity in healthy subjects and to risk for 
posttraumatic stress disorder in genocide survivors” (de Quervain et al., 2012) provides 
clinical implications by suggesting a genetic link between the predisposition to build strong 
memories and the risk for PTSD. Additionally, the results indicate differential genetic risks 
for different PTSD symptoms, which might provide useful information for the understanding 
and possible treatment of PTSD. 
Overall, both genetic factors and differences due to sex play an essential role within 
emotion processing as well as memory, and their understanding might improve the knowledge 
about psychopathology and treatment possibilities. As illustrated by this thesis, the 
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combination of methods from different fields seems to be a promising way for uncovering and 
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